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Queer Heritage:  
Central Europe and Beyond. 
A Roundtable Discussion

Participants: 
Valentina Iancu (independent researcher)  
Anita Kurimay (Bryn Mawr College)  
Alison Oram (University of London)  
Karol Radziszewski (Queer Archives Institute)

Moderators:
Robert Kusek (Jagiellonian University in Krakow) 
Wojciech Szymański (University of Warsaw)

Robert Kusek: The idea that lies at the heart of this debate is that we – or at least 
some of us in some parts of the world and in some communities – live in the age of 
the “queer turn”, i.e. the time when a major revaluation and re-interpretation of the 
past from the point of view of gay and lesbian, as well as queer studies has been tak-
ing place; and that the meaning, scope, as well as politics and performance of this 
“queer turn” differ considerably given a number of variables, including geographical 
and cultural factors. In 2007, during a roundtable discussion, Carolyn Dinshaw was 
asked about the phrase that she used almost a decade earlier in her seminal work 
Getting Medieval, i.e. “a queer desire for history”.1 She explained: “In that phrase  
‘a queer desire for history’, I meant a desire for a different kind of past, for a history 
that is not straight”.2 

We would like to start this discussion by asking you about your own explo-
rations of queer history – about your understanding of that phrase and the very 
principles or “desires” that guide and inspire your attempts to unearth LGBTQ+ 
histories – histories that are so often embedded in historic buildings, museum col-
lections, artworks, urban/rural landscapes. Do you see yourself as belonging to the 

1  C. Dinshaw, L. Edelman, R. Ferguson, C. Freccero, E. Freeman, J. Halberstam, A. Jagose, C. Neal-
on, N. Tan Hoang, “Theorizing Queer Temporalities: A Roundtable Discussion”, GLQ: A Journal 
of Lesbian and Gay Studies 13 (2–3), p. 179, 2007.

2 Ibid.
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before-mentioned “queer turn” or, perhaps, to some version of it and, if so, what are 
the challenges that you face as practitioners or theorists of queer history, especially 
taking into account the position from which you approach it.

Alison Oram: In the UK, lesbian and gay history developed quite strongly from the 
1980s onwards. I was involved at an early stage, teaching, as far as I know, the first 
lesbian history course in the mid-1980s. We called it “lesbian and gay” history then 
and it was a kind of recovery history. Recovery history is sometimes seen pejora-
tively by queer theorists, as simply looking for people like us in the past – which we 
were doing, but we were already using more exploratory definitions and theories of 
how and where to look for same-sex desires, and we had an awareness that we were 
using anachronistic categories. 

In the UK, the queer turn in history came in the early 2000s, and it meant that 
historians drew back from the idea of stable sexual and gender identities. This often 
meant emphasising the difference of the past, even the recent past, from the present 
day: its unknowability, as well as its familiarity. Colleagues including Laura Doan, 
Matt Houlbrook, and Brian Lewis have written on UK history from a queer history 
perspective: and indeed, I would place my own work on women’s cross-dressing as 
part of that queer turn. 

There is also a more practical meaning of queer history that I use, as does my 
co-author Matt Cook3: that using “queer” as an umbrella term serves to include 
a range of different identities and is also a sign of inclusivity and diversity in terms 
of genders and racialised and class contexts when we are looking at the past. I think 
“queer” in “queer history” has been accepted even in public history, and we certain-
ly got Historic England to accept the term back in 2015.

My heritage turn came from a desire for a more material past, beyond the ar-
chives. Like many lesbians and gay men, I was frustrated that all this queer history 
that had been published for thirty or forty years was not being represented in pub-
lic-facing heritage sites. I wanted to use a different quote from Carolyn Dinshaw 
about queer history, which is “the touch across time”.4 For me, that is redolent of 
the materiality and physicality of the past and of our interest in the politics of 
representation. It speaks to how we look at and theorise the ways in which histories 
are encapsulated in historic sites and the challenges that we, from queer history, are 
posing to that mainstream. 

When Justin Bengry and I were hosting “Pride of Place”5 roadshows, I would 
talk about feeling the queer past in the streets on which we walked and emanating 
from the buildings; that sense of having the queer past all around us. That queer 

3 M. Cook, A. Oram, Queer Beyond London, Manchester, 2022.
4 C. Dinshaw, Getting Medieval: Sexualities and Communities, Pre- and Postmodern, Durham, 1999.
5  “Pride of Place: England’s LGBTQ Heritage” was a project developed by Historic England (the 

government agency for the historic environment) and run in partnership with Leeds Beckett 
University which was concerned with identification, documentation of LGBTQ+ histories and 
heritage in relation to England’s buildings and landscapes. One of its aims was also to increase 
awareness of the significance of LGBTQ+ heritage. 
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histories have been embedded everywhere in our material surroundings and over 
many centuries, not just in our heads and on our screens. 

Finally, the challenges – there are many, but as a historian, for me, it is about the 
parts of queer history that are difficult to reach, the bits in-between heteronorma-
tivity and queer experience. For example, even if we are only going back as far as the 
1950s and 1960s, how do we find the kinds of queernesses that were tolerated in, for 
example, amateur dramatic societies? We assume that they were somewhat queer, 
and it is a bit of a stereotype, but how do we get to that as historians? Or how 
do we interpret two women who lived together in the further-back past? Those 
methodological debates have been going on for some time and will not easily be 
resolved, but how do we look for evidence about the non-heteronormative? One of 
the frustrations of Queer Beyond London is that there is a lot of source material about 
people and their lived identities in the fairly recent past, but it is that more hidden, 
indeterminate area of queer history that is harder to get at.

Anita Kurimay: For me, queer history similarly to how Alison discussed it, means 
locating non-normative gender and sexual behaviours in the past. In thinking about 
the “queer turn”, which I also consider myself a part of, I think it is also construc-
tive to consider the differences and trajectories of queer histories and scholarship in 
Central-Eastern Europe (CEE) and queer histories in Western Europe and the U.S.

In my research, queer history means historicising queer discourses and discours-
es around queers, official and popular attitudes towards queers, as well as queer 
experiences from the late 19th century onwards.6 This fits into the recovery aspect, 
and it is crucial to me that there have been queer and non-normative identities 
in the past, but we have not really had histories about them in Hungary. I  also 
take this scholarship as a responsibility in the current historical time, which I feel 
demands that we have these kinds of recovery histories that refute the narratives 
of nationalists and fascists, who make the argument that queers are a product of 
liberal democracy and/or that queers were Western imports (Poland and Hungary 
are a great example). 

The other important aspect of queer history is that having recovered these 
non-normative histories and having reinserted non-normative sexualities and 
discourse around them into the politico-social and cultural history of Budapest, 
Hungary, and East-Central Europe, also leads to the idea of queering history. We can 
challenge the long-established and existing historical mainstream narratives about 
the political history of Hungary or the relationship of Central-Eastern Europe to 
Western Europe. In this sense, queer history also means rewriting history through 
the lens of sexuality and gender. 

To make this more tangible, I want to give you two examples that show the 
approach of both reconstructing and challenging existing narratives through queer 
history. Having located discourses about queers and non-normative sexualities and 
historicising their legal and police treatment in early 20th century Budapest (the 

6 A. Kurimay, Queer Budapest, 1873–1961, Chicago–London, 2020.
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new capital of the Hungarian part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire), I  could es-
tablish that Budapest had a growing homosexual subculture whose visibility was 
subsequently written out of history. By looking at this over time, I could see how 
this subculture and visibility actually expanded during the inter-war years at the 
time when Hungary increasingly turned towards a conservative and authoritarian 
political regime. By placing discourses about queer people alongside those about 
contemporary state-building and attempts to make Budapest a  modern capital, 
I could make an argument about how queers and the regulation of non-normative 
sexualities were at the heart of the project of Hungarian modernity and provide 
a  new narrative where queers were actually at the centre of political history, as 
opposed to on the margins.

Another example that I looked at was the scandal of Cécile Tormay (1875–1937) 
and Eduardina Pallavicini (1877–1964), two conservative women visionaries of the 
inter-war era, who were charged with female homosexuality. In recreating the scan-
dal of the trial and looking at both the trial records and contemporary press reports, 
on the one hand, I could show that it was a serious and full-blown sexual scandal 
around female homosexuality, but I could also show that ultimately, the trial did 
not damage these women’s reputations or halt their political aspirations. Using this 
amazing case, I was able to reconstruct inter-war discourses about female homo-
sexuality, which is still a rarity in queer histories, particularly in the East-Central 
European context and historiography. What is also important is that this scandal is 
a remarkable example of the co-existence of conservative politics and tolerance of 
certain forms of queer sexualities in inter-war Hungary. This challenges narratives 
about conservatism and its intolerance towards queer sexualities. 

Valentina Iancu: I feel that I belong to the queer turn because my ambition is to 
carry out research regarding queer subjectivities in Romania – particularly how they 
are constructed through the language of visual arts. Aware of my own queer subjec-
tivity, I have been trying to better understand myself by searching for queer heritage 
– even if I  cannot see its manifestations in present-day Romania. When I  think 
of myself as a part of the queer turn, I also need to acknowledge a contradiction: 
because around me, in Romania, there are very few traces of the queer turn at the 
moment. Indeed, there is a rise in queer activism and some contemporary artists try 
to challenge the normative construction of culture but the country’s institutions 
are still very immune to it. Both public and academic history is very conservative 
and sexuality remains a taboo subject. Literary studies are somehow more advanced 
in their investigation of queer subjectivities – suffice it to mention the recently pub-
lished studies by Ramona Dima or Mihai Iovanel. However, in my field of expertise, 
i.e. art history, I am the first to use queer theory, alongside critical race studies and 
decolonial critique. Monographs on queer theory or histories are rarely translated 
into Romanian language, while local researchers and their findings remain invisible 
in most fields of cultural production. When art historians start addressing sexuality, 
they stick to a very narrow heteronormative interpretation. There are no research-
ers trying to queer the existing narratives or create a better understanding of the 
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past, but from my point of view, this draws attention to alternative modes of the 
production of knowledge, as well as to various individuals who have started collect-
ing and researching history on their own. For example, the activist Florin Buhuce-
anu, who is an art collector and archivist and who was involved in the movement 
for decriminalising homosexuality in the 1990s, has just created with his partner 
a small museum for the display of his collection to promote research regarding male 
homosexuality. In Romania, homosexuality was criminalised until 2001 and I think 
the absence of queer thinking is a direct consequence of this. It makes queer research 
in Romania very difficult because illegal bodies do not produce artefacts; they do 
not document themselves and do not express their subjectivity in order to make 
their sexuality conspicuous. So we face an “absence” of information that could be 
provided by the community, except for state surveillance.

My desire for queer history started in the context of the 2018 referendum in Ro-
mania7 because I found myself to be the only openly lesbian intellectual in Romania 
and became quite vocal about the threat posed by the new constitutional bill. Con-
sequently, I started receiving phone calls saying “I am sorry, I am not homosexual, 
but I will go to the referendum and vote against it”. The whole incident provided 
me with some motivation to stop what I was doing at the time and to start looking 
into queer histories and queer culture; thus, attempting to produce different narra-
tives in order to challenge the dominant assumptions and beliefs.

Karol Radziszewski: For me, it started when I  was growing up in the 1980s, 
obviously without the Internet and in a  small city in the north-east part of Po-
land. For a long time, I did not meet any queer person, and I constantly heard that 
this “thing”, i.e. homosexuality, was coming to Poland from the corrupt West or 
from some weird artistic circles. Even when I came out, it was still the same kind 
of narrative going on. When I started to travel, I heard the same statement again 
and again – be it in Romania or Bulgaria. When Central European countries were 
applying to become member states of the European Union, there was this propagan-
da movement, usually supported by the Church and the conservative politicians, 
which warned the public that the new Sodom would arise with the country’s ac-
cess to the European Union. So I felt it was my personal challenge to prove that 
Poland had a queer history and there were queer stories to be told. 

In 2005, I organised the exhibition Pedały that was later called the first openly 
gay exhibition in the history of Poland. We had artists who were non-heteronorma-
tive in the past, but they never talked openly about their sexuality in or via their 
work. For me, it was something new and refreshing and when I started my inquiry 
I  quite quickly decided to focus on historical research as well. And that is how 
I started to work on several projects that were slowly rediscovering the figures from 
the past, like my series of paintings titled The Gallery of Portraits which showcases 

7  The 2018 Referendum held on 6–7 October was concerned with the definition of the family 
in the Romanian Constitution and could result in the prohibition of same-sex marriage. The 
referendum failed due to insufficient turnout.
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queer historical figures – notable individuals that have contributed to Polish culture, 
history and politics, such as Polish kings, politicians, artists, writers. 

I definitely feel that the queer turn is coming to Poland because over the last 
fifteen years or so I have noticed that many of the figures that I have just men-
tioned – ones whose non-heteronormativity I first discovered collecting snippets of 
information about them or being intrigued by their works or images – now have the 
whole anthologies and monographs dedicated to their lives and works; and some-
times to their queerness as well. Today, there are entire books showcasing queer 
visuality and so many amazing discoveries made by scholars and artists-cum-public 
historians such as myself that I feel that this queer turn is something real in Poland. 
It is happening and it is growing. 

One big challenge is that our current conservative and nationalistic government 
has been using history and particular historical figures in the culture wars that they 
have been waging against LGBTQ+. For example, the poet Maria Konopnicka, the 
most celebrated patriotic poet of the end of the 19th century, who is cherished by 
football fans and nationalists alike, is at the same time being rediscovered as a bisex-
ual or lesbian or non-normative female figure for the community. Recently I read an 
article that just like the 2018 bill that attempted to “defend the good name of Po-
land” and outlaw blaming Poland for any crimes committed during the Holocaust, 
some have been considering a similar kind of legislation with regard to the “good 
name” of Polish historical figures. It has already been labelled a “Konopnicka lie” and 
it means that if you state that a particular historical figure was non-heteronorma-
tive and you cannot “prove” it, you might be committing a crime. I suppose that 
for this government you need to have some high-resolution colour photographs of 
same-sex intercourse to prove that somebody was non-heteronormative.

Another problem is that homophobia continues to stay strong in Poland. So 
strong that the older generation – and I work mostly with gay men who are over 
sixty or seventy years old – is still afraid to come out. Collectors and artists who 
have amazing queer archives and even produced queen artworks in their 70s or 80s 
still prefer to remain anonymous and keep their works private. For me as a queer 
artist and archivist, this is a major challenge. So this queer turn has been arriving in 
this part of Europe as well but at a different speed.

Robert Kusek: Alison, although you are a historian, for many years you have been 
observing, analysing, and writing about the changes that have occurred in heritage 
production and preservation – particularly the shift from history to heritage, as well 
as the broadening of the latter category to embrace what might have been considered 
– and in some places still is – difficult, dissonant, or unwanted heritage, namely queer 
heritage. We would argue that the major difference between queer history and queer 
heritage is that in the case of the latter one does not only aim at remembering and re-
constructing the queer past but one also wishes to creatively and productively engage 
with it. How do you perceive the difference – if there is any – between queer history 
and queer heritage, particularly with regard to the way the two terms are conceptual-
ised and used by academics and the general public. Do you think that global/Western 
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queer heritage may profit from the potential contributions offered by other, often 
peripheral queer heritages – ones that are still silent or not sufficiently acknowledged 
by mainstream queer heritage studies, such as the queer heritage of Central Europe?

Alison Oram: I  think in the UK there has been a  movement of queer history 
themes into heritage, but I do not see it as a shift away from history because both 
fields, queer history and queer heritage, are expanding. Queer heritage (by which 
I mean queer public history, for example in museums, at historic sites and by local 
communities) is much more recent in its inception and expansion, but it is not one 
at the expense of the other and I think the balance is different from other places, 
even in Western Europe. 

I think it was community heritage that expanded first, in terms of getting pub-
lic funding. The Heritage Lottery Fund, which distributes money to community 
groups, started funding some LGBTQ projects in about 2001 and especially from 
about 2010, and these are often LGBTQ oral history projects or projects related to 
specific queer groups, such as gay choirs, older lesbians, the queer history of Plym-
outh, and so on. That is only a tiny proportion of the resources that the HLF has 
to distribute, but until the end of 2018 there were one hundred and thirty LGBTQ 
heritage projects funded by the HLF, and obviously many more since then. We could 
call this kind of community history queer cultural heritage, or we could call it in-
tangible heritage, but in the UK, we do not use those terms very readily, apart from 
in the academic literature – so it is community history, but it is heritage as well.

That was one of the earliest areas of expansion, and its funding was enabled 
by the growing social acceptance of LGBTQ people, by civil partnerships from 
2004, and then the Equality Act of 2010. Some museums followed, increasing their 
LGBTQ interpretation from the late 2000s, and then finally mainstream heritage 
institutions: the large organizations or charities which manage the historic envi-
ronment, properties such as classic country houses or archaeological sites. Heritage 
recognition of the queer past came late to the party, as it were, but it did really take 
off in the years following 2015, facilitated by the commemoration in 2017 of the 
50-year anniversary of the partial decriminalisation of sex between men. There was 
a lot of caution as well – the bigger the heritage provider, the more establishment it 
was, the more cautious it was on the whole. From 2015–2017 it also seemed quite 
easy and rapid, despite the fact that there has been pushback.

Is queer heritage difficult, dissonant, or unwanted in the UK? Yes, in many 
ways. There has been homophobic resistance from the right-wing press, but in the 
UK it is not the most difficult heritage. Currently, the culture wars in British heritage 
are around histories of slavery, imperialism, and British colonialism, and how they 
are acknowledged and represented. That is far more politicised at the moment: the 
toppling of the Colston statue during Black Lives Matter last year (2020) in Bristol, 
and so on. There has been a huge attack recently on a National Trust project called 
“Colonial Countryside”, and massive vilification of the academics who worked on 
the report, not only by the right-wing press but also by government ministers.  
In the UK, it is a public-facing heritage that is considerably more politicised than 
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other forms of history. In a very worrying development, the government is current-
ly trying to get its own appointees onto the boards of major museums to keep an 
eye on what themes they are exploring and also denigrate the work of academics 
that they accuse of what is called “wokeness” or what used to be called “political 
correctness” – that is, anybody who is trying to increase diversity and inclusion, and 
promote minority histories.

There is certainly been a turn towards celebrating the queer past using the crea-
tive arts. I see this as a playful turn in queer heritage and history-making. As Elizabeth 
Freeman has written, it is a search for a sensual queer past, emphasising the pleasures 
of that past, rather than the shame or the difficulties. She calls it “erotohistoriogra-
phy”,8 so it is about enjoying the past. One example is Duckie’s9 re-enactments of 
historic queer parties on a large scale. It is called their Vintage Clubbing Series, and it 
is a kind of participatory theatre, which disturbs chronologies by pulling the embod-
ied past forward into the present. In 2016, for example, they recreated a 1932 queer 
ball in London called Lady Malcolm’s Servants’ Ball. Duckie is a long-running queer 
culture group, partly funded by the HLF, based in London. There are countless other 
examples of artists drawing on the queer past, for example, Sarah-Joy Ford, who is 
exploring 1980s lesbian feminism in her amazing textile work.

Robert Kusek: I am wondering whether there is some interest in non-British or 
non-Western queer heritage in the UK.

Alison Oram: There is certainly an interest in other queer histories, but we are 
pretty insular. In the Queer Beyond London project, which is a history project, we 
drew on those regional community LGBTQ oral history projects to make the argu-
ment that national queer history, in its narratives based on London, misses out on 
a lot of regional distinctiveness. We have been looking at peripheral queer heritages 
within Britain. As for non-Western queer history and heritage, I  think it is very 
patchy. You could look at some of the major museums which have introduced queer 
history trails, such as the British Museum or the Victoria and Albert Museum. On 
those queer history trails, there are a lot of non-Western queer heritage objects and 
artefacts. These trails make the point that there is queer history to be found in all 
societies and time periods, but its form might be very different to what we are 
familiar with; that is, Western identity categories. I am sure we could do more, but 
it is starting.

Robert Kusek: Anita, you are based in the United States but your research largely 
focuses on queer history of Central Europe. How would you compare the status 

8 E. Freeman, Time Binds: Queer Temporalities, Queer Histories, Durham, 2010, p. 95.
9  Duckie is a collective of performance artists based in South London and operating since 1995. 

Heavily indebted to the tradition of Victorian music hall, they are known for organising a vari-
ety of activities such as club nights, new-mode pop, burlesque and performance events, as well 
as anti-theatre experimentation.
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of queer history and heritage, as well as the position of queer historians in Central 
Europe and the US? Have you noticed any significant discrepancies when it comes 
to the tools and methods of investigation employed by Central European scholars 
and by American scholars?

Anita Kurimay: We can make some broad generalisations about the US and West-
ern Europe in terms of how the celebratory impetus that came from the normali-
sation and legalisation of gay marriage led to the mainstreaming of homosexuality 
and in effect also paved the way to establishing queer heritage, which was not only 
thanks to decades-long community activism but also eventually established insti-
tutions that accepted and ended up celebrating the supposed gay liberation themes. 
Clearly, this has not been the case in Central-Eastern Europe.

In the US, not only progressive or liberal papers like Huffington Post but even the 
Wall Street Journal can regularly write about queer heritage sites to visit and exciting 
new places that are having exhibits on queer themes. You would not find this in 
Central-Eastern Europe, where queer heritage would be an oxymoron, and nation-
alist governments on principle would not support such reporting on queer history. 
For that matter, would mainstream newspapers (which often are now controlled 
by or in the hands of government-friendly entities) want to provide a platform for 
discussions about queer heritage? It is very important to think both about why 
this is the case and also how these conditions (anti-LGBTQ government platforms 
and the silencing of queer issues in the media) underline the ways in which queer 
histories are written, articulated, and represented in the region. 

As a growing scholarship now attests, histories of queerness and sexuality more 
generally in the CEE do not necessarily map onto Western, specifically Anglo-Amer-
ican histories of sexuality.10 In addition to highlighting country-specific aspects, this 
scholarship illustrates how in the first half of the 20th century Central-Eastern Eu-
rope was in many ways at the forefront of the paradigm shift (which had been long 
claimed as a “western” paradigm) that discovered non-normative sexual identities 
and also made queer sexualities part of popular and official discourses. Just to give 
two examples, in 1919 the communist Hungarian leadership legalised male homo-
sexuality, and also created novel ways in which it could rehabilitate homosexuals 
(as opposed to imprisoning them) and turn them into communist citizens. Similar-
ly speaking, Poland left consensual same-sex sexuality out of the criminal code as 
early as 1931, way before most Western countries. So while on par and even at times 
ahead of the “West” during the first half of the 20th century, it was in the state- 

10  Just to name two recent examples, see K. Karczewski, “Transnational Flows of Knowledge and 
the Legalisation of Homosexuality in Interwar Poland”, Contemporary European History, 2020,  
pp. 1–18; and K. Davison, “Cold War Pavlov: Homosexual aversion therapy in the 1960s”, Histo-
ry of the Human Sciences 34 (1), 2021, pp. 89–119. For a more theoretical discussion on the place 
of CEE see the introduction of Robert Kulpa and Joanna Mizielinska to their edited collection:  
R. Kulpa, J. Mizielinska, De-Centering Western Sexualities: Central and Eastern European Perspec-
tives, London, 2011. 
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socialist period that the CEE region embarked on its own approach to queerness.11 It 
did so by public silencing and the medical pathologising of queerness even as many 
of the countries behind the Iron Curtain decriminalised homosexuality (i.e. Hun-
gary and Czechoslovakia in 1961) well before their Western counterparts.12 In the 
West gay liberation movements carve out space and become a vibrant political and 
cultural force from the 1970s on, which of course also helped to initiate scholarship 
on queerness, but you just do not have that kind of visibility and possibility for 
organising on behalf of queers behind the Iron Curtain.13 Thus, because they were 
less visible, in 1989 new-found possibilities for queer visibility totally played into 
the hands of nationalists and people who categorised queer people and culture as 
a non-native, Western import. Queers became an aberration to nationalists across 
Central-Eastern Europe. The ascendence of nationalists into ruling governments 
has fundamentally come to shape the ways in which history and scholarship on 
queerness is and can be written in the CEE. 

Furthermore, in Central-Eastern Europe the subject matter of your scholarship 
is also associated more tightly with your identity by others, which if writing about 
queerness makes you delegitimised as a researcher, a scholar, or an artist wanting 
to objectively represent these histories. With cutting of gender programs, drying 
up of funds and even not being able to fund projects with the words “gender” or 
“sexuality”, projects on queerness, are immediately political, as opposed to just 
being academic. The context really conditions the ways in which thinking about 
queer histories is an inherently political act, and it is incredibly challenging. In this 
context, I feel incredibly privileged for being able to do this kind of work from afar, 
being able to receive funds, and feel secure about my employment.

In addition to the politicisation of their work and constraints on academic free-
dom, another obstacle for historians of sexuality in CEE is the lack of archives. 
Without romanticising what happens in Western Europe, the UK, and the US, we 
need to acknowledge the real investment in creating LGBTQ community archives 
that have been taking in major Western European and US cities, which over time has 
also translated into institutional/governmental investments and larger well-funded 
archives. This is just unheard of in East-Central Europe where while there are some 
community-supported LGBTQ archives, there is absolutely no governmental and 
large institutional investment in queer archives, which has profound implications 
for trying to write queer histories. 

Finally, it is not only that the state-socialist period was crucial in terms of chang-
ing the trajectory of East-Central Europe in this larger Western or global history of 
queerness, but it was also crucial in terms of the erasure of historical documents 

11  Just to reiterate existing scholarship also emphasises the important differences among the CEE 
countries in terms of queer history. 

12  For an overview see J. Takács, “Legalizing Queerness in Central-Eastern Europe”, in: Routledge 
International Handbook to Gender in Central-Eastern Europe and Eurasia, eds. K. Fábián, J. Elise 
Johnson, M. Lazda, Abingdon-New York, 2022, pp. 246–254. 

13  On state-socialism and queerness, see publications of Tomasz Basiuk, Anna Borgos, Łukasz 
Szulc, Judit Takács, and Vêra Sokolová.
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around queerness. What I found, for instance in the Hungarian context, is how the 
homosexual registry and its surrounding documentation, which had been opera-
tional throughout every political system since the Dual monarchy including state 
socialism, disappeared during the transition in 1989. Likewise, important court doc-
uments involving homosexuality from trials in both, the interwar and state-social-
ist eras also vanished. The retroactive destruction of historical documents during 
and the end of state socialism creates an added burden for writing queer histories as 
well as an added obstacle in legitimising queer heritage. 

Wojciech Szymański: Valentina – in your work and research you focus mostly on 
Romanian art and queer art phenomena in Romania. However, one of the topics 
that you investigated in detail is the Bulgarian city of Balchik. This multicultural 
city was occupied by Romania between 1913 and 1940 and became a very impor-
tant place for Romanian artists and especially feminists. Karol, your research and 
projects prioritise Polish queer culture; however, just like Valentina, you also explore 
transnational or regional queer history: you often travel across East-Central Europe, 
gather materials, and organise Queer Archives Institute exhibitions in the countries 
of the region. 

It seems to us that you both move beyond your national perspectives and re-
place them with regional ones. What does this enlarged or wider perspective offer 
to you? How do Romanian queer history and heritage extend the Polish perspective, 
and how do Polish – or Bulgarian, Hungarian, etc. – queer-narratives contribute to 
the Romanian vision of the past? Can you identify some similarities and/or differ-
ences between various countries of the region?

Valentina Iancu: I do indeed hope to expand my research onto the entire region 
and I look around with curiosity; but for the moment my focus is on the local and 
on how the local queer narratives are produced. My current research is concerned 
with contemporary Romanian culture, i.e. post-2001, but I also try to identify its 
“queer ancestry”. Last year, I worked with Karol Radziszewski because he is one 
of the first artists who came to Romania and introduced the idea of queer heritage 
to my country. The DIK Fagazine14 issue on Romania is among the first works that 
have documented the period after the legalisation of homosexuality. One history 
I have been engaging in right now is the history of the Romanian occupation of 
Balchik, a Black Sea coastal town that is now part of Bulgaria. I have been writing 
about the Romanian perspective on this period and what took place when Romani-
ans invaded the territory and acted like colonisers. They replaced street names, built 
their own statues, and tried to erase the Bulgarian and Turkish cultures that had 
existed in the area to create a Romanian identity-oriented culture. Balchik became 
a very powerful symbol in the inter-war Romanian culture that was explored by 
many far-right intellectuals. 

14  DIK Fagazine is a queer zine that unearths and investigates queer representation and queer 
history – with special focus on visual culture of Central and Eastern Europe. 
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Interestingly, during the occupation, one hundred and fifty Romanian painters 
went to work in Balchik. All the famous Romanian artists went there so an enor-
mous part of the inter-war Romanian culture was in fact produced not in Romania 
but in Balchik. Many of them were of course well-known gay figures and feminists, 
and they all found their own place there. In the case of women, particularly women 
architects and visual artists, it was in Balchik that they could escape patriarchy, 
misogyny and discrimination. In Balchik, they could design and erect buildings, as 
well as have their works exhibited. Quite paradoxically, the birth of the Romanian 
feminist movement took place not in Bucharest but in Balchik. But this is a very 
complex, intersectional history. For example, this is mainly a  class history. Most 
people who could go there were aristocrats. For example, the Queen herself, Queen 
Marie of Romania, had a palace built there. With the help of collectors, aristocrats 
and rich people, those artists could thrive there. 

My interest lies in an attempt to queer this history – one that has been claimed 
by Romanian nationalists. But this needs to be done carefully. I have recently dis-
covered a  set of photographs showing affection between women, showing body 
language that goes outside the normative. I  have found notes in the diaries de-
scribing interactions between women as being more affectionate and intimate than 
typical. For the moment I have more questions than answers regarding Balchik. But 
my hypothesis is that far away from the conservative society of Bucharest there 
was a place where non-normative friendships and interactions were possible. The 
place was Balchik. 

This is just the beginning. But from my point of view this is hugely important. 
I  think it will be interesting to have this history recovered and confronted with 
the official version of history that was written from a nationalist standpoint: the 
narrative about a new territory being discovered, integrated, and celebrated as part 
of Romanian culture. I want to step a little bit forward and queer these narratives 
and give them some complexity. To create a kind of “uncomfortable” history. I am 
also looking forward to connecting all this with a Bulgarian perspective. 

Even if I am interested in the whole region, my focus or, in fact, my obsession 
is with Romania and with the Romanian local. What I am trying to understand is 
the local outside the national because the local is not constituted only by inhabit-
ants who were born and raised here but also by travellers, by people who lived here 
temporarily, and so on. I question how limiting my approach to researching queer 
culture inside the national context, in fact, is because I believe that queerness should 
be linked to international networks: it should represent a broader transnational ap-
proach. But considering how unique the local experience is (given, for example, that 
homosexuality was a criminal offence until 2001), I find it difficult to build a more 
international approach to the existing history. Therefore, in order to address those 
limitations, I have started to expand my research by considering queers who visited 
Romania and worked here: the likes of Karol Radziszewski, Kjersti Vetterstad, Shan-
non Woodcock, Jimmy Robert, or, in the inter-war period, the actress and dancer 
Loie Fuller (1862–1928), who visited Balchik a few times. In particular, working with 
Karol Radziszewski helped me enormously. It was an amazing learning experience 
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that I am grateful for because with his help I saw some new materials and I was 
able to learn about other Central European countries and understand that Roma-
nia is indeed an exception because of this long criminalisation of homosexuality. 
I  started wondering why homosexuality was decriminalised so late in Romania.  
It had always been criminalised, but the specific laws changed through time. The 
communist criminalisation was basically a Nazi-era law that was adopted in 1937 
and it was inherited and used against homosexuals by the new regime. I think Anita 
has mentioned the challenge of gay people becoming informants for the secret servic-
es. Gay people were both oppressors and the oppressed because some were arrested 
and they had to choose between going to prison or collaborating with the system.

Karol Radziszewski: I started by focusing on Poland and it is a typical case for 
most activists or researchers in the region because the language is really a basic bar-
rier. When I work, I can delve deeper and be more precise, especially with regard to 
written documents, when the materials are in Polish or are deposited in Polish ar-
chives. But since I started my archival work, it has become clear to me that it would 
be more interesting and also more queer to adopt a larger perspective. Instead of fo-
cusing on the nationalistic way of building our Polish queer heritage, I would rather 
talk about queer heritage as such, as well as about queer geographies and queer tem-
poralities. My approach to queer heritage – one that I have practised in the Queer 
Archives Institute15 and in my other art projects – is to carry out some basic research 
with regard to specific countries or phenomena and then collaborate with people 
who have been involved in some more scholarly or in-depth research. Connecting 
all this information and juxtaposing various materials is crucial for the installations 
and exhibitions that I create. But I also want to use them as a springboard for local 
researchers and for future research. When I regularly travel to Ukraine, Belarus, or 
Bulgaria, I constantly hear that activists are slowly starting to be really interested 
in the past, but at the same time, they are very focused on the written sources and 
materials that they can have access to. 

It has already been mentioned a few times, but in East-Central Europe Poland 
decriminalised homosexual acts as early as in 1932. However, Belarus did it in 1995 
and Romania in 2001. In the case of the latter, the oldest trace of queer life – be it 
letters, photographs, books, notes – is always a proof of crime. I was investigat-
ing this phenomenon with regard to Belarus and there was a lack of any materials 
because of the law that could have you imprisoned – even in the early 1990s. In 
Poland, however, Ryszard Kisiel – one of the early activists who lived in Gdańsk 
and was particularly active in the 1980s – recalls a series of conversations that he 
had in the 1970s with his friends. When they heard about the Stonewall Riots, they 
all discussed how they could react to it and what exactly they could fight for. At 
the time homophobia was still a great problem, but it was rather connected with 

15  Founded in 2015, the Queer Archives Institute is a non-profit artist-run organisation dedicated 
to research, collection, digitalisation, presentation, exhibition, analysis and artistic interpreta-
tion of queer archives.
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the teaching of the Catholic Church and not with actual laws or any kind of state 
oppression that they could openly fight against and form an organisation or kind 
of movement. 

What I find quite interesting is that most of my archives and research materials 
are related to gay men. Early zines, the oldest early zines from the 1980s and the 
1990s, were starting in Central Europe because of the HIV/AIDS epidemic. Some-
times their history starts only with those few, AIDS-related pages. Everywhere – in 
Prague, in Warsaw, in Kyiv – people wanted to spread the information about the 
pandemic and then slowly started adding more articles and reprinting photographs 
and materials from Western gay publications. However, very few magazines dedi-
cated to lesbians are to be found: in Poland, they show up only in the 1990s. The 
earliest are from Slovenia and date back to 1984 and 1985. Slovenia in itself is a very 
interesting case to study. For example, because of the discussions which are not 
to be found in other countries of the region, namely how the gays and lesbians 
could collaborate, and how they want to have their own publications and their 
own distinct visual representation, for example lesbian photographs, Also how they 
want to create some local versions of the existing lesbian images and not to follow 
the mainstream straight pornography that exploits lesbians. I do not have enough 
time to talk about the zines and the cruising areas but with the help of the Ryszard 
Kisiel’s archive, I have gained access to the notes and photographs from the 1970s 
and 1980s which document the cruising spots, baths, and parks – with their detailed 
locations and descriptions. His photographs, even though they show different plac-
es in different parts of Poland or East-Central Europe, show some extraordinary 
degree of similarity between various queer places and spaces.

This more international approach helps me to fill in some major gaps in queer 
visual narratives. Let me give you one example. There are beautiful photographs by 
Libuše Jarcovjáková documenting gay and lesbian parties in the 1980s, e.g. in the 
T-club in Prague. But there were no images of these queer places which were taken 
from the outside. And suddenly Ryszard Kisiel’s archives allowed me to fill in this 
gap because in his collection I found the photographs of the very buildings where 
the parties took place. He took them during his travel to Prague which he visited as 
a kind of gay tourist. I myself travel a lot and try to maintain a network of people 
who work with me and then I  can bring their different stories together. This is 
something very exciting because you literally can see how these things are connect-
ed, how people were travelling, and how this queer heritage goes well beyond the 
national borders. 

Wojciech Szymański: What happens when archives are not available or do not 
exist or are mute with regard to the queer past? How do you act when you want 
to tell the story of queer lives and queer past but you have no factual evidence or 
tangible proof of their existence?

Karol Radziszewski: I think that visual arts have this particular magic, I would 
say, to create visuals that could reimagine some memories, some small thoughts, 
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some anecdotes from the past. When I started to work at the Queer Archives In-
stitute, I  thought I would be focusing on zines, some texts, and then films, but 
recently I got back to painting only because of that – because some queer histories 
could be reimagined through this particular medium of painting when you do not 
even have the original photographs. The base for me is always oral histories. For 
most of my research, my trips are summarised in long in-depth interviews that I try 
to conduct with the oldest possible representatives of the local LGBTQ community. 
And what has to be mentioned here is that throughout this discussion we have 
not mentioned non-binary or transgender people because there is an even bigger 
lack of this representation in the archives. So my focus now is also on those voices. 
Through oral history we can recall memories – sometimes they are very specific and 
sometimes they take the shape of fantasies about the past. But that is queer to me! 
Certainly, it is a different approach, and the more space you can give to such diverse 
voices, the more “real” queer heritage becomes. Even if for other people that is a mis-
take; an approach that is not proper, not professional, and so on, that is absolutely 
queer to me. I believe that we have to be queer with regard to the form, not only the 
content. That is what I find missing in some conferences, panels, presentations, etc. 
Sometimes people are trying to be very normative in the way they are researching 
and then presenting their research.

Robert Kusek: What is the future of queer heritage – in Central Europe, the UK, 
the US, and other parts of the world. Will it remain dissonant or difficult heritage 
par excellence? Or, alternatively, will it undergo the process of musealisation, glo-
balisation and, finally, commodification? Will it ever become part of the national 
heritage and national past – what are your thoughts on that?

Alison Oram: I think it is beginning to be recognised in the national past, if to-
kenistically. “Pride of Place” got maybe twenty new sites listed – and listing is a kind 
of gold standard for heritage recognition – as part of the national heritage on the 
basis of their queer histories, but that is a drop in the ocean. 

I  think in the UK there is tension and there are difficulties, but there is also 
a huge surge of interest and activity around queer heritage. It goes back to Anita’s 
point, about the attitude of the state. I  worry that the years between the early 
2000s and around now will turn out to be good years and that things will get more 
difficult, but there are really large numbers, of curators, museum professionals, and 
heritage professionals who are taking the opportunity to push queer heritage in 
mainstream locations. There are networks being set up, such as The Queer Heritage 
and Collections Network, but at the same time, there is less government support.

Commodification and musealisation are not necessarily bad things, and in the 
UK we cannot escape them anyway because heritage and museums are so mar-
ket-driven. There is some awareness that the pink pound can be a  driver – that  
LGBTQ visitors are a significant number of people who are interested in the queer 
past and the past generally. That, alongside the mission to make heritage more di-
verse, will hopefully sustain heritage and museums in the years to come. Even ten 
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years ago, you could buy “his and his” cufflinks at the Benjamin Britten Museum. 
There is also a problem with fashions – 2017 was a commemorative year, the 50th 
anniversary of partial decriminalisation, and a  lot of museums host exhibitions 
based on those sorts of key dates. Many of those exhibitions are short-term and 
then they disappear, so that is one challenge for museums and heritage, to keep 
queer history and heritage in the mainstream.

Finally, I think we need to keep an eye on homonormativity in Britain. Is it only 
the acceptable forms of the queer past that get recognised in heritage? Interestingly 
there has been quite a lot of trans heritage, and I think that is partly because drag 
cultures in Britain are part of popular culture anyway, so it becomes a bit more ac-
ceptable, but there are certainly huge parts of the queer past that would not be seen 
as acceptable, for example, intergenerational sex. How do museums deal with that 
with the artists they show and the representations they show? It is the queerest 
stuff we need to make sure gets a hearing in more mainstream forms.

Anita Kurimay: I feel like commodification is already here, particularly in the US, 
in tandem with homonormativity, and of course homonationalism.16 Who is accept-
ed, whose histories within the queer communities are valued enough to be com-
memorated – it is an ongoing process and contestation. In terms of Central-Eastern 
Europe, I  think what happens in future elections will be incredibly important. 
And I hope that uniting behind queerness (and its belonging to the CEE’s past and 
present) will become a meaningful way to oppose current nationalist governments. 
Since I am based in the US, I am cautious to make any statements on the near fu-
ture, yet I do think that as the result of anti-LGBTQ policies and rhetoric and using 
queerness in such a blatant way for nationalists’ causes, has actually led to a more 
popular acceptance of LGBTQ people, which hopefully will also translate into more 
room to be queer.

Valentina Iancu: I do dream about the future of queer heritage and history in our 
region. I used to think that perhaps having homosexuality decriminalised so very 
late can be a chance for the production of knowledge about the queer past to start 
anew. From this point of view, it can be more easily negotiated so as not to leave 
anyone behind, not to have the problem that is traceable in dominant cultures, in 
dominant narratives, like in Western Europe or in the States, where white gay men 
dominate queerness. Here, queer is a periphery and in this periphery, the narratives 
develop together. There are lesbian histories together with stories about polyamo-
ry, about sex workers, about the rise of the Roma movement. The production of 
knowledge is difficult but since it has started on so many levels, then perhaps the 
constructions of future institutions, archives, and museums that I think will even-
tually happen will be less discriminatory than in the places where it started much 

16  For the original argument on homonationalism see J. K. Puar, Terrorist Assemblages: Homonation-
alism in Queer Times, Durham, 2007.
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earlier. I hope for a more inclusive future, and I wish to see fewer and fewer people 
left behind.

Karol Radziszewski: I  agree with Valentina. I  think it is an interesting point 
that maybe we are too peripheral to be afraid of commercialisation. The young 
generation is starting things related to that new queer approach so there is hope 
that it will be more inclusive. But everywhere I go, especially in Poland, I see that 
everybody wants their museums. Everybody wants to have an LGBTQ museum. 
That is a dream in every Polish city. Every time I happen to talk to students, young 
activists, or older people, they talk about their desire for their museum. As I men-
tioned earlier, I am interested in how to be queer without space, be queer in a more 
performative manner, be queer by questioning oneself constantly. But people want 
museums. My friends from Prague, from the Society for Queer Memory,17 or from 
Bucharest keep renting apartments to start a museum and it is even a competition 
between them who will be the first to turn it into a museum-like space. I think it is 
just the beginning and there is no way back, but I am not sure if it is likely to reach 
the public institutions quickly. 

Last week I was at a show opening at the Museum of Art in Łódź, one of the 
oldest museums of modern art in Europe or in the world. After many years it is the 
first time the institution introduced three, or maybe three and a half, queer works in 
their collection. Two works are made by white gay men, including myself, so it took 
some time to introduce these works to the three floors of the permanent exhibition 
of the collection. And they chose my work that is related to the 1980s and to the 
AIDS pandemic so it is safe that they are introducing it in a museum as a historical 
reference.

About the contributors:
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17  Established in 2013, the society’s aim is to collect records of and raise awareness about Czech 
LGBTQ history, as well as to facilitate transgenerational dialogue between various members 
of Czech LGBTQ community. One of its objective is to establish a  museum similar to the 
Schwules Museum in Berlin, the QWien in Vienna, or Queer Britain in London.
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Over the last several decades, a “queer desire for history”1 famously formulated by 
Carolyn Dinshaw in her 1999 study Getting Medieval has resulted in a major revalu-
ation and re-interpretation of the past from the point of view of gay and lesbian, as 
well as queer studies. Heritage, aptly described by Sharon Macdonald as “meaningful 
pasts that should be remembered”,2 and the many disciplines it entails – including 
history of art and architecture – have not remained immune to the process of queer-
ing the past. In what appears as largely “queer-philic” Western historiography and 
public history, one has recently witnessed a number of attempts that have aimed at 

1  C. Dinshaw, Getting Medieval: Sexualities and Communities, Pre- and Postmodern, Durham, 1999, 
p. 8.

2  S. Macdonald, Difficult Heritage: Negotiating the Nazi Past in Nuremberg and Beyond, London, 2009, 
p. 1.
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not only remembering the queer past but also creatively and productively engaging 
with it – from Matthew M. Reeve’s groundbreaking investigation of the Gothic style 
and queer sexuality (Gothic Architecture and Sexuality in the Circle of Horace Walpole, 
2020) and Tate Britain’s pioneering examination of queer visual culture (Queer British 
Art 1861–1867, 2017), to an array of projects unearthing LGBTQ histories embedded 
in historic buildings, museum collections, and urban/rural landscapes (Historic Eng-
land’s “Pride of Place” or National Trust’s “Prejudice and Pride”).

However, it is not tantamount to saying that the “sanctity of the closet”3 has 
been successfully and conclusively discounted in Western debates about cultural 
heritage – both academic and public debates as testified to by the following two ex-
amples. In 2019, a conference entitled “Text, Artefact, Identity: Horace Walpole and 
Queer Eighteenth Century” was held in one of the “queerest” spaces of Georgian 
England, i.e. Strawberry Hill. The event which gathered a group of international 
scholars and which addressed the idea (and practice) of queering 18th-century art 
and literature became – quite unexpectedly – a battlefield between those who, in 
the face of the lack of the “actual proof of homosexuality”4 refused to acknow- 
ledge Walpole’s homosexuality and those who – much aware of various limitations 
related to the process of unearthing and historicising non-heteronormative sexu-
alities – recognised Walpole as an example of a pre-emancipatory queer sensitivity 
and subjectivity. Additionally, two years before the Strawberry Hill conference, the 
general public found themselves in a state of intense argument in the aftermath of 
the activities undertaken by the National Trust within the framework of the “Prej-
udice and Pride” project which attempted to commemorate the 50th anniversary of 
decriminalisation of homosexuality in England and to discover the queer history of 
various historic sites.5 One of such sites was Norfolk-based Felbrigg Hall owned by 
a non-heteronormative historian and biographer Robert Wyndham Ketton-Cremer. 
When the National Trust asked the volunteer guides to wear the rainbow lanyards 
and include in the guided tours the story of Ketton-Cremer’s queerness, some vol-
unteers refused to do so, arguing that the writer had never disclosed his sexuality.6

In the light of the above, one might be tempted to ask about the presence (or 
absence) of the “queer historical impulse”7 in Central Europe – especially its art and 
architecture, their respective histories, as well as visual culture. If queer heritage 
remains a contested issue in “queer-philic” Western historiography, what is the sta-

3 E. Kosofsky Sedgwick, Epistemology of the Closet, Berkeley–Los Angeles, 1990, p. 56.
4 Ibid., pp. 52–53. 
5  M. Cook, A. Oram, Prejudice & Pride: Celebrating LGBTQ Heritage, Swindon, 2017; Prejudice and 

Pride: LGBTQ Heritage and Its Contemporary Implications, eds. R. Sandell, R. Lennon, M. Smith, 
Leicester, 2018. 

6  N. Grierson, “National Trust Reverses Decision Enforcing Use of Gay Pride Badges”, The Guard-
ian, 5.08.2017, https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/aug/05/national-trust-revers-
es-decision-on-gay-pride-badges [accessed 29/12/2022]; C. Bennett, “Is Ousting People Really 
the Remit of the National Trust?”, The Guardian, 13.08.2017, https://www.theguardian.com/
commentisfree/2017/aug/12/is-outing-people-remit-of-national-trust [accessed 29/12/2022].

7 Dinshaw, op. cit., p. 2.

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/aug/05/national-trust-reverses-decision-on-gay-pride-badges
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/aug/12/is-outing-people-remit-of-national-trust
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tus of queer heritage in the region – particularly when confronted with a paucity of 
sources and institutional queerphobia? One example – imperfect as it may be but 
offering a pertinent comment on Central European queer past – might serve as an 
illustration of the condition of queer heritage in Central Europe. 

An example is the Krakow-based Józef Czapski Pavilion dedicated to Józef Czap-
ski, an eminent Polish writer, painter, and critic, as well as one of the founders of 
“Kultura”, a Polish-émigré magazine that played a prominent role in Polish cultural 
and political life throughout the second half of the 20th century. In his will, Czapski 
donated his archive, including diaries, personal mementos and books, as well as 
family documents, to the National Museum in Krakow – which, in turn, decided 
to build a new museum that would focus on the life and work of the artist. The 
building was officially opened in 2016 thus becoming not only the newest branch 
of the National Museum in Krakow – the biggest national museum in Poland – but 
also the youngest biographical museum in Poland. 

Czapski himself was an extraordinary figure: an aristocrat born in Prague and 
educated in Sankt Petersburg and Krakow; an officer in the Polish Army; a man who 
escaped the Katyn massacre and returned to Europe via the Persian corridor; a spe-
cial envoy of the Polish government-in-exile tasked with investigating the fate of 
Poles that remained in the parts of Poland annexed by the Soviets in 1939; a writer 
whose works were banned in the Polish People’s Republic; a successful painter who 
forged a career in Paris; a devout Catholic; and, most importantly from the point 
of view of the present discussion, a queer man. Despite a number of documented 
affairs with men,8 Czapski’s sexuality has remained a taboo. Or, to put it different-
ly, Czapski’s non-heteronormative sexuality has been erased while he himself has 
been successfully relocated into the closet. His often-conflicted private life has been 
replaced with vibrant political and cultural activism, particularly his opposition to 
the communist regime. Thus, Czapski has successfully entered the pantheon of na-
tional mythology which, however, refused to be “saturated with sexual impulsion”.9 

The Józef Czapski Pavilion in Krakow is a testament to this kind of homophobic 
closeting. It has not become an instrument for dismantling “nationally-owned” and 
essentially homophobic historical discourse about the past but its ally. The most 
important part of the pavilion is a permanent exhibition which offers a narrative 
about Czapski’s life and work – a  display that brings together authentic objects 
(books, paintings) and multimedia. But Czapski’s life and works are not there to 
narrate the story of Czapski the man; they are not there to reveal a “truth of the 
[queer – WS, RK] man”10 as biographers would say. The exhibition’s clear intent 
is to show Czapski as a witness, chronicler, and, one might add, an embodiment 
of Polish and European hetero-history. Consequently, the biography of the artist  

8  Cf. A. Synoradzka-Demadre, Jerzy Andrzejewski. Przyczynek do biografii prywatnej, Warszawa, 
2016, pp. 52–61. 

9 Kosofsky Sedgwick, op. cit., p. 73.
10  G. Gusdorf, “Conditions and Limits of Autobiography”, in: Autobiography: Essays Theoretical and 

Critical, ed. J. Olney, Princeton, 1980, p. 43.
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becomes reduced to him performing a few roles that are crucial from the point of 
view of building a national mythology: that of an advocate of Polish independence, 
a witness of traumatic WWII events, a public intellectual, an enemy of the total-
itarian communist regime, a  solitary figure fully dedicated to his art – in short, 
the national hero par excellence. Not surprisingly, not a  singular reference to his 
sexuality and his affairs with men can be found in his museum.

It is impossible not to see this absence as a failure of national historiography, 
national museology, and national biography. This essential national failure became 
even more acute when in 2018 Eric Karpeles – an American writer and painter, 
as well as admirer of Czapski’s art – published his biography of Czapski entitled 
Almost Nothing: The 20th-Century Art and Life of Józef Czapski (in English; its Polish 
translation appeared a year later). This book is not only the first proper biography 
of Czapski but also the first work that openly addresses his sexuality. Perhaps one 
of the most revealing moments – in the light of the present discussion of Central 
European politics of the closet – is the following incident, which happened when 
Karpeles was touring around Poland with one of Czapski’s relatives:

Chewing his lip a bit, his eyes darting about, he [Babu, Czapski’s relative] asked she-
epishly if I would mind if he were to ask me something personal about his well-known 
ancestor. “I’ve heard about him my whole life,” he announced with some trepidation. 
“He’s like a hovering spirit. But conversation about him within the family always goes 
only so far and then stops. I’ve heard some kind of rumbling noises from friends of the 
family, stories about him beyond the saintly legend, but no one in the family wants to 
talk about it. You seem to know so much about him.” Long pause. “Was he gay?”

It was a relief to hear the question put so directly. It may be the twenty-first cen-
tury, but I was in Poland, a country where eighty percent of the population identifies as 
Catholic, where many long-held taboos remain firmly intact. And so I sensed a lot was at 
stake. I knew that my reply to this sophisticated but credulous Józef Czapski look-alike 
should not be flippant. Maintaining my credibility and standing within the family of 
Czapski descendants was no small consideration; I needed their permission in order to 
publish my research. I couldn’t risk ruffling feathers by making pronouncements about 
a renowned member of their tribe I’d never met. It was clear to me, however, that to 
prevaricate under these circumstances would be wrong. If Czapski had no illusions about 
himself, Babu, having asked a question point-blank, had the right to an honest answer. 
I took a deep breath. “He slept with both women and men,” I said, “but I believe his 
sexual preference was primarily homoerotic. So, essentially, about what you’re asking, 
the answer is yes.”11

When read in the context of Czapski’s biographical museum, the passage itself 
helps one to identify a number of challenges related to the process of researching 
queer history and heritage in Central Europe. Though a number of important differ-
ences can be identified when discussing individual national and cultural traditions 
that comprise Central Europe and its “memory-heritage-identity complex”,12 we 

11 E. Karpeles, Almost Nothing: The 20th-Century Art and Life of Józef Czapski, New York, 2018, p. 381.
12 S. Macdonald, Memorylands: Heritage and Identity in Europe Today, London–New York, 2013.
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believe that one is entitled to formulate some general remarks about the status and 
history of queer past and heritage in the region.

Firstly, it might be argued that Central Europe faces greater institutional 
homophobia than so-called Western Europe – which mirrors the East/West divide 
regarding the level of bias and discrimination towards LGBTQ people in Europe. 
Traces of it can be easily identified in various approaches undertaken by public in-
stitutions and national bodies towards the queer past – from academia to museums 
and heritage institutions. This regional “politics of the closet” manifests itself in, for 
example, censorship, lack of funding, rejection by peers, etc. For this very reason, 
in present-day Central Europe a  “queer historical impulse” is to be found not so 
much in academic historiography but primarily in the field of public history, not in 
national museums but in independent art projects.

Secondly, public homophobia is often paralleled by private, internalised homo-
phobia and the feelings of secrecy and shame – like the ones surrounding the issues 
of Czapski’s sexuality and voiced by his relatives. For this reason, one can observe the 
general reluctance to address issues that are directly related to someone’s non-heter-
onormative sexuality which oftentimes results in the destruction of “evidence” by 
family members, problems with collecting oral history testimonies, etc.

Thirdly, due to a number of traumatic historical events, particularly the anni-
hilation of Central European cultural production during WWII, any research into 
queer heritage is necessarily defined by the limited number of archival sources. 
Those archival gaps and omissions often supplemented by the considerable control 
over the archives’ content prevent one from properly and thoroughly researching 
potential queer pasts in the entire region, However, this condition also requires 
re-thinking the role and the onto-epistemological status of the archive.

Another observation that can be formulated with regard to the status of queer 
heritage in Central Europe is that research into the queer past of the region – as well 
as the production of discourse related to it – is often carried out outside Central 
Europe; or is done or inspired by outsiders who are not constrained by some of the 
limitations the regional scholarship inevitably faces (as exemplified by Karpeles). 
Additionally, Central-European research into queer past – once carried out – has 
a tendency to become an ally of what David  Halperin defined as a “homosexual 
essentialism”,13 i.e. its aim is to justify some present-day models of gay life instead 
of acknowledging the very heterogeneity of queer identities, past and present. In 
this sense, it is often LG heritage/past often “implicat[ed] in the various strategies 
of elitism and exclusion”14 rather than queer heritage and queer past.

Finally, it could be argued that the status of queer heritage in Central Europe 
may be best summed up by the category of “dissonant” or “difficult heritage”:15 one 
that is incongruous and discrepant; one that produces disharmonies and conflicts in 

13  D. M. Halperin, How to Do the History of Homosexuality, Chicago–London, 2002, p. 16.
14 Ibid.
15  J. E. Tunbridge, G. J. Ashworth, Dissonant Heritage: The Management of the Past as a Resource in 

Conflict, Chichister, 1996.
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the very aftermath of contemporary users’ engagement with a queer legacy which 
is either embraced or entirely disavowed. 

The question that one needs to ask in the light of the above-listed reservations is 
thus the following: How does one do the history of queer art (or, alternatively, queer 
history of art) in Central Europe?

Perhaps the answer to this question can be found in the exhibition that was 
opened just a few weeks after the Felbrigg Hall scandal and which, similarly to the 
“Prejudice and Pride” campaign mentioned before, hoped to unearth “silent voices” 
and to complement the official Polish history with non-heteronormative narratives, 
identities, and phenomena. The impulse for the creation of the exhibition enti-
tled Dziedzictwo (Heritage) which was organised in the landmark Warsaw venue, 
the Palace of Culture and Science, within the framework of the “POMADA Queer 
Festival 7” in September 2017, was the very indifference of public institutions and 
museums to queer pasts – especially their resistance to re-write and re-conceptualise 
their collections and archives. In particular, it was a reaction to the monumental, 
myth-making, and essentially nationalist (since it understood heritage exclusively as 
“national heritage”) show #dziedzictwo (#heritage) which was put on display at the 
National Museum in Krakow a few months earlier. Warsaw-based Heritage, among 
which exhibits one could find Czapski’s letters, was thus a  response to Krakow-
based #heritage. 

The reasons why Warsaw’s Heritage deserves to be recognised as a prime exam-
ple of how to do queer history (of art) in Central Europe are several, including its 
re-interpretation (in the spirit of Kosofsky-Sedgwick) of the category of “evidence”, 
its broad conceptualisation of the concept of the exhibit or artwork and the mode 
of their presentation, or its introduction of the term “queer heritage” to museology 
and art history discourse. Most importantly, however, the show suggested what 
queer heritage is really about and what it should entail. It should not be concerned 
with – to paraphrase Gregory Hutcheson’s famous phrase – “desperately seeking 
a sodomite”,16 but should, instead, reach out to the resources of difficult, dissonant, 
or unwanted past and provide it with a new meaning – one that will be relevant 
from the point of view of the non-heteronormative users of the very past. For the 
creators of Dziedzictwo (Heritage), queering the past was tantamount to the process 
of “past presencing”17 in which a given past might become somebody’s (queer) pres-
ent. Queer heritage is thus not about the “thing-in-itself ” but about the meaning 
that one – a member of both imagined and real non-heteronormative communities 
– might give to the thing. Providing the thing with the meaning which allows to 
recognise it as one’s own heritage originates in a desire. It is a desire to become the 
subject of history who wants to make its own past which, so far, has not been told 

16  G. S. Hutcheson, “Desperately Seeking Sodom: Queerness in the Chronicles of Alvaro de Luna”, 
in: Queer Iberia: Sexualities, Cultures, and Crossings from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance, eds.  
J. Blackmore, G. S. Hutcheson, Durham, 1996, p. 223.

17 Macdonald, Memorylands…, pp. 15–17.
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by heteronormative historiographies and has not been stored in heteronormative 
archives not a “foreign country” anymore.18 

So how should one do the queer history of art in the third decade of the  
21st century? How should one do it in Central Europe where, as Anita Kurimay 
aptly notes, “within and without the walls of [its] academic institutions, homo-
phobia and sexism are present” and where a  researcher is constantly confronted 
with “the erasure (both literally and figuratively) of sources”?19 Should one study 
the art works and life of “great homosexuals”20 only? Or, perhaps, one should focus 
exclusively on different discursive practices that have been part of such studies and, 
in the process, avoid a “homosexual essentialism” in favour of a “heterogeneity of 
queer identities”?21 It seems to us that the best answer to this question can still 
be found in Getting Medieval by Carolyn Dinshaw who argues that the way to do 
queer history is to follow a queer historical impulse: “an impulse toward making 
connections across time between, on the one hand, lives, texts, and other cultural 
phenomena left out of sexual categories back then and, on the other, those left out 
of current sexual categories now.”22

We are certain that the authors that have kindly contributed to the special issue 
of “Ikonotheka” have followed the very impulse. And, consequently, have made our 
past, present, and future “queerer”.23
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Abstract
The text aims to explore the political, cultural and artistic implications of LGBTQ+ art 
and curatorial practices in Central Eastern Europe in the 21st century. Currently, queer 
exhibitions, are on the rise in post-communist Europe, especially those held in contemporary 
art centres and museums. They cast light on new queer art and activism and the volatile 
sexual politics in the region because of the significant increase in the number of artists 
working with LGBTQ themes and the topical political background of this movement and its 
impact on cultural debates. Curators are developing innovative perspectives on sexual, social 
and artistic dimensions of queer exhibitions in this geographic context still seriously affected 
by homophobic state policy. The objective is to feature three art shows of major queer 
artists which have been organised in Hungary, Poland and Estonia in the last decade. The 
exhibitions are: The Survivor’s Shade: The Life and Work of El Kazovsky at the Museum of Fine 
Art- Hungarian National Gallery, Budapest in 2015/16; Daniel Rycharski: Fears at the Museum 
of Modern Art, Warsaw in 2019 and Jaanus Samma. Not Suitable for Work. A Chairman’s Tale, 
Museum of Occupations and Freedom, Tallinn in 2016. The three artists and their exhibitions 
have been selected because they were organised by major cultural institutions in the capitals, 
they have achieved a significant social impact and huge audience and the artists have played 
an important role in the contemporary art scene in each country. Their work is a current 
manifestation of the queer artistic and intellectual culture that has been developing slowly 
in the region since the 1980s and has come to play an increasingly important role in recent 
years. The exhibitions and art of the three artists are a starting point for a broader outline 
of the themes and important figures in recent queer art in Central Eastern Europe (CEE). 
Moreover, in each case, they appear in a complex and difficult political context related to 
the struggle for LGBTQ+ rights. Hence, I would like to propose a thesis about the dissident 
power and status of queer art and curating in CEE. 

Keywords: queer curating, queer exhibitions, El Kazovsky, Jaanus Samma, Daniel Rycharski

The text aims to explore the political, cultural and artistic implications of LGBTQ+ 
art and curatorial practices in Central Eastern Europe (CEE) in the 21st century. 
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Currently, queer exhibitions are on the rise in post-communist Europe, especially 
those held in contemporary art centres and museums. They cast light on new queer 
art and activism and the volatile sexual politics in the region because of the signifi-
cant increase in the number of artists working with LGBTQ themes and the topical 
political background of this movement and its impact on cultural debates. Curators 
are developing innovative perspectives on sexual, social and artistic dimensions of 
queer exhibitions in this geographic context still seriously affected by homophobic 
state policy. Hence, the mere presence of queer exhibitions and art is a significant 
pro-democratic development in the cultural sphere; thus, it is a phenomenon that 
needs to be studied and emphasised but also placed in a global and European com-
parative context. Simultaneously, the new wave of queer curatorial projects in 
(CEE) is part of a much broader movement in contemporary art and museological 
praxis towards inclusiveness and more open expression of diverse identities. 

My objective is to point out three art shows of major queer artists which have 
been organised in Hungary, Poland, and Estonia in the last decade. The exhibitions 
are: The Survivor’s Shade: The Life and Work of El Kazovsky at the Museum of Fine 
Art- Hungarian National Gallery, Budapest in 2015/16; Daniel Rycharski: Fears at the 
Museum of Modern Art, Warsaw in 2019 and Jaanus Samma. Not Suitable for Work. 
A Chairman’s Tale, Museum of Occupations and Freedom, Tallinn in 2016. I have 
selected the three artists and their exhibitions because they have been organised by 
major cultural institutions in the capitals, they have achieved a significant social 
impact and huge audience and the artists have played an important role in the con-
temporary art scene in each country. Their work is a current manifestation of the 
queer artistic and intellectual culture that has been developing slowly in the region 
since the 1980s and has come to play an increasingly important role in recent years.1 
The exhibitions and art of these three artists can be a starting point for a broader 
outline of the themes and important figures in recent queer art in CEE. Moreover, 
in each case, they appear in a complex and difficult political position related to the 
struggle for LGBTQ+ rights in the region. 

1  On art and visual culture around LGBTQ rights in CEE, see: L. Essing, Queer in Russia: A Story of 
Sex, Self, and the Other, Durham, 1999; N. Fejes, A. Balogh, Queer Visibility in Post-socialist Cultures, 
Chicago, 2013; M. Gržinić, Situated Contemporary Art Practices. Art, Theory and Activism from the 
East of Europe, Ljubljana, 2004; T. Kitliński, Dream? Democracy! A Philosophy of Horror, Hope & 
Hospitality in Art & Action, Lublin, 2014; From Dusk till Down. 20 Years of LGBT Freedom in Lithu-
ania, ed. L. Kreivyte, Vilnius, 2013; De-Centring Western Sexualities Central and Eastern European 
Perspectives, eds. R. Kulpa, J. Mizielińska, London, 2011; Beyond the Pink Curtain. Everyday Life 
of LGBT People in Eastern Europe, eds. R. Kuhar, J. Takacs, Ljubljana, 2007; P. Piotrowski, Art and 
Democracy in Post-Communist Europe, London 2012; J. B. Baer, Other Russias: Homosexuality and 
the Crisis of Post-Soviet Identity, London, New York, 2009; P. Leszkowicz, Art Pride. Gay Art from 
Poland, Warszawa, 2010, P. Leszkowicz, T. Kitliński, Miłość i  demokracja. Rozważania o  kwestii 
homoseksualnej w Polsce, Kraków, 2005.
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El Kazovsky and the reflection on gender and sexuality 

Russian-Hungarian El Kazovsky (1948–2008) was one of the most influential and 
well known contemporary artist in Hungary. In current terms, he was also openly 
transgender but he called himself “transsexual”. He was born in Russia and was 
assigned female at birth in Leningrad but as an adult considered himself a homosex-
ual man. His own self-identification was stated like this: “My case is quite special, 
and in many respects the life I was born with is built around the fact that I am 
transsexual. … Transsexuals who feel that they are women are perfectly visible, 
striking even, because in our culture ‘womanhood’ always makes a display of itself. 
… My situation is different because I am a man living in what for me is a peculiar 
female body, and to complicate matters even further, I am a homosexual man who 
is attracted to very girlish-looking young men, whom I in fact see as women, and 
whom I  love as women.”2 This acknowledgment exemplifies that the artist was 
never oppressed in Hungarian culture and openly expressed his transness while 
being celebrated with many major art prizes. Despite this strong trans statement 
which drove his life and art, the artist never transitioned medically.3 

The exhibition and the catalogue The Survivor’s Shade of the Hungarian National 
Gallery, curated by Andràs Rényi, Krisztina Jerger and László Százados, openly stated 
the artist’s transgender identity and its impact on his art. On the first page in the 
footnote is explained that El Kazovsky was a transgender person born into a female 
body, but self-identifying as a man, that is why the English texts in the exhibition 
use the masculine pronouns -he, him, his.4 In discussing the Russian origin of the 
artist, who migrated to Budapest with his mother at the age of sixteen, the curator 
points out that the artist stylised his masculine dominant performance on the basis 
of his beloved 19th-century novels by Dostoyevsky and Tolstoy. Imaginatively he 
wanted to be an aristocratic army officer.5  

The second major inspiration that influenced the artist’s persona was the coun-
terculture of the 1970s and 1980s in music and fashion, particularly the rebellious 
punk movement and the androgynous, oversexed and explosive characters of David 
Bowie and Sid Vicious. In fact, the latter slim and fragile body influenced the epi-
cene figuration of Kazovsky’s paintings and performances.6 The artist’s queer art 
was also inspired by the films of his friend – Derek Jarman.7 

The posthumous massive monographic exhibition with 400 works, attempted to 
present the artist’s rich oeuvre through a variety of crossing perspectives: the anthro-

2 A. Rényi, The Survivor’s Shadow. The Life and Works of El Kazovsky, Budapest, 2015, p. 10.
3  S. Stryker, “Surviving in the Shadow of the Un/Seen: On the Paradoxical In/Visibility of El 

Kazovsky”, Journal of Visual Culture, vol. 19.2, p. 278.
4 Rényi, op. cit., p. 1.
5 Ibid., p. 29.
6 Ibid., p. 26.
7  J. Jankó, “The Labyrinth of El Kazovsky in the National Gallery Conversation with the Awardees”, 

http://muzeumcafe.hu/en/labyrinth-el-kazovsky-national-gallery/, [accessed 20/11/2021].
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pology of fetishisation and theatricality, the Hungarian avant-garde and subcultural 
background, the historical genesis in the Russian origin and foremost through the 
socio-political aspect of sex and gender and the aesthetic of camp.8 

The complicated intersection of gender identification and sexuality makes El Ka-
zovsky a paragon of queer subjectivity which he moreover expressed in his multime-
dia art. Kazovsky created pictures, sculptures, installations, performances and stage 
designs which dealt with the theme of ambiguous eroticism and desire. Especially 
his metaphorical paintings reflect the artist’s colourful and expressionistic style and 
interest in ancient Greek subjects, unattainable beauty ideals and the androgynous 
male body. The semi-abstract landscapes of emptiness, loneliness and shadows are 
also inhabited by many sharply painted dogs/wolves – symbols of desire in this 
universe. The figures are presented as isolated faceless androgynous torsos or ballet 
dancers. He created a self-referential and constantly repeated iconography based on 
a very private mythology, not related to the surrounding social or political world. 
Hence Kazovsky’s art was not explicitly socially engaged in LGBTQ+ rights, yet his 
openness about the defiance of gender roles, self-constructed identity, and the ex-
pression of one’s own queer desire, made his well-known persona influential on the 
initially open politics of sexuality in Hungarian culture at the turn of 21st century. 

One of the highlights of the exhibition was a room with a display of the monu-
mental stage, fashion costumes and documentation from the Dzhan9 Panopticon,10 or 
Game about Objectification (fig. 1) a long series of Dionysian performances with many 
actors, central for El Kazovsky’s output. Éva Forgács called them “a love letter in the 
genre of performance art” as the cyclical performances were ceremonial celebrations 
commemorating the short but joyful love affair that the artist had with a young 
delicate Turkish man. Around this event, Kazovsky created an entire fetishist and 
symbolic theatre of performances based on the story of Pygmalion and Galatea from 
Ovid, where the artist plays the role of Pygmalion who attempts to give a soul to 
the feminine male body. Hence the beautiful youthful male body/idols are always 
admired in this art. The curators in a special space displayed the documents of these 
relationships that initiated a personal mythology, including a video recording of the 
Turkish man – Can Togay, recalling their love today.11 Thus, in the curatorial empha-
sis individual queer desire was placed at the centre of the story of El Kazovsky’s art 
and life narrated by the monographic exhibition. 

It was a big progressive advancement that such a major retrospective of openly 
transgender artists was possible in the Hungarian National Gallery. Yet it was not 
the first example of a  major art show dealing with queer sexuality presented in 
Budapest. Trans-Sexual Express was shown at Kunshtalle in 2002 and The Naked Man 

8 Ibid., p. 24.
9  “Dzhan” is an ancient Persian word for soul, in modern Turkish it is a name for both boys and 

girls. 
10  In the interpretations of the performances, I have not noticed a reference to Michel Foucault’s 

concept of optical surveillance based on the architecture of the panopticon by Jeremy Bentham. 
11 Rényi, op. cit., pp. 2–5.
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Fig. 1. El Kavovsky, Dzsan Panopticon XXXI, or the Dream of Arcesilaus XI, February 26 1991, Feszek 
Klub, © El Kazovsky Foundation.

at Ludwig Museum in 2013,12 yet both these thematic exhibitions were touring 
projects organised in Western Europe which only came to Budapest. The Survivor’s 
Shadow dealt with local queer artists and the Hungarian cultural background which 
enabled his success and recognition. Yet the official Hungarian sexual politics tells 
another story. 

Susan Stryker, a prominent transgender scholar, activist and filmmaker, in her 
reading of the exhibition at the Hungarian National Gallery in 2015/16, emphasised 
that paradoxically it was organised in Victor Orbán’s homophobic and particularly 
transphobic Hungary! His right-wing populist government in power since 2010, 
consequently attacks the concept of gender and queer as a  Western and Jewish 
conspiracy to undermine traditional Hungarian society. As a consequence, Central 
European University which taught gender studies was forced to move to Vienna.13 
Moreover, there has been a  line of anti-LGBTQ+ laws introduced in Hungary,  

12  G. Muskovics, “Against Interpretation. On the Performance Art of El Kazovsky and Tamás 
Király”, https://artportal.hu/magazin/against-interpretation-on-the-performance-art-of-el-ka-
zovsky-and-tamas-kiraly/, p. 20, [accessed 20/11/2021]. 

13 Stryker, op. cit., pp. 277–278.
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despite the EU’s anti-discriminatory fundamental human rights obligations. In 
2020 and 2021 Fidesz’s government prohibited legal recognition of transgender peo-
ple and LGBTQ+ content and displays for minors. The ban on “homosexual and 
transexual propaganda” is a reminder of the Russian law introduced in 2013.

How was it then possible that El Kazovsky was presented as a national cultural 
icon in such a  transphobic country? Stryker argues that due to the gender-neu-
tral grammar of the Hungarian language and the deeply personal even hermetic 
iconography of his art, his transness was in the shadow, unintelligible, readable 
only for those from his cultural world but invisible and unseen for broader society. 
Especially that he was a transgender man, and only transgender femininity offers 
more distinct visual difference. But on the other hand, Stryker uses Cricket Keat-
ing’s concept of “homoprotectionism”,14 a  strategy of homophobic governments, 
which sometimes occasionally act as protectors of LGBTQ+ people, to mask the 
upcoming discriminatory policy.15

Stryker’s analysis presents particularly disturbing consequences for cultural 
sphere globally, as official homoprotectionist deceit can instrumentally use the di-
versity of culture, to hide legal injustices. I do not reject this theory, yet I would 
like to question her diagnosis about El Kazovsky’s in/visibility and his un/seen 
difference. The fact is that he was the most important and prominent trans artist 
not only in Hungary but also in the entire post-communist CEE, active since the 
1970s, before and after the fall of the Berlin Wall. His late erotic Dzhan Panopticons 
were widely televised. The catalogue of The Survivor’s Shadow includes numerous 
quotes from the artist who spoke about his gender identification and queer desire 
at many moments in his long career. The curators emphasise that to cover it would 
be a  hypocrisy. I  would rather agree as Stryker confirms, that he was unknown 
in the West, but it does not mean that his invisibility for Western art history and 
curatorial praxis, is equivalent to his general unseen status, particularly in Hungary 
or in the region. The thesis of El Kazovsky’s in/visibility just marginalises the artist. 
Moreover, Hungarian or Polish far-right regimes have never pretended that they 
protect queers, they rather unashamedly and consequently discriminate, ignoring 
the EU criticism. 

In 2010 El Kazovsky’s painting The Good Shepherd’s Hours (1998) (fig. 2) was 
included in the transgender section (!) of the pioneering exhibition Ars Homo Erotica 
at the National Gallery in Warsaw, curated by Paweł Leszkowicz. It was one of the 
first queer-themed group exhibitions organised in the national museums globally. 
Ars Homo Erotica presented over 200 artworks from antiquity to the 21st century 
and proposed a queer perspective on the entire collection of the National Museum 
in Warsaw, and the contemporary art of CEE more broadly. Works from the Nation-
al Museum’s collection, along with the works of specially invited contemporary 

14  C. Keating, “Conclusion: On the Interplay of State Homophobia and Homoprotectionism”, 
Global Homophobia: States, Movements and the Politics of Oppression, eds. M. L. Weiss, M. J. Bosia, 
Urbana, 2013, pp. 246–253. 

15 Stryker, op. cit., p. 282. 
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Fig. 2. El Kazovsky, The Good Shepherd’s Hours (1998), oil painting, © Róbert Alföldi.

artists, surveyed cultural history and political contemporaneity from LGBTQ+ 
points of view. The invited artists came from such Eastern European countries as 
Romania, Bulgaria, Lithuania, the Czech Republic, Croatia, Hungary, Slovakia, 
Ukraine, Poland, Belarus and Russia, where amorous and sexual diversity sparks 
cultural tensions, political discrimination and acts of censorship.16 The purpose of 
the exhibition was to challenge the heteronormative visual canon in the present 
and in the past.17 El Kazovsky was celebrated as a forerunner of transgender art in 
the region! 

The Survivor’s Shade: The Life and Work of El Kazovsky at the Museum of Fine 
Art- Hungarian National Gallery, Budapest in 2015/16 and Ars Homo Erotica at the 
National Gallery in Warsaw in 2010, testify to the occasional mainstreaming of 
queer art and exhibitions in CEE. Especially that these exhibitions were organised 

16 See the catalogue: P. Leszkowicz, Ars Homo Erotica, Warsaw, 2010.
17 M. Reilly, Curatorial Activism: Towards an Ethics of Curating, London, Vilnius, 2018, p. 198.
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by national museums which hold the highest cultural status in both homophobic 
countries, run in 2021 by openly anti-LGBTQ+ governments. One way to look at 
the paradox is to use the Western concept of “homoprotectionism” and to think 
about the right-wing manipulations with culture, the other way which I chose, is to 
apply the Eastern European praxis of dissidence crucial for the abolishment of com-
munism. The spirit of dissidence lives and continues in CEE art and its institutions, 
particularly in queer art! The power of queer art and curating in the region lies in its 
dissident force against new political authoritarianisms connected with nationalism 
and/or religious fundamentalism, which Hungarian and Polish governments are the 
main representatives. Queer artists and curators envision LGBTQ+ futurity which 
has not yet arrived, the politics lags far, far behind. The utopian futurity might nev-
er come politically but it is already here in dissident queer culture. Thus, it is real. 

The two exhibitions at the national museums in Budapest and Poland did not 
appear out of nothing but are part of a whole movement of queer curating that has 
been growing in the region since the 1990s, often supported by feminist curating. 
Thus, one has to mention that the most important international museum project 
to have dealt with gender and sexuality in twentieth-century CEE art was the ex-
hibition Gender Check. Femininity and Masculinity in the Art of Eastern Europe curated 
by Bojana Pejić, with many national collaborators.18 The project was sponsored by 
the Austrian Erste Foundation and organised by The Museum of Modern Art Foun-
dation Ludwig in Vienna in 2009. In 2010 the show traveled to Poland’s Zachęta 
National Gallery in Warsaw. Gender Check, with its predominantly feminist focus, 
has written Eastern European women artists and feminism back into international 
art history; the queer component was much smaller but still present in the exhibi-
tion and in the monumental catalogue.

However more important are smaller thematic group shows devoted to  
LGBTQ+ art organised by various public institutions and curators across CEE. 
I would like to selectively list such projects as: Me and Aids at the Czereja Gallery/
Stolica Cinema, Warsaw 1996, curated by Artur Żmijewski, Katarzyna Kozyra and 
Grzegorz Kowalski; Love and Democracy at the Bathouse Center for Contemporary 
Art, Gdańsk 2006, curated by Pawel Leszkowicz; Pomada Queer Festival annually 
organised in Warsaw since 2010 curated by various authors; Untold Stories at Kun-
stihoone, Tallin 2011, curated by Rebeka Põldsam, Airi Triisberg and Anders Härm; 
Pulse, Within the Veil at Tranzit House, Cluj-Napoca 2011, curated by Georgiana But; 
Love is Love. Art as LGBTQ Activism from Britain to Belarus at the Labyrinth Gallery, 
Lublin 2011, curated by Tomasz Kitliński and Paweł Leszkowicz; What a Material! 
Queer Art from Central Europe, a  touring exhibition organised by Ceske Centrum, 
Prague 2012, curated by Ladislav Zikmund-Lender; From Dusk to Dawn. 20 Years of 
LGBT Freedom in Lithuania at the Contemporary Art Centre, Vilnius 2013, curated 
by Laima Kreivyte; Transgender Me at the Gallery of the National Library of Tech-

18  Two groundbreaking publications, a catalogue and a reader, accompanied the exhibition, see: 
B. Pejic, Gender Check: A Reader: Art and Theory in Eastern Europe, Cologne, 2010; Gender Check. 
Femininity and Masculinity in the Art of Eastern Europe: A Catalogue, ed. B. Pejic, Cologne, 2009.
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nology, Prague 2013, curated by Lukáš Houdek and Michelle Šiml; Prague Pride: East 
Side Story at Karlin Studios, Prague 2014, curated by Michal Novotný; Queer Stories 
at Tranzit.sk, Bratislava 2018, curated by Christiane Erharter; Creative Sick States: 
AIDS, Cancer, Hiv at Arsenał City Gallery, Poznan 2020, curated by Luiza Kempińs-
ka, Paweł Leszkowicz, Zofia Nierodzińska, Jacek Zwierzyński; We Are People at the 
Labyrinth Gallery, Lublin 2020, curated by Waldemar Tatarczuk.

Remembering El Kazovsky’s origin, I would like to mention that exhibitions 
with a strong queer content have been even staged in Putin’s homophobic Russia, 
restricted by the federal law against “gay propaganda” introduced in 2013. At the 
high of the political discussion around the legislations such major exhibitions were 
organised as: The New Academy St. Petersburg at Ekaterina Cultural Foundation, Mos-
cow 2012, curated by Arkady Ippolitov, Alexandra Khartonova and The Manifesta 10 
at The State Hermitage Museum, Saint Petersburg 2014, curated by Kasper König, 
which included plenty of LGBTQ+ artists and images, in direct opposition against 
the new homophobic legislation. To avoid censorship, these projects did not state 
openly their strong queer component, mixed strategically with other issues, yet the 
art spoke for itself. 

The multiplicity and diversity of LGBTQ+ projects prove that queer curating is 
flourishing in CEE, demonstrating often the oppositional power of queer art, while 
the level of dissidence always depends on a local context. It is in this framework of 
curatorial plenitude that the retrospective The Survivor’s Shade: The Life and Work 
of El Kazovsky allowed for a wide presentation of an artist who openly expressed 
intimate non-heteronormative and non-binary gender and sexuality so frightening 
for the Hungarian government.

Daniel Rycharski and the reflection on homophobia

Polish artist Daniel Rycharski explores in his art the relationship between homo-
sexuality and religion, contesting his country’s dominant governmental ideology 
of fundamentalist Catholicism. In 2019, the artist exhibited the installation Fears 
at the Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw as a part of his monographic exhibition 
of the same title (fig. 3). Fears were curated by Szymon Maliborski and it was the 
first big queer project of this major museum, yet incredibly significant, impactful 
and brave in Law and Justice’s Poland.19 The reflection on Rycharski’s retrospective 
would allow me to demonstrate how homophobia is one of the dominant themes 
of CEE queer art and curating.

The Fears series consists of twenty-two wooden crosses of many Christian de-
nominations, on which are overlaid colored clothing or shoes of individuals who 
experienced discrimination on the basis of non-heteronormative sexual orientation

19  See the catalogue of the exhibition, see: Daniel Rycharski. Strachy. Wybrane działania 2008–2019, 
ed. S. Maliborski, Warszawa, 2019.
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Fig. 3. Daniel Rycharski, Fears, 2019, the Museum of Modern Art, Warsaw, © MSN.

or gender identity. The clothes themselves are hybrids, cut and sewn, additionally, 
they are stretched and attached to the wood by barbed wire. 

Daniel Rycharski’s work belongs to the international theme of art devoted to 
the reflection on violence and discrimination against LGBTQ+ people, combined 
with an emotional take on Christianity. Homophobia is an important theme in 
recent global visual culture. Several outstanding works on this subject have been 
created in post-communist Europe, where creeping homophobia is a historical herit-
age and contemporary politics. To its venom contributes the legacy of communism, 
religious fundamentalism and nationalism, the three authoritarian systems that 
determine Eastern European toxicology. In such a hostile yet activist background, 
queer art has struggled to thrive in CEE where it has a very strong political impact 
and visibility. 

Rycharski’s scarecrows/fears are associated with strange figures set up in rural 
fields to scare away animals in order to protect the crops. Moreover, when made, 
they were first placed in the fields in Kurówko, the village where the artist works, 
which inspires him and where he comes from. The sculptures, through the associ-
ation with crosses, stakes, and even gallows and the presence of barbed wire and 
cuts of clothing, become a metaphor for suffering, pain and torture. They are not 
pleasant. And yet they are attractive as works of art. Observed from a distance as 
a whole, the “crosses” are multicolored and energetic, evoking a rainbow. The domi-
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nant colors are blue, red and yellow. That is, the three primary colors; even here the 
work operates on an archetypal level.

Thanks to their vivid colors, symbolically suggestive forms, and tactile materi-
als: wood, human clothes, and barbed wire, the sculptures have a strong visual and 
material presence. They tease the eye and provoke touch, and at the same time evoke 
many emotions, most often negative, connected with something repulsive, pathetic 
and primitive – like a scarecrow. The title Fears refers as well as to the whole politics 
and psychology of fear around sexual and gender non-normativity. It is a fear that 
determines the governmental politics of sexuality in Poland in particular, but not 
exclusively. The ongoing culture wars over LGBTQ+ rights are happening in many 
countries globally. But it is above all fear and victimhood – the suffering of people 
experiencing violence and discrimination. These are their clothes, as real as they can 
be. No wonder, then, that Rycharski calls a work of such powerful expression his 
manifesto.20 

I consider the sculptures Fears, as well as the entire monographic exhibition at 
the Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw, to be an important institutional master-
work, rooted in the ghastly Polish locality and temporality, and at the same time, 
timeless and transnational, whose topicality and power will work in many cultural 
and national framework. The local and global dimensions perfectly intertwine, giv-
ing it a timeless character. If we look at the history and scope of the entire Christian 
civilisation from its inception to the 21st century, we can see that the stigmatisation 
of sexuality, especially erotic and amorous otherness and freedom has consistently 
been the phobic centre of many religious orders and ideologies. The history of this 
civilisation is thus one of millions of human victims of persecution, exclusion, fear 
and destroyed lives.21 Wherever there have been crosses, of the various branches 
of Christianity, these “crucifixions” may have taken place. Therefore, in order to 
show the multiplicity of oppression in relation to Christianity, its transhistorical 
and transnational reach, the artist used different types: the Latin, Papal, Lorraine, 
Forked, Greek, Orthodox, Saint Anthony and Saint Andrew cross. Among these 
crosses, the Orthodox one deserves special attention, as the Orthodox Church has 
so far been one of the most violently homophobic Christian denominations, active-
ly supporting Putin’s policy of queer discrimination in Russia. Its path has recently 
been adopted by the Polish Catholic Church under the Law and Justice government. 

Thus, Rycharski’s works must be addressed in relation to art about homophobia 
and art that reinterprets the Christian faith and its images. In diagnosing homopho-
bia, so far, the most prominent installations to date in CEE have been based on doc-
umentary materials that have explored the language and gestures of homophobic 
violence from the inside, immersing the viewers in a hateful imagination. The most 
famous artwork is Croatian artist Igor Grubic’s East Side Story (2006/08), exhibited 
and awarded at the Istanbul Biennale in 2009 and often shown around the post-com-

20 http://rycharski.artmuseum.pl/pl/serie/0/strachy, [accessed 29/11/2021].
21  The Dictionary of Homophobia. A Global History of Gay and Lesbian Experience, ed. L. G. Tin, Van-

couver, 2008, pp. 461–463.
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munist region. It is a two-channel video installation that shows on one screen the 
documentary footage of bashed Pride parades in the Serbian city of Belgrade in 2001 
and the Croatian city of Zagreb in 2002. Participants in these parades were brutally 
attacked and beaten by opponents, usually male neo-Nazi youth militias but also 
random hostile passers-by. These film documents of homophobic violence were jux-
taposed by the artist with a projection on a second screen, where instead of screams 
and beatings, music and dance appear. In the same streets, arranged by the artists, 
four dancers, individually and as a group, recreate the dramatic movements of the 
attackers and the attacked, transforming them into contemporary dance and poetic 
performance. 

The critic Shamita Sharmacharja writes that through contemporary art and 
dance, Grubic has documented homophobic aggression, but more importantly, he 
has transformed it into a kind of healing catharsis, so the work becomes a form of 
group therapy and demonstrates the redemptive power of art.22 Dejan Streteno-
vic emphasises the context of former Yugoslavia engulfed by ethnic warfare in the 
1990s. Just as in the past, the instinct for murder turned against different ethnic or 
religious groups, so now it seeks a new internal enemy. In nationalistic and homo-
phobic countries with a constant thirst for blood, this role is ideally played by so-
called sexual minorities, who concentrate on all kinds of phobias and prejudices.23 
The threat of violence from far-right militias in CEE confirms Zillah Eisenstein’s 
diagnosis that post-communist nationalism and its masculinisation are based on 
racial and sexual hatred.24

Igor Grubic’s video installation concerns the criminal homophobia of hooligan 
and far right gangs, well known in Eastern Europe, but the systemic homophobia in 
the region also has another side, namely the ideologies of intolerance and exclusion 
are propagated by political, religious, media and scientific elites. Therefore, the Cro-
atian artist’s diagnosis is aptly complemented by the video installation Heard Story 
(2011) by Estonian artists Liisi Eelmaa and Minna Hint shown in the exhibition 
Untold Stories (2011) at Kunstihoone in Tallin.

Heard Story features a big and comfortable bed where the viewers are invited to 
lie down. Above the bed, eight TV monitors show prominent Estonian politicians 
and public intellectuals expressing homophobic opinions. These videos were shot 
by the artists, who interviewed these famous fighters against homosexuality. For 
example, we hear the leader of the Estonian National Movement, senior inspector 
of the Estonian Health Board’s Supervision Department, the director of the Tallinn 
Art Secondary School, and professors of psychology and theology at the Universi-
ty of Tartu. One of their prevailing arguments is that sexuality is something that 

22  S. Sharmacharja, “Postcards from Istanbul – Through Crimson Tinted Glasses”, www.artvehi-
cle.com/postcard/40, [accessed 8/11/2021].

23  D. Stretenovic quoted in: K. McDonald, Igor Grubic East Side Story 2006–8, http://www.tate.
org.uk/art/artworks/grubic-east-side-story-t13651/text-summary, [accessed 7/11/2021].

24  Z. Eisenstein, Hatreds. Racialized and Sexualized Conflicts in the 21st Century, New York–London, 
1996, p. 15.

http://www.artvehicle.com/postcard/40
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/grubic-east-side-story-t13651
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should belong exclusively to the private sphere and not be imposed on civil rights, as 
homosexuality is tolerable only as long as it takes place in a private space and does 
not demand representation in the public sphere.25 The installation suggests that it is 
homophobia that fully belongs to the public space. Lying on the bed, the viewer can 
listen to the voices, wearing headphones, while she is placed in the safe and enclosed 
privacy of a bed. Yet the intimacy of the setting is shattered as the onlookers are 
subjected to the menacing views of the pundits obsessed with same-sex abjection. 
Hence, through this mode of perception the artwork questions the conservative 
opinions that homosexuality should belong only to a private realm, when obviously 
it is something that is aggressively discussed in society and politics and, as this in-
stallation shows, such public voices strongly impact the intimate sphere. So, homo-
phobia is featured here to work against itself, to reverse its message, and to disrupt 
the illusion of a strict division between the public and the private. Basically, what 
the artists did was to intensify and multiply the situation that citizens experience 
in the privacy of their own homes, constantly watching “talking heads” on TV who 
encourage discrimination.

The works of Igor Grubic, Liisi Eelmaa, and Minna Hintw are ultimately against 
homophobia, but they are problematic because by overcoming and analysing, they 
nonetheless repeat and reproduce the language and images of violence. Therapeuti-
cally, as part of shock therapy, they allow for their re-expression so that homopho-
bia in the lens of art works against itself, but yet by documenting it the artists also 
perpetuate it. This is an issue related to documentary strategies in contemporary 
art, but also to the already historical method of emancipating homosexuality. We 
deal here with the strategy of a “reverse discourse”, as theorised by Michael Foucault 
in the Introduction to The History of Sexuality.26 It is a part of a modern history in 
which homosexual subjects restaged the criminal, medical, or perverse status with 
which they were identified to distance themselves from it and to find new forms 
of self-expression, visibility and counter-representations. To utilise negative terms 
and images is not to endorse and accept them, but rather to question, to expose and 
amplify them. The restaging within a different register of representation, in this 
case – art, reopens the homophobic imaginings for further inquiry.27 Contemporary 
art on the subject of homophobia does the same thing; it is often meta-homophobic.

Rycharski’s installation Fears has a more global dimension, but it is also a work 
that is certainly impacted by Eastern European homophobia, especially its religious 
background. The installation operates on a  symbolic level and thus is more uni-
versal, not as literally rooted in the locality as the Estonian and Croatian stagings 
of verbal and physical violence. The absence of audio-visual documentary footage 
brings the Polish work out of its national frame. The power of the various crosses 
gives it a planetary dimension, the local is also transnational. Although the clothes 

25 Untold Stories, eds. R. Põldsam, A. Triisberg, A. Härm, Tallinn, 2011, p. 5.
26 M. Foucault, The History of Sexuality, Volume I: An Introduction, trans. R. Hurley, New York, 1980. 
27  R. Meyer, Outlaw Representation. Censorship and Homosexuality in Twentieth-Century American Art, 

Oxford, 2002, pp. 11–12.
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come from Polish victims of homophobia, they evoke a specific body and person, 
yet all the other elements of the construction, the crosses, and the barbed wire, 
are timeless metaphors of suffering but also of death. The sculptural Fears in their 
exploration of violence, are even more radical and tragic than the earlier video instal-
lations. Through the association with crucifixion, they enter the sphere of death. 

The French philosopher Didier Eribon uses the notion of the “homophobic con-
tinuum” to write about different varieties and scales of homophobia.28 Despite their 
mutual dependence, hate speech and hate crimes are not the same, the levels of 
homophobic destruction are different; there is a whole scale of manifestations of 
this prejudice. Grubic shows physical violence, Eelmaa and Hint – the language of 
homophobic ideology, Rycharski – the potentiality of death, the ultimate sacrifice 
of the victim. The artist’s crosses are thus on the extremes of the homophobic con-
tinuum.

Religious iconography plays a  central role in Daniel Rycharski’s art, who, as 
a believer and a gay man, is personally and artistically searching for his own path 
in faith. Interviews with the artist demonstrate that he is interested in irreligious, 
non-institutional Christianity, the religion of solitude, and he is increasingly critical 
of the Polish Catholic Church, which is according to him moving far away from the 
idea of mercy.29 The radical work Ku-Klux-Klan (2018–2019) presented at the Muse-
um of Modern Art as a part of the retrospective Fears, seems to be a brutal farewell 
to the Church, a step after which there is no turning back.

The collage consists of items of clerical clothing that were acquired from mem-
bers of the clergy, including those who have left the Church. By readjusting and 
sewing parts of certain pieces to others, he composes them anew on the basis of 
the model for robes worn by the Ku-Klux-Klan in the 1920s.30 This strong symbolic 
white and red costume/composition is dominated by the infamous white hood of 
the clan covering the face, with dark eye holes, and colorful and floral ornamental 
elements associated with the Catholic vestments. Ku-Klux-Klan is undoubtedly the 
strongest anti-church work by a “religious” artist, but it is very close to psychologi-
cal truth. For many queers, especially in countries like Poland now, Catholic priests 
are what members of the clan were for African-Americans in the United States. This 
American association is crucial here. 

Daniel Rycharski is a Polish artist, rooted in local culture and its revived super-
stitions and pogroms, and at the same time, he uses very effectively the language of 
American postmodern art grappling with religious oppressions. This kind of art that 
Rycharski shows, which references religion and sexuality, can be created anywhere 
where there is an influence of Christianity, but it is most relevant in Poland and the 
United States, because the climate of culture wars is very similar in those countries, 

28  D. Eribon, “Ce que l’injure me dit. Quelques remarques sur le racisme et la discrimination”, 
L’homophobie, comment la définir, comment la combattre, Paris 1999, p. 14. 

29  „Strachy. Szymon Maliborski rozmawia z Danielem Rycharskim”, Daniel Rycharski…, op. cit., 
pp. 25–32.

30 http://rycharski.artmuseum.pl/en/serie/0/ku-klux-klan, [accessed 10/11/2021].
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and art has been taking a clear voice in this conflict for years. That is why The New 
York Times published an article dedicated to his work and exhibition at the Museum 
of Modern Art in Warsaw, something that happens rarely to artists from outside the 
US.31 His art can be familiar to the American audience; using a term developed by 
American critics, Daniel Rycharski can be described as a “postmodern heretic” but 
updated for the global 21st century.

The concept of postmodern heretics was introduced by Eleanor Heartney, in 
reaction to the unorthodox and subversive use of religious themes in contemporary 
American art.32 In the 1980s and 1990s, major artists such as Andres Serrano, Kiki 
Smith, and Robert Mapplethorpe radically transformed iconographic conventions 
while remaining deeply rooted in Catholic imagery and spirituality. The postmod-
ern heretics saw the conflict between ideas of Christianity and the politics of the 
Church, which results from an ambiguous and paradoxical attitude to the body, 
sexuality and womanhood, and from the chasm between official doctrine and the 
subjective spiritual imagination. The artists are called heretics because of their liter-
al, direct, engaged, and modern interpretation of Catholic doctrine.33

Ku-Klux-Klan, derives from Polish homophobia of the Church, but also from con-
temporary art classics – the art of Andreas Serrano and other postmodern heretics. 
In Rycharski’s case, however, there is also a fundamental difference; he is a much 
more convincing heretic in art than many of his predecessors. His art stems from 
declared faith, struggle with it and deeper theological reflection34 and not only from 
the beauty, eroticism and the power of Catholic images and devotion emphasised by 
Heartney. Above all, his heretically religious works with the signs of the cross, in the 
most profound way, raise the issue of LGBTQ+ rights and humanity. The Christian 
references are explored to make a statement about religiously inspired homophobia, 
which has a global resonance. The symbolic radicalism of works like Ku-Klux-Klan, 
testifies to the enduring dissident quality of queer art in CEE. The dissident power 
is even more visible when it comes to queer curating and the courage of public insti-
tutions – in this case, the Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw, to display such potent 
and contentious works of art which question all the dominant norms aggressively 
promoted by the state. 

The political context is here equally telling and poignant like in the Hungarian 
case of El Kazovsky’s posthumous retrospective in 2015 which coincided with the 
beginning of the Fidesz government’s legal attracts on gender and queer equality. 
In 2019 when Rycharski showed Fears in Warsaw a third of Poland legally declared 
itself a LGBT-free zone, meaning: unwelcoming to any form of queer rights educa-

31  A. Marshall, “Gay Artist Wants to Change Poland, Starting with One Village”, New York Times, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/04/arts/design/daniel-rycharski-poland.html, [accessed 
25/11/2021]. 

32 E. Heartney, Postmodern Heretics. The Catholic Imagination in Contemporary Art, New York, 2004. 
33 Ibid., pp. 1–25.
34 „Strachy. Szymon Maliborski rozmawia z Danielem Rycharskim”, op. cit., p. 26.
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tion declared as foreign LGBT ideology. Fears perfectly encapsulated and predicted 
this historical moment. 

Jaanus Samma and the reflection on queer history 

I would like to finish my text on a more positive note. Many artists and curators 
in CEE work on the subject of queer memory, recovering LGBTQ+ histories of 
their countries. Estonia is one of such places where queer art and research thrive 
supported by local cultural and academic institutions and explored by insightful 
contemporary artists. Jaanus Samma, in his research-based art, investigates clan-
destine Estonian gay life and subculture in the Soviet period of criminalisation,35 
when his country was known as the Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic. In 2015 
at the Venice Biennale, he represented Estonia with a multimedia installation Not 
Suitable for Work: A Chairman’s Tale, curated by Eugenio Viola. Thus, Estonian cul-
tural authorities decided that as a  country they would be represented in Venice 
by an openly gay artist with artwork on gay subjects. Moreover, in 2016 NSFW: 
A Chairman’s Tale, was shown in the privately funded but nationally very important 
Museum of Occupations in Tallinn (fig. 4). That is why I decided to focus on Jaanus 
Samma’s success, as he received such official and national support and promotion. 
Similarly like with El Kazovsky and Daniel Rycharski we might consider here the 
uncanny curatorial mainstreaming of queer art but on a completely different-high-
est national level. This is a case that we can compare only to Felix Gonzales Torres 
posthumously representing the US at the Venice Biennale in 2007. Additionally, in 
2015/16 when Jaanus Samma was celebrated as an official artist, Estonia, after long 
and arduous debates, introduced a form of same-sex partnership in the most liberal 
former Soviet country. Thus, queer culture was like always pioneering, inspiring 
legal and political transformations.

Not Suitable for Work: A Chairman’s Tale is a truly remarkable multimedia work, 
inspired by the tragic life of Juhan Ojaste36 (1921–1990) who was an Estonian war 
hero, a devoted family man and Kolkhoz chairman of several collective farms in the 
1950s.37 In 1964 he was sentenced to prison on one and a half year of hard labor for 
homosexual acts, after enduring a degrading trial, losing his social status, career and 
family. After his imprisonment he moved to Tartu, and as an ex-convict was able to

35  Homosexuality was decriminalised in Russia shortly after the October Revolution of 1917. 
It started more than a decade of relative tolerance and the promise of personal and cultural 
freedom in the new state. Then, in 1933, Stalin re-criminalised homosexuality, making it pun-
ishable by five years of hard labor. Furthermore, a special section of the KGB was devoted to 
arresting homosexuals, and until decriminalisation in 1993, around 60,000 men were prosecut-
ed. See: N. Plagne, “Russia”, The Dictionary of Homophobia..., op. cit., p. 400.

36  It was a real person, whom the artist gave a fictional name Juhan Ojaste, to protect his identity 
for ethical reasons.

37  See the catalogue Not Suitable for Work: A Chairman’s Tale, eds. J. Samma, E. Viola, Tallin, 2015 
and the artist website: www.jaanussamma.eu, [accessed 25/11/2021].
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Fig. 4. Jaanus Samma, Not Suitable for Work: A Chairman’s Tale, installation at the Venice Biennale, 
2015, © Jaanus Samma.

get only low-status jobs, yet allegedly he became notorious for his active gay social 
and sex life. Yet, there is no happy end to his story: the chairman was murdered in 
1990 by a Russian marine who was a male prostitute. 

Samma discovered this legendary character of the chairman by doing interviews 
with elderly gay men in Estonia in 2011, for another archival work – an audio collec-
tion of Stories of gay life in the 1970s and 1980s. Upon discovering this fascinating 
and emblematic man the artist created a semi-fictitious artistic narrative based on 
gossip and real archival research.38 He went to the National Archives and found 
the court files, from which he learned that to make a case and to prove the illegal 
homosexual acts, the police had to force men to inform each other. A younger lover 
of the chairman informed him. To create his work the artist read all the provoked 
testimonies surrounding the trial and published some of them in the accompanying 
catalogue. 

In the project, Jaanus Samma used archival materials and images, a compilation 
of the criminal files, putting the documents into an elaborate installation of art 
objects, props, photographs, video films, and a sound piece set in a Baroque opera 
loge, to creative an overall voyeuristic reconstruction of the story. Therefore NSFW: 
A  Chairman’s Tale, as an exhibition mixes historical documentation and fantasy 
imaginings to follow the chairman’s trajectory but also to evoke the social and po-
litical context of homosexuality in the Soviet period.39 The conjured vision of the 
chairman is a symbolic composite figure that, according to the artist, tells a larger 
story of a struggle in a system where a person cannot be free, where gay sexuality 
exists in a dangerous criminalised underground. NSFW: A Chairman’s Tale is both 

38 E. Viola, “The Lessons of History”, Not Suitable for Work…, op. cit., pp. 18–20. 
39  T. Jeppesen, “In the Studio: Jaanus Samma”, http://www.artinamericamagazine.com/

news-features/magazine/in-the-studio-jaanus-samma/, [accessed 22/09/ 2021].

https://www.artnews.com/art-in-america/features/in-the-studio-jaanus-samma-63066/
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an archival and an artistic project, which received distinguished awards and was 
widely exhibited in Estonia and abroad. 

As an artist and researcher, Jaanus Samma conveys the Soviet reality of gay 
sexuality and existence in a very personal and engagingly cinematic way. Employing 
a variety of media, the installation puts the viewer in the middle of the story, which 
is often uncomfortable, sexually explicit, and disturbing to watch, hence the high 
drama of opera, a queer medium itself, is an appropriate and alluring stylisation ap-
plied to this raw and traumatic source. This case exemplifies how one emotionally, 
visually and erotically powerful work of art recovers and locates silenced historical 
narratives, placing them at the very centre of the current cultural arena of memory 
and debate. Because art and exhibitions not only document but also perform queer 
history, hence this re-enactment has a contemporary resonance.

In 2016 a smaller version of NSFW: A Chairman’s Tale was shown in the Mu-
seum of Occupations and Freedom in Tallinn. This is a museum dedicated to the  
1940–1991 period in Estonian history when the country was occupied by Nazi 
Germany and the Soviet Union. This placement testifies to the cultural acknow- 
ledgment of silenced and traumatic queer history, by allowing homophobic legisla-
tion and its consequences to take centre stage in a musicological reconstruction of 
political repressions experienced by Estonians in the 20th century. Thus, through 
Samma’s multimedia installation, the Soviet criminalisation of homosexuality has 
been written into the official history of oppressive totalitarianisms determining 
Estonian and Eastern European history.

As exemplified by the traumatic approach to queer memory in Jaanus Samma’s 
art, even in the dark visions of war, silence and criminalisation there is an optimistic 
hopeful undertone in archival art. It is the activist aim to turn the past repressions 
into the liberation of the future, through remembering and visibility, that was de-
nied to the subject in the past. This type of art of memory is often based on past 
traumas, it has a melancholic quality. However, there is also a tendency to overcome 
dark visions and to move forward into a more optimistic perspective, to create new 
constructions of the past and the future, to show the abundance, resilience and joy 
of underground life. The queer memory is also an activist force directed toward the 
future, preservation and education for the future. It is visible in some examples of 
queer artistic projects, which are less melancholic and traumatic than the brilliant 
but gothic work by Jaanus Samma. To discover the more optimistic tendency in 
queer archival art one needs to move outside of the fearful geography of Soviet crim-
inalisation of homosexuality, to CEE countries, which were less legally repressive 
and where queer culture existed even long before the end of communism. Poland, 
which decriminalised homosexuality very early in 1932 is one of these countries 
where much more freedom was possible and where in the 1980s gay and lesbian 
activism and cultural initiatives were already developing.40

40  See: T. Kitliński, Dream? Democracy! A Philosophy of Horror, Hope & Hospitality in Art & Action, 
Lublin, 2014, pp. 211–238; J. D. Stanley, “Constructing a Narrative: The History of Homosex-
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The activism and pedagogical topicality of queer archiving in the current con-
servative climate inspired a Polish artist Karol Radziszewski to set up an artistic 
collaborative project, the Queer Archives Institute (2015-ongoing). It is a nonprofit 
artist-run organisation dedicated to the research, collection, digitalisation, presenta-
tion, exhibition, analysis and artistic interpretation of queer archives, with a spe-
cial focus on CEE.41 Radziszewski’s project unlike Samma’s has not been officially 
supported and is a private initiative by the author. In queer archival projects, the 
artist’s special installations employ strategies of institutional archival, librarian and 
museum display, comprising not only art but also glass cases and tableaux with doc-
umentary materials e.g., newspapers, letters, and leaflets. In Poland it is a subversive 
initiative not supported by the conservative and homophobic state; it is the major 
difference between Samma’s and Radziszewski’s queer archival art. 

The special value of Radziszewski’s art is the rediscovery of forgotten gay scene 
from the 1970s and 1980s. The artist recovered, attractively visualised the activities 
of pioneering gay activist, publisher, photographer and party organiser Ryszard Kisiel 
from Gdańsk during the period of the Solidarity movement. The project Kisieland 
(2009) titled from the surname of the activist – Kisiel, illuminates several hundred 
transparencies from the 1980s documenting gay events and parties. These pictures, 
taken at the time of a state police crackdown on homosexuals, known as Campaign 
Hyacinth (1985–1987), which purpose was to register gay men, and document the 
freedom, joy and safe haven found in the private social setting away from a hostile 
public sphere. This project showcases an alternative, non-martyrological history 
but also enables the reappearance of a private gay archive, which so far has not 
found a place in historical discourse.42 What is more, Kisieland presents a more opti-
mistic model of queer archive and queer past, discovering spaces and figures of joy, 
pleasure, resistance, cruising and survival, as it documents gay gatherings and drag 
shows. A lot of work has already been done on trauma and repression, so the focus 
on private resistance and pleasure seems to be a valued alternative. 

Queer memory is not only performed by artists but also by curators and queer 
exhibitions. They uncover local and regional histories. Karol Radziszewski works 
also as an art curator. In September 2017 he co-curated with Michał Grzegorek 
and Wojciech Szymański, a historical pop-up exhibition Heritage displayed only for 
a short time at the Palace of Culture and Science in Warsaw. The exhibition, part 
of the Queer Archives Institute and Pomada projects, highlighted the queer history 
of Poland with portraitures of famous LGBTQ+ Poles from gay kings, aristocrats 
and politicians to lesbian writers and scientists. The curators worked with repro-
ductions, facsimiles, prints and various ephemeral visuals professionally displayed 

uality in Poland”, New Social Movements and Sexuality: Conference Papers from the Sixth Meeting of 
the Socialism and Sexuality Network, ed. M. Chateauvert, Sofia, 2006.

41  http://queerarchivesinstitute.org and http://www.karolradziszewski.com/index.php?/proj-
ects/qai/, [accessed 28/10/2021].

42  T. Basiuk, “Kisieland”, http://www.karolradziszewski.com/index.php?/projects/kisieland/, 
[accessed 28/10/2021].

http://www.karolradziszewski.com/index.php?/projects/qai/
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and composed. What is more Radziszewski painted portraits of some famous queer 
Poles, as museum loans would be impossible to secure for such a partisan project.43 
The exhibition was successfully crowdfunded (!) and it was a politically opposition-
al guerrilla show that dealt with the abundance of queer past in Poland where the 
far-right Law and Justice government’s Ministry of Culture and National Heritage 
would never support it. The artist in interviews emphasised that “they” are not 
going to stop us and we do not need their money! This is also the reality of queer 
curating in many CEE countries, where often it is all happening through various 
alternative and surprising channels, like oppositional art under communism. The 
situation resembles the culture of dissent where citizens create independently from 
and against the state system.

The Heritage of Queer Archives Institute was like an alternative museological mod-
el which traces the currently unwanted and repress history. Queering the national 
heritage is disruptive for the nationalist ideology which remains heteronormative, 
queer memory work is opening up the national heritage and history for divergent 
sexual and gender identities, many of these projects are very successful in their 
vision of alternative histories. Another example of an important national exhibition 
of queer art and history is From Dusk to Dawn. 20 Years of LGBT Freedom in Lithuania 
(2013) at the Contemporary Art Centre, Vilnius curated by Laima Kreivyte.44 The 
project included a special room devoted to historical documents on LGBTQ+ move-
ment and history in Lithuania since the decriminalisation in 1993. It accompanied 
galleries with contemporary Lithuanian queer art. Art was shown next to history. 
Among the presented artists was a famous Lithuanian photographer Virgilijus Son-
ta (1952–1992) with his series of black and white neoclassical male nudes from 
1991, taken at the end of Communism in the seaside spa – Nida, which was known 
for a gay beach. As the curator writes the male nudes with the sky and the sea in the 
background are between freedom and external tension, squeesed in double frames, 
divided by horizon, overshadowed by dark sky, dramatically lit but still beautiful.45 
They document the transitory freedom and eroticism of gay/nudist beaches at the 
time when male homosexuality was still illicit. Thus, archival traces are hidden in 
many genres of art, especially in portraits and nudes which need to be rediscovered 
and reinterpreted in a queer way by artists, curators and art historians. 

To finish with the archival examples, I would like to return to Estonia and point 
out a queer feminist approach to history. Anna-Stina Treumund’s Lilli, Reed, Frieda, 
Sabine, Eha, Malle, Alfred, Rein and Mari (2017) is an imaginary photographic series 
of portraiture of queer women who lived in Estonia from the 16th to the 20th cen-
tury. First the artist researched and discovered the historical characters named in 
the title, then asked women from the current queer feminist community in Estonia 

43  K. Sienkiewicz, “Laska Dehnela i  dwieście guzików”, http://www.dwutygodnik.com/ar-
tykul/7405-laska-dehnela-i-dwiescie-guzikow.html, [accessed 01/10/ 2017].

44  See the catalogue: From Dusk to Dawn. 20 Years of LGBT Freedom in Lithuania, ed. L. Kreivyte, 
Vilnius, 2013. 

45 Kreivyte, op. cit., pp. 76–77. 

https://www.dwutygodnik.com/artykul/7405-laska-dehnela-i-dwiescie-guzikow.html
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to impersonate them. The contemporary activists embody their historical predeces-
sors thus making the queer archive of special personages alive. Treumund connects 
archival research into queer femininity in her country with a visual reinvention, 
using history and phantasy to construct a queer genealogy. To discover the non-nor-
mative heroines from the past the artist searched through such mainstream archival 
materials as: old newspapers, church books, court documents and local folklore and 
then used her photographic art and performances of friends from her community to 
create the series of fanciful and legendary portraits.46 

In general, the artistic involvements with queer archiving and queer memory 
seem to be a serious alternative to the official institutions which often depend on 
the changeable political context in a  region where cultural and historical organi-
sations rely almost exclusively on the state’s financial support. The role of visual 
arts in queer memory confirms that it is a field which requires a variety of creative 
strategies and struggles, including difficult research, performative interventions, 
semi-fiction narratives and pictorial seduction, as in many countries the communi-
cation of queer history is still a volatile frontier to be defined and conquered.47 

The queer archival artistic approaches in CEE are so fascinating because the 
region is not a homogeneous political and cultural entity when it comes to gender 
and sexual history and LGBTQ+ rights. Each country has its own complex histo-
ry with different trajectories of decriminalisation, activism and sexually dissident 
culture.48 Thus, the stories of queer emancipation and expression are equally plural 
as in so-called former Western Europe, and cannot be categorised under one Soviet 
construction of sexuality. Yet what all of the CEE countries share in the 20th cen-
tury is a diverse communist past and its remaining heritage, which queer archival 
art deals with. This is exactly the main connection which allows to compare all the 
discussed project under the CEE umbrella.

There is a need for both the queer and the artistic take on the archival and mne-
monic order to open it up, disrupt, update and enrich. Uncovered queer resources 
have an important role to play in the study of the history of both sexuality and 
intimacy and the underground, subcultural or minorities movements and cultural 
initiatives. Furthermore, works on queer memory in its variety play an important 
political and activist role which counters persistent contemporary forms of silenc-
ing, repression and taboo. Therefore, Dan Healey in his research on queer past in 
a socialist period calls it an “insurgent” (rebel) project of queer memory.49 This diag-

46  See: A. Triisberg, “Anna-Stina Treumund’s Practice in the Context of Lesbian, Queer and Femi-
nist politics”, Anna Stina Treumund, ed. R. Artel, Tartu, 2017. 

47  K. Quimby, W. L. Williams, “Unmasking the Homophile in 1950s Los Angeles: An Archival 
Record”, Queer Frontiers. Millennial Geographies, Genders, and Generations, eds. J. Boone et al., 
Madison, 2000, p. 167.

48  On the critical approach to treating all the ex-communist countries as one geopolitical and 
sexual entity with a  similar take on LGBT rights see: Ł. Szulc, Transnational Homosexuals in 
Communist Poland: Cross-Border Flows in Gay and Lesbian Magazines, Basingstoke, 2017, pp. 4–12. 

49 D. Healey, Russian Homophobia from Stalin to Sochi, London, 2017, pp. 201–202. 
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nosis confirms my thesis on the dissident character of queer art and curating in CEE, 
not only in the past but also in the present. 

Artists create art, but without curators it would not be shown and discussed, 
that is way one needs to emphasise the pioneering, daring and sometimes risky 
work of curators who in mostly conservative, patriarchal and underfinanced CEE 
have managed to organise LGBTQ+ exhibitions and publications. Without their in-
itiatives the queer visual culture would be invisible and marginalised thus I consider 
the curators activists and educators. There is a struggle that needs to be acknowl-
edged and further researched, behind each exhibition mentioned in this text. These 
projects expand the discourse of modern and contemporary art by showcasing more 
inclusive selection of artists just by contesting heteronormativity. To use the con-
cept of Maura Reilly, the curators are “curatorial activists”. Defining the term, she 
writes about people who have dedicated their curatorial praxis to visual culture in, 
of, and from the margins to artists who are non-white, non-Euro-US, as well as 
women-, feminist- and queer-identified. These curators are committed to projects 
that are leveling hierarchies, challenging assumptions, countering erasure, promot-
ing the margins over the centre, the minority over the majority, inspiring intelligent 
debate, disseminating new knowledge, expanding the canon, encouraging strategies 
of resistance, and offering hope and affirmation.50 Queer curatorial activism in the 
region has done all of those task but foremost, contributed to the difficult process of 
building frail democracy in the post-totalitarian world.

The exhibitions and art of the three artists: El Kazovsky, Daniel Rycharski and 
Jaanus Samma have allowed me to outline the key narrations in queer art and cu-
rating in CEE in the 21st century. The issues are: the intimate reflection on queer 
gender and sexuality, the analysis of homophobic ideologies and their impact on the 
lives of LGBTQ+ people, and the archiving of queer histories. These are, of course, 
big themes that also appear in international queer art, but through CEE exhibitions 
and representations we can explore their regional or national specificity and unique-
ness, their local framing. Thanks to LGBTQ+ artists and curators, CEE countries 
participate in the ongoing global visual reflection on the current contextual condi-
tions of non-heteronormative subjectivity, community and history.
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Abstract
Ethnographic collections and museums displaying them are currently facing a  crisis of 
representation which is deeply political. Negotiations mainly take place on a  national 
and institutional level. Yet, in order to deal with conflicts and problems that arise around 
ethnographic collections in a way that allows for and affirms new relationships being formed 
outside the realm of representational power, new perspectives and methodological tools from 
a grassroots level are needed. Intersectional approaches and a renewed attention to relations 
around ethnographic objects, especially a  rethinking of the categories “artwork” versus 
“ethnographica”, offer a promising route for engaging with heritage as a common ground. 
As such, they may enable relational politics outside the centres of power. A “queering” of 
anthropologist Alfred Gell’s art nexus model can be instrumental for the study of queer 
(non-normative) relations around artworks, including so-called ethnographic objects. The 
paper proposes an understanding of queerness as a method in the art and museum context, 
informed by the anthropology of art and kinship, queer studies, and museum studies. This 
methodology-in-the-making should be part of a  toolkit with which researchers and arts 
practitioners will be able to understand and actively co-create queer relations around objects 
in ethnographic collections and beyond. 

Keywords: anthropology, queer theory, relations, Alfred Gell, ethnographic, museum, time, 
futures, contemporary art, curating

1  This paper was written and edited in the course of a Walter Benjamin postdoctoral grant by the 
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG).
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Introduction

The director of Berlin’s Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Bonaventure Soh Bejeng Ndi-
kung, portrays German ethnological museums as choking on their colonial heritage. 
He calls for a “queering of the museum” as a means to decolonise ethnographic col-
lections.2 Writing in 2018, Ndikung envisions this activity of “queering” as a radical 
rethinking of the museum, particularly considering intersectional positions such 
as women, people of colour, the working class and the LGBTQI+ community.3 He 
hereby understands queer in an intersectional sense of the word. To become queer 
in that sense means to move away from the norm which is defined by the margin-
alisation and submission of some. Ndikung’s manifesto-like text ends with this call 
for queering the museum. But what can this actually mean, and which possibilities 
open up? There seem to be a  million possible answers to this question, accord-
ing to voices from a discourse that is beginning to form in response to the idea of 
queering in an art and museum context. Heeding Ndikung’s call, this paper seeks 
to contribute to this conversation and lay out the foundations for a novel theoret-
ical approach by asking if and how the activity of “queering” can be understood as 
a method rather than a representational function. Specifically, I will refer to Alfred 
Gell’s art nexus model from the anthropology of art and propose a way to “queer 
it”, that is, read it against the grain, in conjunction with queer theory and theories 
of temporality. I am choosing to engage with Gell here as his theory, which came 
before what I will call the most recent ‘decolonial turn’ in anthropology and the 
arts, offers a couple of responses to questions and struggles that currently mark the 
discourse around identity, representation and healing, whilst not having been con-
ceived of at a time when these issues had the same public visibility that they have 
today. I therefore think of it as an interesting and hopefully fruitful thought exper-

2  B. S. B. Ndikung, Those Who are Dead are Not Ever Gone. On the Maintenance of Supremacy, the 
Ethnological Museum and the Intricacies of the Humboldt Forum, Berlin, 2018.

3  Ndikung’s own curatorial practice has offered a critical position which stands in implicit oppo-
sition to curatorial practices in ethnographic museums, as per his critique of the Berlin Ethno-
logical Museum. Ndikung established the community-based arts and exhibitions space SAVVY 
Contemporary in Berlin but was also curatorially involved in the programs of several larger and 
smaller art world institutions, such as documenta 14 in 2017 or Sonsbeek 20 in the Netherlands 
and, beyond Europe, the Dak’art biennale or the 13th Bamako Encounters 2022. A central con-
cept of his curatorial approach is that of pidginization, which may be somewhat comparable to 
the called-for queering of the museum despite being practiced in different contexts. As a “pro-
cess of counternormativity” (2023: 17), he translates the blending of languages with its quality 
of subverting dominant claims to power into curatorial practice. In response to capitalist and 
colonial influences past and present on the state of the world, as well as racist and right-wing 
provocations, Ndikungs calls for “reaching out to artists, scholars, musicians, philosophers, sto-
rytellers, poets, scientists, and people from other walks of life to deliberate not only cognitively 
but also phenomenologically and spatially on concepts, spaces and cultures of pidginization” 
(43). See: B. S. B. Ndikung, Pidginization as Curatorial Method: Messing with Languages and Praxes 
of Curating, London, 2023.
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iment to update this theory in the light of recent debates whilst carrying on some 
of the main achievements that the art nexus model offers, from an anthropological 
perspective. The results of this experiment are ideas for a queer methodology which 
can help to study and create non-normative relations around artworks, collapsing 
the difference between the categories of the ethnographic object and the artwork. 
I hope to instigate a discussion among practitioners in the arts and museum field in 
dialogue with anthropologists, art historians, queer and gender theorists, decolonial 
scholars and activists.

Why “queer” the museum? A problematisation

These days, European nations and cultural institutions find themselves at a crucial 
moment in time which amplifies public calls for reconsidering the colonial encoun-
ter. Ethnological museums are at the forefront of a battle over political acknowledg-
ment of colonial crimes, which are sought to be rectified in the present. In current 
decolonial re-considerations of history, an engagement with the past takes place via 
ethnographic collections and artworks, turning the realm of art, material culture 
and museums into a battleground for political struggle.4 Politics around ethnographic 
museums and their collections are seen to hold the potential for making up for harm 
inflicted on people in the past and for recognising these wrongdoings retrospectively. 
Looking to the future, engaging with museum objects may help to affirm new rela-
tionships with the descendants of those who were harmed but also more generally 
across different lines of division. Albeit relating to history, this struggle very much 
concerns problems of our present time, such as neo-colonial political and economic 
relations, narratives of liberalism and modernity or the limitation of migration flows. 
Therefore, the decolonial struggle of negotiating history has an urgency beyond the 
realm of art and collections as currently seen in social movements such as Black 
Lives Matter. However, art and exhibition contexts are implicitly connected to the 
political status and wellbeing of living human bodies today. This makes them potent 
sites for negotiating power relations, as shown by recent debates about restitution 
and ownership of ethnographic objects. Natalie Bayer, Belinda Kazeem-Kamiński 
and Nora Sternfeld, acknowledge this potential of museums and curational practice 
when they speak of curating as an anti-racist practice.5

In search for a response to the emotionally and politically heated debates taking 
place around Western ethnographic collections, it appears to be highly desirable to 

4  See: F. Sarr, B. Savoy, Restituer Le Patrimoine Africain, Paris, 2018; A. Procter, The Whole Picture: The 
Colonial Story of the Art in Our Museums & Why We Need to Talk About It, London, 2020; D. Hicks, 
The British Museums: The Benin Bronzes, Colonial Violence and Cultural Restitution, London, 2020;  
H. P. Hahn, P. Ivanov, H. Groschwitz, T. Laely, Ethnologie und Weltkulturenmuseum: Positionen für 
eine offene Weltsicht, Berlin, 2017; C. Deliss, The Metabolic Museum, Berlin, 2020.

5 N. Bayer, B. Kazeem-Kamiński, Nora Sternfeld, Kuratieren als antirassistische Praxis, Berlin, 2017.
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create relations and methods that allow all involved parties to step outside of the 
“straitjacket” realm of identity and memory politics. Europe as a historical agent,6 
a cultural and multi-national sphere and a narrative construct has multiple obliga-
tions when it comes to identity and memory politics: looking at itself and looking 
at its relations on a global scale. In the museum context, memory and identity are 
brought into concrete focus, such as discussed in the work of Sharon Macdonald or 
Paul Basu and Wayne Modest, among others.7 The dynamics of aggressive-defensive 
positions in the struggle for a more diverse, more just and more equal present, such 
as seen in the restitution debate, are achieving real change in this field right now. 
Yet, whilst they are necessary to represent marginalised interests and gain the atten-
tion of a broader public, they also come to stand in the way of finding new ways to 
relate which go beyond the grand public political gesture, achieving this more fully 
and sustainably. A focus on queer kinds of relating and existing queer relations is 
therefore, as I would like to propose, in agreement with recent literature from the 
field of art and queer studies, a promising avenue towards engaging with heritage 
around European-held ethnographic collections in a micropolitical, productive and 
future-oriented way.

Identity politics and the re-contextualisations of what this term means stand 
at the core of discourses around ethnological museums today. Writing at the be-
ginning of the new millennium, anthropologist James Clifford traces the use of 
identity politics as a term across different theoretical and political discourses and 
muses about ensuing implications for ethnographic research in the service of a re-
configured anthropology that is cautioned by the words “Not so fast! What else 
is there?”. Clifford diagnoses that “the political right sees only a divisive assault 
on civilizational (read national) traditions, while a chorus on the Left laments the 
twilight of common dreams, the fragmentation of any cumulative politics of re-
sistance”.8 A good decade later, Razmig Keucheyan defines identity politics, coming 
from a US American context, as “policies – governmental or otherwise – aimed 
at promoting the interest, or combatting the stigmatisation, of some particular 

6  In the face of at times generalising uses of categories depending on situated inside/outside 
perspectives, it is somewhat important, especially when dealing with broad categories such as 
“Europe”, to point out that Europe is a diverse space with different histories and lines of division 
that have, among other spatio-cultural categories, produced those of Eastern, Central and West-
ern Europe. Histories of empire and imperial reign, colonialism and capitalism are distributed 
differently and mean different things in those contexts. They may also be reframed in ways 
that invert their original meaning, as becomes evident with the (ab)use of the term decoloniza-
tion and anti-fascism in the current framing of the Russian government. See: E. Degot, D. Riff,  
J. Sowa, Perverse Decolonization?, Berlin, 2021.

7  See: S. Macdonald, Difficult Heritage: Negotiating the Nazi Past in Nuremberg and Beyond, New 
York, 2009; S. Macdonald, Memorylands: Heritage and Identity in Europe Today, New York, 2013; 
B. Meyer, M. de van Port, Sense and Essence: Heritage and the Cultural Production of the Real, New 
York, 2018; P. Basu, W. Modest, Museums, Heritage and International Development, New York, 2015.

8  J. Clifford, “Taking Identity Politics Seriously: ‘The Contradictory, Stony Ground . . .’”, in: With-
out Guarantees. In Honour of Stuart Hall, ed. P. Gilroy, London, 2000, p.94.
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category of the population”.9 He points out two major characteristics of identity 
politics, namely that it involves “minorities who recognise themselves as such” 
without aiming to render their identities generalizable, and secondly that “identi-
ty, thus conceived, is not a uniquely economic instance” but “contains a decisive 
cultural element”. Recently, this originally emancipatory meaning of identity pol-
itics has seen a conservative turn that seeks to protect normalised and normative 
identities against perceived challenges by minorities. A product of the Trump era, 
this logic is also embraced by right-wing and conservative positions in Europe. 
Aiming to find an approach that is not stuck in such struggles of identity politics 
(in the conservative sense of the term), but which yet seeks to include political 
struggle, new intersectional techniques of political agency and future-making seem 
to be needed. Conservative identity politics are here understood in the negative 
sense of the term, as a process of creating binary codes of differentiation that serve 
to exclude, something which, I argue, should instead be returned to its roots in the 
queer black feminist tradition of the 1970s as formulated by the Combahee River 
collective. Their usage of the term identity politics was taken up by other artistic 
and activist groups later on before experiencing a change of meaning.10 In order to 
arrive at a methodological suggestion which can be applied in curatorial work and 
research in museum contexts, there are a couple of guiding questions which one 
can ask. What alternative and productive contributions can a synthesis of anthro-
pological theory and queer theory provide in response to the current crisis of eth-
nographic collections and museums? What can a “queering” of the museum mean 
beyond the inclusion of LGBTQI+ voices? And finally, how can such a broader 
understanding help to open up positions different to those currently employed in 
the struggle over representation? 

Based on these questions, I want to give impulses for a  theoretical approach 
from within the anthropology of art and kinship, queer studies and museum studies 
in order to understand and co-create queer (non-normative) relations around ethno-
graphic museum objects. A comprehensive answer to all questions posed here will 
go beyond the scope of this paper, as it mainly engages with the matter in relation 
to theory and aims at formulating ideas that may inform a new queer methodology 
for the art and museum context. However, this should not be seen as an impedi-
ment, but rather as an invitation to test, apply and augment the methodological 
proposal as a sort of toolkit, which can help to finetune this approach and use it in 
museum and arts contexts – and be finetuned by using it and feeding the experience 
back into concepts. One of the concepts that can help to inform such work and 
transform through it is Alfred Gell’s art nexus model.

9 R. Keucheyan, The Left Hemisphere: Mapping Critical Theory Today, London, 2013.
10  The Combahee River Collective. The Combahee River Collective Statement, 1977, in: Library 

of Congress, Women’s and Gender Studies Web Archive, 2015, https://www.loc.gov/item/
lcwaN0028151/.

https://www.loc.gov/item/lcwaN0028151/
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“Queering” Alfred Gell’s art nexus model

Theoretical approaches from material culture studies and beyond, such as New Ma-
terialism,11 the Ontological Turn,12 or Latour’s Actor-Network-Theory,13 have paved 
the way for considering things as enmeshed in a network of relations, a perspec-
tive also taken in Alfred Gell’s posthumously published work “Art and Agency”.14 
Gell provides theories for interpreting both time and art as relational, the former of 
which will be addressed in the second half of this paper.15 Gell’s work, although con-
sidered important within anthropological discussions of art and the term agency, 
has retained a degree of mysteriousness due to the author’s writing process having 
been a  race against time. While drafting his manuscript, Gell faced a certain un-
timely death and never lived to see the publication of Art and Agency. Therefore, 
his theory has left people with open questions which received different and some-
times contradictory answers. It has also earned the status of a standalone approach, 
a relatively idiosyncratic model with its own quirks and ideas that are very much 
the Gellian universe of thought. Gell’s work has recently gained renewed attention 
within the anthropological community, such as in a book by Susanne Küchler and 
Timothy Carroll.16 Küchler and Carroll developed Gell’s art nexus model further and 
stressed the kin-like aspects which these relations entail.

In Art and Agency, Gell describes agency-possessing material things, which 
he terms artworks. These artworks embody diverse human intentions as an in-
dex within a nexus of relations. Here he develops the US logician Charles Sanders 
Peirce’s semiotic theory by focussing specifically on the index, a kind of sign. One 
can imagine the index as the imprint of an intention or reading invested into an ob-
ject or body. Indexical objects stand in an agent-patient-prototype relationship to each 
other and through these relationships are in some way always themselves agents 
– they express and appropriate intentions. This gives them social agency, through 
which they can also experience person status or stand as agents and addressees on 
a level with human actors. Let me give a concrete example from my fieldwork in 
Ghana in which I researched the political economy that unfolds around practices of 
commemorating the dead. Here, I found that the bodies and personal elements of 
the dead became indices of various intentions of community members which were 
invested in them, by means of engaging with their materiality and transformations. 
They were also indexed with qualities of apparent durability which were trans-

11  See: C. Åsberg, R. Braidotti, A  Feminist Companion to the Posthumanities, Utrecht, 2018;  
D. H. Coole, S. Frost, New Materialisms: Ontology, Agency, and Politics, Durham, 2010.

12  See: M. Holbraad, M. A. Pedersen, The Ontological Turn: An Anthropological Exposition, Cam-
bridge, 2017.

13  See: B. Latour, Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor-Network-Theory, Oxford, 2005;  
A. Blok, I. Farías, C. Roberts, The Routledge Companion to Actor-Network Theory, London, 2020.

14  See: A. Gell, Art and Agency: An Anthropological Theory, Oxford, 1998.
15  See: A. Gell, The Anthropology of Time: Cultural Constructions of Temporal Maps and Images, Ox-

ford, 1992; The Art of Anthropology: Essays and Diagrams, eds. A. Gell, E. Hirsch, London, 1999.
16  See: S. Küchler, T. Carroll, A Return to the Object: Alfred Gell, Art, and Social Theory, London, 2020.
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posed onto them from other materials that were used in commemorative processes, 
preferably synthetic materials. A related example from the anthropological canon 
which Küchler and Carroll refer to is from Annette Weiner’s ethnographic work 
on the Trobriand Island’s famous Kula exchange, in which banana leaf bundles “as 
impermanent objects [. . .] are able to index persons by explicating in their material 
capacity the inherent mobility of women who leave their matriclan in marriage”.17 

Küchler and Carroll add a new interpretation to the discussion of the role of 
intentionality within the art nexus by pointing out that, true to the importance 
of relations that Gell’s model is based on, intentionality may not predominantly 
rely on intention invested in artwork by its maker, but that “instead there is good 
reason to put the emphasis on the assumption – or specifically the abduction – of 
agency”.18 The main point of their reassessment of the art nexus model is that 
pre-material ideas and intentions, the prototype (which one may loosely translate as 
a social imaginary) in art objects are based on social relations and can, as such, be 
mapped: “The prototype is not the object, or indeed a singular concept, but rather 
the abstract and motile nexus of relations that unfolds itself in very predictable, 
even canonical and formulaic ways”.19 Conclusively, they find that the anthropolo-
gy of art can, in many ways, be “studied objectively as a system of relations, much 
as kinship”.20 The study of kinship represents a core focus within the anthropolog-
ical canon. However, there are also re-evaluations of this field which instead focus 
on relationality as kinship’s essential function, as shown in the work of postcolonial 
scholar Édouard Glissant or most recently in the account of anthropologist Marilyn 
Strathern.21 So, if relations around ethnographic objects, too, can potentially be 
studied in the same way as kin relations, how then, can this re-reading of Gell’s art 
nexus model be made productive if applied to relations that qualify as ‘queer’, as 
existing outside normative expectations, on the underbelly of the social imaginary? 
And how do these come to manifest around so-called ethnographic collections and 
objects? I would like to suggest that an analytic and methodological lens which in-
tentionally seeks for such kinds of relations, and also seeks to create those in engag-
ing with these objects, can offer a novel tool for productively bringing conflicting 
positions in dialogue within the discourse around ethnographic museums.

In a  struggle for acknowledgment of historic wrongdoings, the categories of 
artworks versus ethnographic objects are important tools, resulting in demands for 
restituting objects from ethnographic collections and rethinking the concept of the 
Western museum. Thus, categorisation has become a currency, a tool for bargaining 
with cultural identity in order to strengthen property claims and achieve recogni-
tion – or to deny those things. Museum objects are things in limbo, displaced and 

17  Ibid., p. 39. See also: A. Weiner, Women of Value, Men of Renown: New Perspectives in Trobriand 
Exchange, Austin, 1976.

18 Ibid., p. 21.
19 S. Küchler, T. Carroll, op. cit., p. 224.
20 Ibid., p. 225.
21  See: É. Glissant, Poetics of Relation, Ann Arbor, 1997; M. Strathern, Relations: An Anthropological 

Account, Durham, 2020.
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contested, poisoned by preservative chemicals, and fought over with regard to cat-
egorisation, and rights to interpret their meaning(s). They can no longer represent 
cultures, be considered rightful possessions, and serve as symbolic informants to 
visitors. The important innovative potential in Gell’s work here is that a Western 
bias on valuing art objects against the cultural other’s “ethnographic” objects can 
be done away with, in favour of an anthropological equivalent to the formulation 
of a global art history. Being a theory of art, Gell’s model of the art nexus opens up 
the possibility of thinking about artworks in a broader sense outside differential 
categories, for example, art versus ethnographic object. Instead, Gell proposes to 
define them via their agency and the relations that they exist in and which they 
co-produce. His work unpacks the indexicality of different relations within works 
of art. He terms these relations around the artwork the art nexus and gets rid of 
the distinction between the categories of the ethnographic and art, leaving behind 
the limitations of a perspective which sees artworks as either defined as belonging 
to a Western art context or as excluded from it. The art nexus model thus attrib-
utes the same potentiality of value and efficacy to ethnographic objects, on the one 
hand, and things considered art in the Western context, on the other hand. Gell, 
in response to the work of anthropologist curator Susan Vogel, discusses this in 
relation to her exhibition ART/ARTIFACT which was on show at the Centre for 
African Art in New York in 1988. Here, Vogel placed a rolled-up Zande hunting net 
in a white cube, claiming to be a piece of contemporary sculpture and blurring the 
boundaries between the “ethnographic” and the “artistic”.22

Gell’s approach provides a new perspective on what art is, who makes it, what 
it can look like, and what it can do. This conceptual perspective on relations rather 
than fixed categories speaks to the diverse concept of identities and relations as 
represented in queer theory. Yet, in Art and Agendy, Gell has missed the chance 
to address the colonial heritage of museum collections, as Dan Hicks criticizes by 
attesting the book as a “lack of politics”.23 As a critical way of engaging with Gell’s 
model before a  decolonial background in the arts, Gell’s model should therefore 
be “queered”. Instead of looking at the “formulaic” relations that objects entail, it 
should help to look at those that escape these expectations and help to actively 
invite unruly kinds of engagement. That way, the model can help to formulate 
positions which contribute to a queering, that is de-normalising, of conservative 
appropriations of identity politics and their urge to categorise, whilst actively par-
ticipating in the struggle for decoloniality and intersectionality. With its focus on 
relations and its refusal to categorise, the art nexus model, in its “queered”, is then 
a  powerful theoretical basis for creating and highlighting queer relations around 
artworks, relations which equally exist beyond established categories.

22  A. Gell, “Vogel’s Net: Traps as Artworks and Artworks as Traps”, in: A. Gell, E. Hirsch, op. cit., 
pp. 187– 214.

23 D. Hicks, op. cit., p. 27.
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Queerness as a method in the museum and art context

Much related research probing into decolonial, and intersectional approaches is 
currently being initiated around ethnographic collections and their policies, such as 
within the Dutch “Pressing Matter” project situated across several Dutch univer-
sities and museums, or in the project “Re-connecting Objects: Epistemic Plurality 
and Transformative Practices in and beyond Museums” which is funded by the 
Volkswagen Stiftung and situated at the Pitt Rivers Museum in Oxford, as well as 
in Berlin, Senegal, Cameroon and South Africa. However, so far queer approaches to 
museums in these contexts primarily focus on placing queer subjects and identities 
at the centre of these institutions while methodologically changing work in the mu-
seum by including a diverse range of actors. The German Network Museen Queeren 
Berlin for example states that: 

“Queering for us means a specific practice that challenges heteronormative and 
binary posits. This is not only about a better representation of the diversity of gender 
and sexuality in the collections and exhibitions, but also about how they are reached, 
and by whom. This means questioning conventional work processes, rethinking 
exhibition, collection, mediation and staffing policies, and setting new thematic pri-
orities. As a network, we want to empower groups of people who have so far been 
marginalised in the museum and memorial landscape. We understand queer inter-
sectionally and want to incorporate this into our practice as a network”.24 

The Pitt Rivers also recently launched a research and exhibition project with 
a  focus on queering museums, labelled “Beyond the Binary: Queering and Ques-
tioning Collections and Displays at the Pitt Rivers Museum”. In the project state-
ment, the museum, like Museen Queeren Berlin, also aims for queer visibility and 
self-representation with a heightened critical awareness of queerness as explicitly 
not a Western concept.25 But while this endeavour mainly aims at integrating ques-
tions related to queer genders and sexualities in the museum, my paper proposes to 
take a different angle, one which is yet largely missing in contemporary discourse 
and research.

24 https://www.museen-queeren.de/uumlber-uns.html, [14/11/2021].
25  “The Pitt Rivers Museum is committed to standing as an ally with LGBTIAQ+ communi-

ties and creating space for self-representation. This project puts LGBTIAQ+ stories told by  
LGBTIAQ+ people at the heart of the museum – from its public galleries, to its digital databas-
es. We celebrate the strength and agency of LGBTQIA+ communities and support individuals 
and groups in challenging societal binaries around gender, sexuality and power dynamics. Be-
yond the Binary contests, any notion that LGBTIAQ+ lives are a ‘Western’ invention, a ‘new 
trend’ or that queer people do not have history. The museum’s collections have been made 
available to communities with LGBTIAQ+ lived-experiences to help them uncover and narrate 
their own stories, challenging the erasure of queer voices. The project set out to reflect on 
material from across the globe and from many historical periods that were already part of the 
collection. The project also set out to commission and where appropriate, collect new mate-
rial to add contemporary queer perspectives.” https://www.prm.ox.ac.uk/beyond-the-binary,  
[accessed 14/11/2021].
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In addition to such engaged and practical calls for visibility, I propose that queer 
can also be read as all kinds and types of non-normative relations and identities 
which do not necessarily have to fit into fixed categories or are explicitly related 
to gender, following Küchler and Carroll’s reading of Gell’s art nexus model. In 
this context, the question of what is normative and who claims authority over 
defining these norms becomes essential. Queerness in the museum context may 
therefore also potentially and productively be conceived of as a  methodology in 
which non-normative relations around objects may be studied and invited. Hereby, 
in the sense of the emerging and still very much unfinished work that seeks to make 
LGBTQIA+ histories visible in the museum context, marginalised positions that 
include other intersectional traits and possibly often relate to (post)colonial histo-
ries can be amplified through queer methodology, giving voice to them via relations 
to ethnographic objects. Such a methodology would then have to look at intersec-
tional backgrounds and qualities of the objects themselves and of agents that relate 
to them. A  “queered” version of Gell’s art nexus model therefore aims to foster 
a conversation around the terms of queer museums and intersectional practice. In-
tersectional is here understood as looking at the intersection of defined categories of 
marginalisation such as race, class, gender, economic positions and ableist concep-
tions of bodies and mental functions. To that avail, the concept of intersectionality 
and the idea of queering museums, two relatively new approaches, would further 
profit from an interdisciplinary conversation informed by anthropological theory in 
dialogue with artistic and curatorial practice. 

The gendered body and sexual orientations that transgress the norm lie at the 
heart of queer theory. They have also been central to a kind of motif and art pro-
duction concerned with non-normative sexuality and identities, which has recently 
been subsumed under the tentative label “queer” art. In the preface to the compre-
hensive volume “Art & Queer Culture”, Catherine Lord and Richard Meyer explain 
their choice of term in a way that fits well with the openness to relations and meth-
odology that my re-reading of Gell and queerness as a method proposes: “We have 
chosen the term ‘queer’ in the knowledge that no single word can accommodate 
the sheer expanse of cultural practices that oppose normative heterosexuality. In its 
shifting connotation from everyday parlance to phobic epithet to defiant self-iden-
tification, ‘queer’ offers more generous rewards than any simple inventory of sexual 
practices or erotic object choices. It makes more sumptuous the space between best 
fantasy and worst fear”.26 

How then can the term queer be made productive to refer to relations, not 
just identities, that qualify as outside the norm? This question seems to be implied 
because queer positions essentially always exist in relations. As Lord and Meyer 
emphasise, they are embedded in social practice and produced by means of visibility 
and performance. Since queerness in its original sense is already a marginal position, 
it lends itself to work that aims to locate itself in an intersectional perspective. 
Queer transgressions of norms, be they relationship forms or gender norms, and 

26 C. Lord, R. Meyer, Art & Queer Culture, London, 2020.
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their resulting revolutions can also be found and expressed in other aspects of social 
life, such as political participation and representation. In fact, activist queer strug-
gles for recognition have shown the highly political entanglement of queer concerns 
within the context of social organisation at large. Relating these thoughts back to 
the discussion about ownership and purpose of objects in ethnographic collections, 
how can queerness and queering then be understood as something that seeks to 
subvert categorisation and instrumentalisation? There is a fine line between becom-
ing engaged in a struggle operating on the level of identity politics in the original 
sense of the term (as comes to show in the potent use of queerness as an identity, 
for example in the gay rights movement) and the intention of moving away from 
conservative identity politics, or to create new categories to be added to the norm. 
The project of finding a method aimed at queer relations in the museum context, 
therefore, seeks to reflect on the relation between struggles that operate with cat-
egories of conservative identity politics, and the potentially surprising alternatives 
of identity politics in its original sense that exist beyond them. Approaches from 
queer theory are still in the early stages of being developed into such a methodol-
ogy which considers this broader understanding of queerness and relates to issues 
incorporating and going beyond the core concerns of gender and sexuality.27 How 
then, can such a queer methodology be developed and used within a museum and 
art context? 

Since work on queering the museum has so far primarily focused on introducing 
representations of queer gender and sexuality, a more general critique of normative 
power relations that become evident in museums and configurations of knowledge 
mediated through them is yet to be formulated. I seek to strengthen the latter kind 
of critique. Nikki Sullivan and Craig Middleton propose a definition for queering 
as a practice in the museum context: “The queering of museums is, as we under-
stand it, a process without end and, perhaps more importantly, without a definitive 
goal (for example social inclusion) that is presumed to be universally beneficial and 
achievable by following a particular path. Queering the Museum, then, should be 
viewed not as a blueprint, a game plan for a brave new (queer) world of museums 
and museological practice, but rather as a (necessarily incomplete) toolbox that can 
be used, expanded and adapted in ways that are, perhaps, currently unimagina-
ble“.28 Similarly, Hannes Hacke, one of the founding members of Museen Queeren 
Berlin, states in a conversation about the network’s strategies that “queering” needs 
to be understood as an open and ongoing process, something that is constantly 
being negotiated.29 Following these implications, an understanding of relations 

27  See: Queer Methods and Methodologies: Intersecting Queer Theories and Social Science Research, eds. 
K. Browne, C. Nash, Farnham, 2010, Re/Orienting Writing Studies: Queer Methods, Queer Projects, 
eds. W. P. Banks, M. B. Cox, C. Dadas, Logan, 2019; M. Weiss, “Always After: Desiring Queer-
ness, Desiring Anthropology”, Cultural Anthropology, 2016, 31, no. 4, pp. 627–38; S. Ahmed, 
Queer Phenomenology: Orientations, Objects, Others, London, 2006.

28 N. Sullivan, C. Middleton, Queering the Museum, New York, 2020, p. 6.
29  https://www.lab-bode-pool.de/de/t/museum-bewegen/diskriminierungskritisch-arbeiten/

queering-collections-warum-und-wie-ueber-gender-und-sexuelle-vielfalt-im-museum-sprech-

https://www.lab-bode-pool.de/de/t/museum-bewegen/diskriminierungskritisch-arbeiten/queering-collections-warum-und-wie-ueber-gender-und-sexuelle-vielfalt-im-museum-sprechen/?material=die-bedeutung-von-queeren-muss-immer-wieder-neu-verhandelt-werden-strategien-
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around artworks in ethnographic collections as queer relations may help to achieve 
not only a new outlook onto these collections but also contribute to expanding and 
adapting the toolbox that Sullivan and Middleton speak of. So, what is or can queer 
be, in the end, and for this particular purpose? In his volume of journalistic essays, 
Paul B. Preciado states: “I will go so far as to say that it is processes of transition 
that best allow us to understand the political shift with which we are confronted 
worldwide. Sex change and migration and legal architecture of patriarchal coloni-
alism, of sexual difference and racial hierarchy, of family and nation-state, place 
a living human body inside the limits of citizenship, even of what we understand 
by ‘humanity’”.30 

Following Preciado, I therefore suggest locating the answers to this question in 
an intersectional realm. The platform and exhibition “This House is Not a Home” 
at the kunsthalle Lothringer13 in Munich may serve an example from my own 
collaborative artistic-curatorial practice. The event, which was at the same time 
a format of encounter and sharing knowledge as it was an exhibition in constant 
transformation, was produced by the a-disciplinary platform “K”, of which I was 
an organising member. Over the period of three months, a group of about 50 par-
ticipants from the fields of contemporary art, music and academia met to exchange 
and engage with each other’s practice in a space which was literally furnished with 
artworks that had been contributed or made there. These works in themselves 
served as a nexus of relations as they became subjects to “activations”: applied ways 
of using them and interacting with them in workshop formats, performances, and 
collectively shared moments, such as dinners.31 Yet, these relations were highly ex-
perimental and depended on experiencing encounters in a shared space and time 
without an imposed set of rules or plans (but some constantly changing COVID-19 
regulations). This leads me to discuss the importance of temporality and embodied 
experience from a queer point of view.

Anthropology of time and queer futurity

On a  theoretical level, theories of embodiment and materiality are central for 
gaining a new perspective on artworks in relation to human bodies and identities, 
particularly informed by queer theory. Queer relations and decolonial efforts have 
the power to uproot hegemonic structures. This is as much true for either of the 
two individually, as much as for them combined. Significant social change has been 
achieved by activist struggle in both fields, such as by the ACT UP Movement 

en/?material=die-bedeutung-von-queeren-muss-immer-wieder-neu-verhandelt-werden-strat-
egien-des-netzwerks-museen-queeren-berlin, [accessed 14/11/2021].

30 P. B. Preciado, C. Mandell, An Apartment on Uranus, London, 2020, p. 41.
31  See: I. Bredenbröker, A. Stiegler, L. Boyd Schürmann, “This House Is Not a Home: Producing 

Encounter-based Collective Formats in the Time of Covid19”, The Garage Journal: Studies in Art, 
Museums & Culture, 2021, 02, pp. 132–151.

https://www.lab-bode-pool.de/de/t/museum-bewegen/diskriminierungskritisch-arbeiten/queering-collections-warum-und-wie-ueber-gender-und-sexuelle-vielfalt-im-museum-sprechen/?material=die-bedeutung-von-queeren-muss-immer-wieder-neu-verhandelt-werden-strategien-des-netzwerks-museen-queeren-berlin
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fighting for the recognition of queer lives and health, or by the #rhodesmustfall 
movement that aims to remove colonial statues in public space, to name just two 
examples. In addition to political change which activist engagement brings into the 
institutions, there is also a temporal aspect to queer and decolonial work which can 
enable or cancel out differential categories that are used to reproduce hegemonic 
structures, for example around art. Considering this temporal aspect is therefore 
crucial for a  rethinking of queerness as a  methodology in the museum context. 
Contemporary art, for example, conveys an acute sense of anticipation towards 
possible futures or a retrospective vision onto the contemporary moment from the 
position of an imagined future. Yet, whilst implying temporality, there is an exclud-
ing property to the term contemporary as a category. Peter Osborne illustrates this 
by analysing how contemporary art itself becomes a differential category that is not 
marked by its currentness of production only but rather a social and discursive prac-
tice of differentiation, possibly as opposed to other (art historical) categories.32 The 
ethnographic, however, is thought of as located in “other” space and time, having 
acquired a sense of the historical past and a representative function for non-Western 
“traditions” and “cultures”.33 The temporal attribution of the contemporary versus 
the historical is largely created via contexts and discourses. The history of Modern-
ism is shaped by influences taken from non-Western contexts, as the work of Robert 
F. Thompson or most recently Sela Kojo Adjei has outlined.34 Only by integrating 
foreign aesthetic features could a sense of futurity be created in Modernist art and, 
closing the circle, could something like for example a notion of “African art” begin 
to exist to the Western eye. Works may easily and superficially be grouped into 
categories when certain styles, aesthetics and materials become synonymous with 
Western art historic periods. But these qualities may also serve as identification 
markers associated with the non-Western “ethnographic past”, or, as Achille Mbem-
be frames it, a mythological present tense of the Other which lacks the power to 
create its own future.35 However, contemporary artistic practice and the activity of 
future-making is by no means limited to the West. So how can these narratives be 
changed, agency taken by those excluded and futures be created via queer relations?

Gell’s anthropology of time, which is taken up and applied to artworks in his 
late work Art and Agency, considers how agency over temporal relations can be 
controlled by mapping time, mediated by the material world. It can serve as an 
analytical tool for understanding how temporalities may be controlled, mapped, 
and manipulated via the movements and narratives around bodies and objects.36 

32 P. Osborne, Anywhere or Not at All: Philosophy of Contemporary Art, London, 2013.
33 See: J. Fabian, Time and the Other: How Anthropology Makes Its Object, New York, 1983. 
34  R. F. Thompson, African Art in Motion: Icon and Art, 1974, Los Angeles; S. K. Adjei, “Abstraction 

and the Sublime in Art: Bridging the Gap Between ‘Modern Art’ and Ewe Vodu Aesthetics”, 
in: The Garage Journal: Studies in Art, Museums & Culture, 2020, 01. See also: A. C. Danto, Art: 
African Art in Anthropology Collections, New York, 1988; C. B. Steiner, African Art in Transit, Cam-
bridge, 2004.

35 A. Mbembe, On the Postcolony, Berkeley, 2001.
36 A. Gell, The Anthropology of Time…, op. cit.
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In his conclusion to Art and Agency, Gell draws out how there is always a given 
relation between the artwork as index and its relation to space and time: “I am 
arguing that the ‘indexes of agency’ which exist and circulate in the external social 
work create, so to speak, an inter-indexical space-time field which bears an analo-
gous structure, that is to say that it, too, consists of a series of transformations of 
contents (images) over time”. Hence, temporality and relationality are intrinsically 
connected, revealing in the end what Gell terms the extended mind: “Through the 
study of these artifacts, we are able to grasp ‘mind’ as an external (and eternal) dis-
position of public acts of objectification”.37 In response to the theme of temporality 
and the question of how futures can be created via queer relations around artworks, 
it therefore seems fruitful to consider Gell’s anthropological model of time alongside 
queer concepts of futurity, such as those proposed by Jose Esteban Muñoz, Eliza-
beth Freeman and Kara Keeling or implied in Afrofuturist work.38 Muñoz work 
on queer futurity poses a queer counterpart to Gell, opening up the perspective to 
utopian ways of creating relations outside of the norm that are always to be aspired 
to as a future state of being. Before this background, I propose that work related 
to queer methods and relations in the museum context should outline normative 
temporalities and their queer counterparts as these become manifest or manipulat-
able via art objects and relations built around them. These relations can be virtually 
and temporally mapped with the help of the art nexus model, methodologically 
allowing for a productive co-creation of relations around objects in ethnographic 
collections.

Queer methods as a toolkit-toykit for the art  
and museum context

The thoughts that I have laid out so far are sought to add to the toolkit which 
Sullivan and Middleton refer to as an integral part of “queering the museum” and 
with the help of which it will then be possible not only to study, but also to co-cre-
ate, queer relations around ethnographic and art objects – relations that subvert 
established categories and create intersectional conversations. The result may offer 
an alternative transfer-format in the light of highly politicised questions around 
ethnographic collections. Following Fred Moten and Stefano Harney, this toolkit 
can be used more like a toykit, a set of things that invite playful interaction and the 
invention of new approaches rather than serving to “fix” a broken state or achieve 
a particular intended outcome.39 

37 A. Gell, Art and Agency…, op. cit., p. 258.
38  See: J. E. Muñoz, Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity, New York, 2019;  

E. Freeman, Time Binds: Queer Temporalities, Queer Histories, Durham, 2010; K. Keeling, Queer 
Times, Black Futures, New York, 2019.

39 S. Harney, F. Moten, The Undercommons: Fugitive Planning & Black Study, Wivenhoe, 2013.
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One element of this “toy-toolkit” can consist of in-depth engagement with 
theories to develop a new methodological approach. This is what my “queering” 
of Gell’s art nexus model has set out to do, in the form of theoretical impulses. As 
highlighted in the introduction, the themes of art, temporality, kinship and queer-
ness may productively stand at the centre of this engagement with theories. As 
a guiding question for the theoretical part, the paper has asked how the making of 
queer relations around art objects (developing the sense of the art nexus as used by 
Gell) in ethnographic collections can be understood through a conversation with 
interdisciplinary theoretical positions. Going forward, it seeks to invite scholars and 
practitioners to unpack how such kinds of relations can be traced and actively in-
vited. By looking at the intersection of different categories of marginalised identity 
rather than identity as a  fixed representational category, this approach offers an 
alternative perspective to the sharp conflict that many Western ethnographic mu-
seums and collections currently find themselves in, due to being stuck in inflexible 
positions of representation and identity politics.

Another element of the toolkit can consist of observation and practice as 
a combined way of doing research and creating artworks/exhibitions. Feeding back 
into the methodology, outcomes of such research endeavours will help to develop 
this second element of the toolkit further and offer guidelines for exhibition-mak-
ing. In line with a current shift away from clear-cut roles in research, participant 
observation as the classic anthropological method is augmented by collaborative 
participation and observation with curatorial and artistic practitioners. Practices 
from the field of contemporary art, curation, and interdisciplinary exchange, such 
as filmmaking or the conception of practice-based projects that are based on di-
rect exchange can be used and tested in this context. One example from the art 
context, which actively created new relations around an object from the collection 
of the Berlin Ethnological Museum is “Return of a  Goddess” (2018) by K. A. U. 
& Wdowik, bringing a  replica of a Mexican fertility goddess on a  journey across 
Mexico and producing a film and performative piece out of this research journey.40 
Similarly, in this part of the toolkit, traditional participant observation should be 
replaced by collaborative observation and collaborative participation. But who will 
be collaborating and found or brought in relation to the studied objects? In practice, 
Gell’s understanding of agency means that queer kinds of relations in and around 
artworks will, for example, create or trace unexpected ties between an ethnographic 
object/artwork, its history and properties, a person or community with historical 
connection to it, a  refugee/person in a  similar situation of displacement or with 
cultural connection to the object, an artist, an anthropologist, historian or the likes, 
a curator, lawmakers, politicians and persons as well as objects having similar qual-
ities to the central object. Different from provenance research, relations that are 
made and researched are not just oriented towards an imagined origin and past but 

40  K. A. U. & Wdowik, Return of a Goddess (2018), https://www.tanzforumberlin.de/produktion/
return-of-a-goddess/ [accessed 14/11/2021].

https://www.tanzforumberlin.de/produktion/return-of-a-goddess/
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may be actively shaped in the present and include (odd)kin which would usually 
not play a role in provenance research.

Additionally, current academic work around museums and art contexts, as 
well as in the broader anthropological discourse, formulates the aim of including 
“communities by implication”.41 This term broadens the scope of those who may 
be in relation with museum objects beyond the so-called “communities of origin”, 
implying that temporally and spatially linear relations of origination are a miscon-
ception of what is going on. Rather, there is a multiplicity of actors and institutions 
that can claim to share a present, future, lineage or history with these objects, in 
the locations where they originated from as much as globally. This already implies 
a diversity of relations prone to escape normativity or at least reconfigure norms. 
Furthermore, relevant discourse around museums discusses ethics and comments 
on new curatorial and artistic methods. However, academic and curatorial work 
across disciplines has not been sufficiently informed by the anthropology of art and 
kinship in conjunction. While curators of ethnological will usually have anthropo-
logical training and are aware of ethnography-based theory within the discipline, 
political demands, practical concerns and questions of communication still take 
centre stage. Only after these concerns have been addressed are practitioners able 
to consider objects as person-like entities, following Gell’s idea of distributed per-
sonhood and his concept of agency which unfolds around objects in the art nexus. 
Conceived in that way, objects imply their own set of kin relations and potential 
agencies, with kinship being most neglected in research so far. Therefore, these two 
fields of anthropological theory are yet to be made more productive in the museum 
context. 

Looking ahead: The queer futures of ethnographic 
museums

Taking an approach that combines theoretical reflection from anthropology with 
artistic and curatorial practice, this paper has discussed Alfred Gell’s art nexus mod-
el and its applicability to the study of kin relations around objects, calling for the 
development of a queer methodology that informs and instructs the analysis and 
creation of new relations around artworks and “ethnographic” objects. Queer has 
here been understood in the sense of non-normative kinds of and identities that are 
of vital importance for decolonisation in the arts and the museum. 

Queering Alfred Gell’s art nexus, towards an invitation of queer relations around 
“ethnographic” collections, offers an alternative position of mediation and thinking 
outside the box in the light of highly politicised questions. This new approach can 
be achieved by focussing on intersectionally marginalised positions and considering 

41  E. Lehrer, “Material Kin: ‘Communities of Implication’” in Post-Colonial, Post-Holocaust Polish 
Ethnographic Collections”, in: Across Anthropology: Troubling Colonial Legacies, Museums, and the 
Curatorial, eds. M. von Oswald, J. Tinius, Leuven, 2020, pp. 288–323.
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how these, in their respective situatedness, all come to challenge normative orders 
and can possibly execute political power towards a  shared goal. Thus, the paper 
hopes to have given theoretical impulses for practice around museum collections 
which offer a way out of the epistemic bind that stems from having to rely on rigid 
positions and identity politics in a struggle for recognition. In this context, the so-
called “ethnographic objects” serve as material signifiers in relation to these claims. 
Yet, on a  political level, relations that exist around objects in European-held eth-
nographic collections do have very real political implications. How come European 
nations are willing to engage with, for example, African ethnographic objects and 
to host them in prestigious museums, but are at the same time unwilling to take in 
refugees from non-European countries and provide them with means to create a life 
here, let alone engage with countries from the Global South as partners on eye-level? 
These implications are urgent and implied when studying the kinds of relations that 
ethnographic objects are enmeshed within and when looking at who defines the 
norms that these relations are supposed to follow.

Image 1: Not quite queering the museum but a step towards it. Installation view of the tempo-
rary exhibition The Dead Live Longer curated by Isabel Bredenbröker in collaboration with Mareike 
Späth at the Hanover State Museum. In this display, which had to follow many regulations and 
norms set by the museum such as disinfestation of objects displayed, presentation with expla-
natory signs and in vitrines, it still managed to focus on synthetic materials and their regional 
perception in South-East Ghana, something that is rarely an issue in ethnographic collections and 
museums. Photo: Kerstin Schmidt. Photo credits: Landesmuseum Hannover.
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Image 2: Illustration of the art nexus and its constituting parts, an attempt to break this quite 
complicated model down into digestible bits. Image: Isabel Bredenbröker.
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Image 3: Installation photograph showing the Zande hunting net alongside a  Kuba woman’s 
wrapper and Kasai metal currency at the ART/artifact exhibition at the Centre for African Art, 
New York City in 1988. Photo: Jerry L. Thompson. Courtesy of the Museum for African Art/Africa 
Center.

Image 4: A “Japanese dildo set” from the collection of Markus Hirschfeld is shown as part of the 
exhibition To Be Seen – Queer Lives 1099–1950 at the nsdoku Munich Documentation Centre for 
the History of National Socialism. This object that hovers between the categories of artwork and 
ethnographic object is part of an exhibition about queer lives during the NS time. Photo: Isabel 
Bredenbröker.
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Image 5: Participants of the platform exhibition/gathering The House is Not a Home organised by 
K at Lothringer13 in Munich gather in the exhibition space and use its facilities in multiple ways: 
cooking, eating, producing a radio show. Photo: Constanza Meléndez.
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Abstract
The picture of Saint Sebastian has been ordered to the Krakow University church by professor 
Sebastian Piskorski, who was in charge of the construction, decoration, and furnishing of 
the building. The canvas had been placed in the chapel, which was made available to the 
public yet in 1696, while the rest of the church remained a fenced construction site for seven 
more years. This small interior must have made a great impression on viewers, encouraging 
them to financially support the works. A contemporary writer stated that the chapel began 
decorative works of the church in forms that had not been seen before. Its main part, the 
exquisite painting by Paolo Pagani, sensually showing the saint’s naked body, could evoke 
the viewer’s admiration, but also an impression of uniqueness and peculiarity. Thus, the 
term queer can be applied to this work, at least in its original sense, meaning something 
strange, odd or eccentric. Pagani’s painting is a good starting point for questions about the 
hidden meanings that were associated with the male act in the early modern environment of 
the clergymen and university. Repressed or subconscious erotic associations could have been 
connected there with religious mysticism – as indicated by Piskorski’s particularly personal 
attitude to the sculpture of the crucified Christ. Similar links are also present in the patronage 
of Jacek Łopacki, who in the middle of the 18th century refurnished St. Mary’s church.

Keywords: Paolo Pagani, Saint Sebastian, Sebastian Piskorski, Saint Anne’s church in Krakow

The image of St. Sebastian (fig. 1) in a chapel altar of St. Anne’s collegiate church 
in the city of Krakow is widely known as one of the most artistically outstand-
ing paintings bought for a church in early modern Poland. It did not however re-
ceive attention adequate to its outstanding artistic value. Its author and founder 
are known from the volume by Andrzej Buchowski issued on the occasion of the

1  This paper was created within the project STUDEC – Stucco Decoration Across Europe, ID 
2022-1-CZ01-KA220-HED-000085652.
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Fig. 1. P. Pagani, St. Sebastian, oil on 
canvas, Krakow, St. Anne’s church. 
Photo: M. Kurzej.

church’s consecration.2 From that time, the painting was mentioned in several 
publications about the church.3 It is formal uniqueness has firstly been stressed 
by Zofia Maślińska-Nowakowa, who dedicated her work to the iconography 
of the church’s interior,4 and later by Mariusz Karpowicz, who focused on at-
tempts to attribute to Pagani other works in Krakow.5 The painting was also  

2  A. Buchowski, Gloria Domini super Templum S. Suum ad Solennes Encaeniorum primitias Ecclesiae 
Collegiatae Crac. S. Annae Ope Divinae Providentiae recenter a fundamentis erectae relucens, Cracov-
iae, 1703, p. F4v, Gr. Polish summary of this book, titled Abrys terazniejszego Koscioła Kollegiaty 
S. Anny… has been included to newer edition of popular guidebook to the Krakow churches:  
P. H. Pruszcz, Kleynoty Stołecznego Miasta Krakowa albo Kościoły y co w nich iest widzenia godnego  
y znacznego, Kraków, 1745, pp. 184–224.

3  M. Tylkowski, Krótki opis kościoła akademickiego kollegiaty świętej Anny, Kraków, 1863, p. 32;  
J. Bukowski, Kościół akademicki św. Anny. Monografia historyczna, Kraków, 1900, p. 38.

4  Z. Maślińska-Nowakowa, “Literackie źródła dekoracji kościoła św. Anny w Krakowie”, Rocznik 
Krakowski 1972, 42, p. 59.

5  M. Karpowicz, “Paolo Pagani in Moravia e Polonia”, Arte Lombarda 1991, 28–29, p. 111, 112;  
M. Karpowicz, “Paolo Pagani w Krakowie”, Biuletyn Historii Sztuki 1992, p. 54, 67, 70; M. Kar-
powicz, Artisti Valsoldesi in Polonia nel’600 e ‘700, Menaggio, 1996, s. 118; F. Bianchi, “Paolo Pagani: 
nota biografica” in: Paolo Pagani 1655–1716, Milano, 1998, s. 213; A. Morandotti, Paolo Pagani  
e i Pagani di Castello Valsolda, Lugano, 2000, pp. 177–179. Karpowicz’s attributions to Pagani have 
been rejected by P. Pencakowski, “Dekoracja sklepienia zakrystii kościoła Mariackiego w Krako- 
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mentioned in monographs about its author,6 but it has never been subject to a de-
tailed analysis.

The painting was commissioned by rev. Sebastian Piskorski, a professor of laws 
and rector of the University, who supervised the construction and furnishing works 
in The Church of St. Anne’s – an important collegiate church under the Academy’s 
management. This work turned out to be the most important artistic venture 
ever undertaken by the Krakow University. Despite not being a professional artist, 
Piskorski was considered an art expert, famous for designing programs of complex 
artworks. At an early stage of his career, he had shown artistic skills as a panegyrical 
poet, inventor of coats of arms for his fellow graduates, and director of plays in the 
school theater. During the trip to Italy in 1671–1672 Piskorski had an opportunity to 
get to know the art and cultural habits of Rome. Before St. Anne’s construction was 
started, he had gained fame by creating the pilgrimage site in Grodzisko (1677–1691) 
dedicated to the blessed Salomea. The site is remarkable because of its extremely 
complex symbolic construction developed in a series of chapels and statues as well 
as finest quality etchings in a biography of Salomea published together with a guide-
book to the site.7

Piskorski was put in charge of the church construction as director fabrciae (con-
struction manager) at its early stage in 1692 and managed it quite independently 
until accomplishing it in 1703. He was responsible for purchasing materials and 
hiring contractors from simple masons and carpenters to famous foreign stuccoists 
and painters, but also collecting money from donors. To encourage them, he decided 
to decorate one of the chapels (fig. 2) with his own funds and show it to the public 
in 1696 as the first part of the new church, while the rest of the building was still 
a fenced construction site.8 According to a contemporary relation, the small interior 
made a great impression on viewers:

“The first chapel, by the entrance to the church, was furnished by director fab-
ricae himself, to honor his patron St. Sebastian, and covered with round vaulting, 
modelled on the church of St. Justine in Padua.9 In this chapel, the excellent stuc-
coist Baldassare Fontana made an admirable altar in the shape of a wreath of clouds, 
decorated with cherubs and a divine glory outstretched towards a window. On both 
sides of this wreath, he set up figures of angels, who admire and mourn the torment 
of the martyr. They are holding the elegant picture of St. Sebastian, painted by

wie – refleks rzymskich malowideł Pietro da Cortona”, Folia Historiae Artium 1994, 30, p. 100, cf.  
A. Morandotti, op. cit., p. 179; M. Kurzej, “Budowa i dekoracja kościoła św. Anny w świetle 
źródeł archiwalnych” in: Fides ars scientia. Prace z  historii i  historii sztuki poświęcone pamięci ks. 
Augustyna Mednisa, eds. A. Betlej, J. Skrabski, Tarnów, 2008, p. 281, 284, 285.

6 Morandotti, Paolo Pagani…, pp. 177–179; Bianchi, op. cit., p. 213.
7  On Piskorski see: M. Kurzej, Depingere fas est. Sebastian Piskorski jako konceptor i prowizor, Kraków, 

2018.
8 Kurzej, Depingere…, p. 52.
9  The church of St. Justine (St. Giustina) in Padua belonged to Benedictine Abbey which had 

a close relationship with the local university, so it was well known to Polish scholars frequently 
visiting this city.
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Fig. 2. Krakow, St. Sebastian chapel in St. Anne’s church, internal view without recent additions. 
Photo: M. Kurzej.

the Milanese Paolo Pagani. Above the picture, the stuccoist placed celestial angels 
holding up palm leaves, which are a sign of martyrdom. The base of the altar was 
made narrow, not to impede a place for walking through, and its antependium was 
decorated with a mosaic of artificial marble included in white marble. On one of the 
chapel’s side walls, the artist shown a beautiful stucco work on the history of At. 
Alexius of Rome, and of St. Roch’s on the other side. The cornice was adorned with 
a sculpted and gilded image of a Cherub with beautiful spreading palm leaf, and in 
the arcades and arches collected insignia of the Saint Martyr was shown, together 
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with some motives from his vita, painted by Mr. Carl Danckwart.10 This chapel had 
started the process of decorating the future church in a manner, that had not been 
seen before”.11

This description puts forward stucco decorations, but obviously, it is the 
painting that first attracts the viewer’s attention. This is also the key element of 
this previously unseen manner, not only because of its central position as the altar 
painting or its unparalleled artistic quality, but also because of the exceptionally 
evocative posture of the reclining naked body, unconventionally stretched on the 
diagonal of the canvas. The painting has also some unusual iconographic elements. 
Above the body, a group of puttos is floating in dramatic poses. They are holding 
a red drape, a rope, a palm leaf, and the saint’s right hand which points to a flower 
growing at the left edge of the painting. This detail can evoke some associations 
with mythological tales about Narcissus and Hyacinth – young heroes who – in 
their agony – were changed into flowers. Saint’s body is pierced with three arrows, 
one of which is stuck into his left arm, pointing towards his thighs.

Considering its uniqueness Pagani’s painting can be described as queer, at least 
in the original meaning of this adjective: strange, odd, peculiar or eccentric. It seems so, 
especially when we take into consideration the main principles of post-tridentine 
catholic church art. One of them was to avoid showing anything that could be inter-
preted inconsistently with the official theological teaching or could evoke ungodly 
thoughts. As stated in the widely known Instructions on Church Buildings and Their 
Furnishings issued in 1577 for the Archdiocese of Milan, widely known and partially 
adapted for implementation in several dioceses of Poland in the 17th century,12“[...] 
nothing false ought to be introduced in the painting or carving of holy image, nei-
ther anything that is uncertain, apocryphal, and superstitious; nothing [of that sort], 
only that which is in agreement with custom. Similarly, whatever is profane, base 
or obscene, dishonest or provocative, whatever is merely curious and does not incite 
to piety, or that which can offend the minds and eyes of the faithful [all this] should 
be avoided.”13

The author of the painting, Paolo Pagani, a painter from Valsolda by the Lake 
Lugano, gained popularity at the imperial court of Leopold I Habsburg as the most 
skillful in showing nudity. As the author of several exquisite mythological scenes, 
demonstrating the highest proficiency in showing anatomy, he could be considered 
a worthy successor of Bartholomeus Spranger and Peter Paul Rubens. From Vien-
na, he moved to Kremsier (Czech: Kroměříž), where he worked mostly for Karl of 

10  Carl Tanquart (Dankwart), an outstanding painter from Neisse (Nysa) in Silesia, was the main 
author of the fresco decorations of the church (Kurzej, Depingere…, pp. 61–62, 279).

11 Buchowski, op. cit., pp. F4r–Gv.
12  See P. Krasny, M. Kurzej, Mediolańskie instrukcje o budynkach i sprzętach kościelnych wydane na 

polecenie Karola Boromeusza i ich recepcja w Kościele katolickim, Kraków, 2021, pp. 187–194.
13  E. C. Voelker, Charles Borromeo’s “Instructiones Fabricae et Supellectilis Ecclesiasticae”, 1577. 

A Translation with Commentary and Analysis, Ann Arbor, 1981, p. 228. For more on the complex 
autorhip of the text see W. de Boer, The conquest of the Soul. Confession, Discipline, and Public Order 
in Counter-Reformation Milan, Leiden–Boston–Köln, 2001, pp. 88–91.  
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Liechtenstein-Castelcorno – the bishop of Olmütz (Olomouc), who also employed 
Baldassare Fontana. In 1695 the painter was also employed (with some unknown 
commission) by the queen of Poland, Marie Casimire Sobieska, so Piskorski might 
have contacted him with the help of the stuccoist or via his contacts at the royal 
court. It is unclear, whether Pagani was in Krakow, or if the painting was ordered by 
letter and then sent from the artist’s workshop, but the second possibility seems to 
be more likely.14 No matter how Piskorski got in touch with him, it must be empha-
sised that the scholar found the best artist for the intended iconography. The price 
paid for the painting is unknown; Piskorski preserved a detailed accounting book of 
church construction, but, as a private donor of the chapel, decided not to reveal the 
value of his own contribution. It had only been noted, that „the picture, painted by 
Mr. Pagani, the most brilliant painter of the king of Spain, has been estimated by 
art experts at 100 Hungarian goldens [tallars] and other costs can be estimated by 
a comparison with other chapels”15. Such a comparison shows that the painting was 
considered much more precious than any other of similar size, purchased for other 
lateral chapels. Innocenzo Monti got 60 tal. for St. Peter and 50 St. Joseph, while 
Tanquart was paid only 40 tal. for his Baptism of Christ.16

Pagani’s masterpiece, placed on the chapel’s altar, is the central but not only 
unusual element of its hagiographical program. Three pairs of small half-figures had 
been painted al fresco by Carl Tanquart under arcades leading to the chapel. In the 
description quoted above, they were mentioned as some motives from St. Sebas-
tian’s vita, so they must represent saints mentioned in his legend.17 Most likely 
they are brothers Marcus and Macellinus (fig. 3) established in faith by Sebastian, 
an official, Nicostratus, and his wife Zoe converted by Sebastian to Christianity, 
and a widow Irene, with her maid Lucina, who helped the wounded martyr. One 
of Fontana’s stucco reliefs on the side walls represents St. Roch – the frequent saint 
companion of Sebastian and very popular intercessor in pestilences (fig. 4). The saint 
was shown in a fairly conventional way, with a dog bringing him bread. His prayers 
for the sick are heard, so the angel is sheathing his sword. The only peculiarities are 
representing this angel of the plague as a baby putto and a small relief-in-relief at 
the right edge of the main composition. It shows a group of sick people beaten by 
a snake – an allegory of plague victims by reference to the Old Testament story of 
the Bronze Serpent. A rare companion to Sebastian is saint Alexius, shown on the 
opposite wall (fig. 5). Uncommon is also presenting his dead body naked, with only 
thighs covered with a piece of fabric. The scene depicts the moment of discovering 
his body by pope Innocent I under the stairs of a former family house. On the right, 
we see a woman, probably Alexius’ wife, whom he abandoned to become a hermit

14  On Pagani see: C. Geddo, Regestro documentario in: Paolo Pagani 1655–1716, ed. F. Bianchi, Milano, 
1998, pp. 193–212; Morandotti, op. cit.; Kurzej, Depingere…, p. 277.

15  Archive of the Jagiellonian University in Krakow, shelf mark: Rkps 318: Rationes Perceptorum et 
Expensorum pro Fabrica Ecclesiae S. Annae Crac., p. 353.

16 Rationes…, op. cit., p. 249, 256, 259.
17 About problems with identification of those saints see Kurzej, Depingere…, p. 155.
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Fig. 3. C. Tanquart, St. Marcus or St. Marcelinus, fresco, Krakow, St. Anne’s church. Photo:  
M. Kurzej.

Fig. 4. B. Fontana, St. Roch, stucco, Krakow, St. Anne’s church. Photo: M. Kurzej.
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Fig. 5. B. Fontana, St. Alexius, stucco, Krakow, St. Anne’s church. Photo: M. Kurzej.

and a  small relief of St. John the Baptist who was an example of an ascetic for 
Alexius.18

The accounting book also demonstrates that Piskorski’s effort to encourage 
donors with his own example proved itself very effective. After the presentation 
of the chapel, donations started to flow in a wide stream and middle-level clergy 
connected with the university made the greatest financial contribution to further 
works.19 Considering this success as well as the iconographic peculiarities described 
above, it is worth considering whether the decoration of St. Sebastian’s chapel could 
have been perceived by the academic community in a non-religious context. In par-
ticular – whether Pagani’s painting could be originally perceived as sensual and – if 
so – could its sensuality constitutes an intended cultural code.

Those questions must obviously remain open, because of insufficiency of sourc-
es, which could put some even remote light on the social habits and sexuality of 
early modern academics. There are few source references to professors entering into 
informal heterosexual relationships.20 It seems obvious, however, that due to the 

18  As a sign of belief about some mystical relationship between St. Alexius and John the Baptist 
may also be the date “a 17. Lulio 1700” written on a stucco panel in the passage between the 
chapels of the Baptist and John Cantius. It may refer to the completion of some stage of works 
in that part of the church, but it is coincidence with the liturgical commemoration of Alexius 
can also have symbolic meaning. About the “calendar” symbolism of the church interior see 
Kurzej, Depingere…, pp. 114–169.

19 See Ibid., pp. 52–53.
20  See W. Urban, “Akademia Krakowska w dobie reformacji i wczesnej kontrreformacji (1549–

1632)”, in: Dzieje Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego w latach 1364–1764, vol. 1. ed. K. Lepszy, Kraków, 
1964, p. 274.
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morality and legal restrictions of the time, homosexual relationships were rarely 
mentioned in sources, and even less frequently in historical studies. Piotr Oczko, 
postulating the need for further research on queer culture in the early modern cul-
ture in Poland, rightly noticed that the scant references to homosexual relations 
in contemporary sources do not reflect the frequency of their occurrence. He also 
emphasised that for the research on culture more important are not the sexual acts 
themselves, which may have been recorded in judicial sources, but psycho-emo-
tional relationships, which remain virtually elusive, which means that searching 
for small and blurred traces of the sensitivity of Old Polish homosexuals resembles 
more archeology than history.21 The latter observation seems to be particularly im-
portant for these considerations. Moreover, as stated by David M. Halperin, even 
those pieces of evidence of erotic preferences that can be found, are mostly referring 
only to a particular discourse and set of practices constituting one aspect of what 
counts as gay sexuality nowadays. Therefore, they show hierarchical acts rather 
than emotional relations, while the latter seem to be at least of equal importance 
for explaining cultural phenomena.22

With these reservations in mind, however, several observations can be made. 
Firstly, it is obvious that the great majority of professors were catholic priests. The 
only exceptions were the professors of medicine, who remained laymen and lived 
with their families outside colleges, but almost all professors of philosophy, laws 
and theology used to join the clergy.23 Hence, one can state, that academics be-
longed to the most influential social group of the society, that does not admit to 
heteronormative sexual behaviors, at least on the declarative level. One must also 
remember that the academy was deeply rooted in classical culture, so at least some 
of its members must have been aware of ancient sexual habits and the widespread 
of homosexuality among Greeks.

One can presume that, at the time, joining the clergy was for a gay person the 
best chance of self-realisation, and so – a popular career path, like in the following 
centuries, especially for people from smaller towns. In the literature on homosexu-
ality, it’s also usually emphasised that homosexual behaviors often occur in all kinds 
of single-sex closed communities.24 Homoerotic desires, at least among students, 
were noticed by Stanisław of Skarbimierz, the first rector of the university after its 
restoration in 1400. He found such inclinations common among boys but explained 
them as the results of youthful stupidity and did not foresee any particular penance 
for homosexual acts.25

Little is known about informal relations between academics and scholars. It 
was, however, observed, that many academic customs empowered the emergence of 

21  P. Oczko, “Dlaczego nie chcę pisać o  staropolskich samcołożnikach? Przyczynek do »arche-
ologii« gay studies w Polsce”, Teksty Drugie, 2008, 5, p. 42.

22 D. M. Halperin, How to Do the History of Homosexuality, Chicago–London, 2002, pp. 117–121.
23 Urban, op. cit., p. 255, 259, 264, 265.
24  Halperin, op. cit., s. 114; K. Skwierczyński, Mury Sodomy. Piotra Damianiego „Księga Gomory” 

i walka z sodomią wśród kleru, Kraków, 2011, p. 156.
25 Skwierczyński, op. cit., p. 59.
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close relationships. Selected boys used to live in professors’ apartments as their serv-
ants.26 Influential professors used to favor some students, usually of the same origin. 
The academic career was obviously easier for boys involved in such relationships, 
especially for those who had some family connections with elders. They followed in 
the footsteps of their protectors, both in academic specialisation and social habits, 
so it led to the developing of long-lasting influential groups of scholars, especially 
those coming from smaller towns of Lesser Poland as Pilzno and Kurzelów.27 Such 
relationships might have been inspired to some extent by customs known from 
papal courts and higher Roman clergy.28

Piskorski’s career was also a good example of this pattern. He was born in a small 
town of Skawina near Krakow, and during his studies became a protégé of his un-
cle – influential professor and many times rector Wojciech Łańcucki, to whom he 
dedicated one of his earliest panegyrical poems.29 Piskorski most likely showed an 
early interest in and comprehensive abilities towards art. A chance to develop them 
was his work in a Nowodworski secondary school belonging to the university. There 
he became involved in the activities of the school theater, where, due to the lack of 
girls, female roles were played by boys.30 He performed with students a monumental 
play on the occasion of the coronation of Michał Wiśniowiecki. It was an allegorical 
history of Poland, pictured with live images and ballet.31 Piskorski worked also as 
a home teacher, taking care of, among others, the sons of Franciszek Szembek (later 
the castellan of Krakow), and also of King Jan III Sobieski. He was especially close 
with his son, Prince James,32 who was later accused of homosexuality.33

The model of male friendship for the academic community could be found in 
the hagiography of its saint patron John Cantius. According to the common tradi-
tion, he lived in close friendship with other saintly clerics – Regular Canon of the 

26  S. A. Sroka, “Życie codzienne w murach kolegium”, in: S. A. Sroka, et al., Collegium Iuridicum, 
Kraków, 2015, p. 53.

27 See Urban, op. cit., p. 274.
28  For more on nepotism on papal court see for example W. Reinhard, Papstfinanz und Nepotis-

mus unter Paul V. (1605–1621): Studien und Quellen zur Struktur und zu quantitativen Aspekten des 
päpstlichen Herrschaftssystems, Stuttgart, 1974; B. Emrich, Bürokratie und Nepotismus unter Paul 
V. (1605–1621): Studien zur frühneuzeitlichen Mikropolitik in Rom, Stuttgart, 2001; M. Pattenden, 
Pius IV and the Fall of the Carafa: Nepotism and Papal Authority in Counter-Reformation Rome, Ox-
ford, 2013.

29  S. Piskorski, Auspicium in colenni [...] D.M. Alberti Łancucki [...] in generalem Almae niversitatis 
Cracoviensis rectorem renuntiatione a gratulantibus Parnasi Academici Musis eiusdem universitat cele-
berrimae feliciter praedictum et ex solistismis pieridum turpidis observatum, Cracoviae, 1661.

30  See K. Targosz, “Teatr Szkół Nowodworskich w Krakowie w XVII wieku”, Pamiętnik Teatralny, 
1976, 25, vol. 1–2, pp. 24–25.

31  The play is known from the printed program booklet Eleutheria Polonis semper celebata in ludis 
saecularibus anni 1669 [no date].

32  An expression of this bond is the speech in honor of prince James, which Piskorski delivered on 
the occasion of taking up a place in the Juridical College. See S. Piskorski, Oratio as serenissimum 
Poloniarum Principem Iacobum, Cracoviae, 1683.

33 See Oczko, op. cit., p. 34.
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Lateran Stanislaus Kazimierczyk, Regular Canon of Penitence Michael Giedroyć, 
Bernardine Simon of Lipnica and mansionary chaplain of St. Mary’s Church Sven-
toslaus the Silent.34 As John Boswell showed, friendship between saints could be 
seen as a metaphor for same-sex relationships with which mystical connotations 
were often associated.35

Under those circumstances, it seems likely that Pagani’s masterpiece evoked in 
erudite scholars some associations referring to rather earthly matters, despite divine 
ones. It seems even more probable, if we take into consideration the way of reading 
a complex artwork at the time. According to both theory and its implementation 
(clearly visible in the decorative programme of St Anne’s church), such artwork 
should have several layers of meaning, respectively addressed to several groups of 
recipients, distinguished by their level of education, and possibilities of perception. 
Thus, a work of art should be – up to some point – comprehensible for everyone but 
also have some exclusive meaning, reserved for a selected one.36 Moreover, the com-
mon reception of rhetorical theory in art popularised the opinion that an excellent 
artwork should also have hidden clues, readable only to selected viewers, who, by 
finding them, could get an impression that their mind is somehow connected to the 
author’s. This feature was perceived as an exemplification of the sublime concept, 
postulated by Jakob Massens and Emmanuele Tesauro.37

A verbatim hidden clue, revealed however to literates, was hidden by Piskorski 
in a second nude image, which is an even more important part of the St. Anne’s 
church’s interior. It is the wooden crucifix placed on the top of the chancel arch  
(fig. 6). The sculpture, made by local craftsman Kazimierz Kaliski, has very broad 
symbolic connotations. Recently Paweł Pencakowski has strongly opted for the in-
terpretation of the crucifix as a triumphant sign of the Parousia, negating its mean-
ing as a sign of passion.38 This interpretation, however well-founded and established 
in earlier scientific literature,39 corresponds poorly with the dollorical description 
of the sculpture left by Buchowski,40 and with Piskorski’s sermon for the church 

34  R. M. Zawadzki, “Mistrz Jan z Kęt i ‘szczęśliwy wiek Krakowa’”, in: Felix saeculum Cracoviae 
– krakowscy święci XV wieku. Materiały sesji naukowej, Kraków, 24 kwietnia 1997, eds. K. Panuś,  
K. R. Prokop, Kraków 1998, pp. 53–70.

35 J. Boswell, Same-Sex Unions in Premodern Europe, New York, 1995, s. 244–245, 306.
36  P. P. Fehl, “Hermeticism and Art: Emblem and Allegory in the Work of Bernini”, Artibus et His-

toriae, 1986, 7, no 14, p. 153.
37 Kurzej, Depingere…, pp. 192–193.
38  P. Pencakowski, “Znak Paruzji w  tęczach kościołów na terenie dawnej diecezji krakowsk-

iej w końcu XVII i w XVIII wieku”, in: Sztuka w kręgu krakowskich franciszkanów i klarysek,  
eds. M. Szyma M. Walczak, Kraków, 2020, s. 359–372.

39  S. Kobielus, “Idea niebiańskiej Jerozolimy w  dekoracji monumentalnej kościoła św. Anny 
w Krakowie”, Rocznik Krakowski, 1987, 53, p. 52; P. Pencakowski, “Znak Syna Człowieczego 
w tęczy kolegiaty św. Anny w Krakowie”, Wiadomości konserwatorskie województwa krakowskiego, 
4, 1996, pp. 57–60.

40 Buchowski, op. cit., p. Hv, H2r.
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Fig. 6. Krakow, St. Anne’s church, Crucifix on the chancel arch. Photo: M. Kurzej.

consecration, where the crucifix above all was compared to the Tree of Life in para-
dise.41 Moreover, the interpretation of angels’ figures holding the crucifix as demon-
strating grief with their gestures does not match with another sermon quoted by 
Pencakowski.42 Obviously, the crucifix, as the most widespread sign of Christianity, 
has numerous meanings, among which, besides apocalyptical ones, those related to 
wisdom as well as passion and martyrdom, are of great importance.43

The last one was probably particularly important for Piskorski, who – according 
to the contemporary relation – left a note inside a sculpture, putting it into the wound 
in Christ’s chest. This letter contained information about his function as the manag-
er and supervisor of fabrica ecclesiae, and his collaboration with Baldassare Fontana, 

41  See S. Piskorski, Kazania na dni Pańskie..., Kraków, 1706, p. 1045. It seems likely that Pen-
cakowski did not understand the quoted fragment of the sermon, where the crucifix was men-
tioned as “a salutary sign displayed to the eyes of the coming – the crucified Savior, on the first 
rainbow arch: as he will also come to judge the living and the dead at the end of the world”. 
The last supplementary sentence refers here not to the representation of the Crucifixion, but 
rather to the rainbow, which is a frequent element of the iconography of the Last Judgment.

42  The sermon of Paweł Ruszel is referring to a homily of St. John Chrysostom, according to 
which before the Last Judgement “angels and archangels shall carry the sign of Son of man, so 
they will carry the cross on their arms, as soldiers used to carry their banners” (P. Ruszel, Skarb 
nigdy nieprzebrany Kościoła Świętego Katolickiego Krzyż Pański…, vol. 2, Lublin, 1655, p. 163). So, 
it is a triumphal march and, contrary to Pencakowski’s claim, text does not implicate, that the 
heavenly spirits would be “full of sorrow and regret”.

43 Kurzej, Depingere..., pp. 132–136.
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being a kind of extensive author’s signature. It starts with a periphrasis of a quote 
from the gospel of Mathew (6,21) “ubi est thesaurus tuus, ibi sit et cor meum” – so it 
says, “Where your treasure is, there will my heart also be” instead of “...where your 
heart will also be”. The change of the pronoun directs this sentence towards Christ, 
referring not to humans, but to the godly treasure at which Piskorski wanted to place 
his own heart. An explanation of this concept can be found in one of the visions of St. 
Bridget of Sweden, experienced at the relics of St. Thomas in Ortona, where Christ 
revealed to her that the relics of his friends are a treasure for him and explained that 
the sentence from the gospel refers to his gladness from the reverence shown to the 
relics of saints and visiting their graves.44 Apart from deep theological meaning, this 
unusual signature points towards a connection between the figure of the crucified 
Jesus and the image of the martyr’s body. Simultaneously it emphasises the timeless 
durability of not only the spiritual but also the corporeal existence of man.

An unusual example of a  nude sculpture of congruent mystical and sensual 
meaning is a figure of sorrowful Christ with movable hands preserved in the Krakow 
monastery of Poor Clares. During the worship of Holy Thursday, the sculpture used 
to be placed on the refectory table with a chalice and host into its hands. The sculp-
ture has also a characteristic opening in the chest, which was most likely used to pour 
a fluid imitating blood dripping from the wound. Damage found below this opening 
during conservation work may have been caused by frequent touching or kissing.45 It 
can be assumed, that the figure and its usage were well known to Piskorski, because 
he was in close relation with poor clares, acting as their longtime confessor.46

The mystical connection between saint’s relics and the venerated crucifix is 
a common feature of Krakow sanctuaries. As observed by Grażyna Jurkowlaniec, it 
is known from hagiographical legends of queen Hedvig d’Anjou, Michael Giedroyć 
and Sventoslaus the Silent.47 The latter was a particular worshiper of Slacker’s Cru-
cifix in St. Mary’s church (fig. 7). This outstanding work of Veit Stoss was believed 
to have spoken to Sventoslaus, and later, in the 17th century, to have a conversation 
with Barbara Lang – a local mystic related to the Jesuits. Since that time there is 
known a  legend about a  painter, who touched the sculpture when carrying out 
restoration works, and felt like he was touching a living body.48 This remark shows 
that the extremely expressive sculpture influenced the viewers of that time with its 
realism, evoking the impression of sensual corporeality.

44 Ibid., p. 134.
45  Z. Gyalókay, “Średniowieczne figury Marii z  Dzieciątkiem i  Chrystusa w  krakowskim 

klasztorze Klarysek”, in: Sztuka w kręgu krakowskich franciszkanów i klarysek, eds. M. Szyma,  
M. Walczak, Kraków, 2020, pp. 187–188.

46 Kurzej, Depingere..., p. 70.
47  G. Jurkowlaniec, “Kult obrazów a kult świętych w nowożytnym Krakowie”, Barok, 11, 2004, 

2, p. 69–87.
48  G. Jurkowlaniec, “The Slacker Crucifix in St. Mary’s Church in Cracow: Cult and Craft” in: 

Wokół Wita Stwosza. Materiały z  międzynarodowej konferencji naukowej w  Muzeum Narodowym 
w Krakowie, eds. D. Horzela, A. Organisty, Kraków, 2006, pp. 348–357.
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Fig. 7. V. Stoss, The Slacker crucifix, limestone, Krakow, St, Mary’s church. Photo: M. Kurzej.

The interior of St. Mary’s church was thoroughly rearranged in the years 
1733–1755. The initiator and most likely the main inventor of these changes was 
rev. Jacek Augustyn Łopacki – an outstanding physician, son of a university profes-
sor and multiple mayor, coming from a family closely related to the academy. In 
his school years, he played in Nowodworski theatre,49 and before leaving to study 
medicine in Padua, he obtained a doctorate in philosophy in Krakow. Works carried 
out in St. Mary’s under his supervision allow to acknowledge him as the second 
(after Piskorski) outstanding patron priest in early modern Krakow.50 The leading

49 Targosz, op. cit., p. 25.
50  On Łopacki see Z. Gajda, Jacek Augustyn Łopacki. Studium z dziejów kultury medycznej w Krakowie 

w XVIII w., Wrocław–Warszawa–Kraków, 1969; J. Kuś, “Działalność kulturalno-artystyczna ks. 
Jacka Augustyna Łopackiego (1690–1761), Nasza Przeszłość, 40, 1973, pp. 196–246. About his 
works ins St. Mary’s see: J. Skrabski, “Modernizacja i renowacja kościoła Mariackiego w czasach 
archiprezbitera Jacka Łopackiego. Między Kacprem Bażanką a Franciszkiem Placidim”, Rocznik 
Krakowski, 74, 2008, pp. 87–113; M. Kurzej, “Uwagi o aranżacji kościoła Mariackiego w czasach 
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Fig. 8. P. Pagani, St. Sebastian, oil on canvas, Krakow, St. Mary’s church. Photo: M. Kurzej.

motive of those works was putting forward Christological themes and Łopacki him-
self was known as another particular worshiper of Sacker’s Crucifix, and ordered 
to be buried next to this sculpture. Among the many new elements of the church 
interior introduced by him, five altar paintings by Giovanni Battista Pittoni are of 
primary artistic importance. This set is the most exquisite and probably also the 
most expensive purchase of paintings to a Polish church. Two of them – i.e., Annun-
ciation and Adoration of Magi, belong to the Christological thread, while the other 
three, depicting saints, are related to it indirectly. St. Philip Neri is shown during 
his vision of the Holy Virgin presenting Christ, and Mary Magdalene adores the 
Passion of Christ depicted in the crucifix she is holding. The last painting depicts 
St. Sebastian as a follower of Christ in his martyrdom (fig. 8).51 Saint’s naked body, 

ks. Jacka Łopackiego”, in: “Jako serce pośrodku ciała...”. Kultura artystyczna kościoła Mariack-
iego w Krakowie, eds. M. Walczak, A. Wolska, Kraków, 2021, pp. 161–169.

51 Kurzej, “Uwagi…”, p. 164.
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shown in a twisted pose resembles the Bandini Pietà by Michelangelo. Sebastian, 
tied to a tree, looks at the parts of his armaments abandoned on the ground, perhaps 
seeing the reflection of heaven in the shield.

Obviously, Pittoni’s picture differs from Pagani’s not only in composition but 
also in iconography, which stresses the saint’s loneliness in his suffering. Therefore, 
both works share the same common subject – Sebastian after his first, unsuccessful 
martyrdom, before he was found and cured by Irene. An unknown image with such 
iconography inspired pope Urban VIII to write this suggestive poem:

“Depicted knight of Christ is pierced by arrows, 
Having the face of neither alive nor dead. 
You are scared that may fall dead which you have for alive 
And your pious thoughts are moved by cruel wounds. 
But calmly, though so wounded, he looks at the stars, 
As long as his lips open gently as in prayer. 
Not given to the artist to paint the voice? However 
This one he painted, for you, to believe what words is he saying:  
O Jesus, release me from the bonds, My anxious mind 
Desires to see you, like a tired deer is thirsty for water”.52

This poem, although rather graphomaniac, presents a meaningful interpreta-
tion, which can be applied to both paintings. It emphasises the tension between life 
and death, as well as between what is painted and what is unseeable. Both paint-
ings show also the connection between the spiritual and the carnal, and pointing 
to a particular relationship between the subject and their founders. For Piskorski 
St. Sebastian was a name patron, while for Łopacki – a special intercessor for his 
patients. This, however, fits the concept of symbolic perception and finding hidden 
meanings in all possible aspects of reality, in the belief that they were placed there 
by omnipotent divine providence.53

The question of whether two outstanding images of St. Sebastian in Krakow 
could have been seen in an erotic way must obviously remain without a direct an-
swer. Besides, it should be asked in a much more nuanced way, taking various groups 
of people and different levels of their perception into account. One can only guess 
that members of the academic community had some sensual associations with the 
image of St. Sebastian, but his tangible context is linked primarily to spirituality.

One must also remember that using artworks as a key to research on the sex-
uality of people from a centuries-long distance involves the risk of ahistorical and 
unjustified interpretations. That issue has been well expressed by Bradley Cavallo, 
who warned that “historians must guard themselves against subjecting the subjects 
of their research to the ephemeral nature of their own socio-linguistics environ-
ments. Only by doing that can we hope to attain a basis from which to understand

52 M. Barberini, Poemata, Parisiis, 1642, p. 155.
53 Kurzej, Depingere…, p. 250.
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Fig. 9. Krakow, St. Sebastian altar in St. Anne’s church, current state. Photo: M. Kurzej.

the past as unreflective of ourselves, and therefore come closer to unearthing the 
coherency of past sexual significations”.54

Considering such risk of overinterpretation, Christopher Reed came to the 
conclusion that instead of hoping to psychoanalyse early modern artists (and so, 
by extension, their patrons) it may be more useful to attempt to understand how 
images that look homoerotic to modern eyes commanded respect in a culture that 
officially condemned homosexuality.55 Going back to Pagani’s painting, we can ob-
serve a strange reverse situation, in which the image might have lost its respect in 
less distant times. It can be assumed that it was so in the middle of the 20th cen-

54  B. J. Cavallo, “Albrecht Dürer’s The Mens’ Bathhouse of 1496–1497: Problems of Sexual Signifi-
cation”, Journal for Early Modern Cultural Studies, 16, 2016, no 4, p. 22.

55 C. Reed, Art and Homosexuality: A History of Ideas, Oxford, 2011, p. 50.
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tury, when the lower part of the painting was covered with another picture,56 dis-
tracting the attention of the viewer. It is a contemporary work without significant 
artistic value, showing St. Anthony of Padua (fig. 9). His very popular cult as the 
intercessor in very difficult things, long ago overshadowed devotion to Sebastian, 
so introducing his image into the church is understandable. But its large size and 
placement, being an aggressive interference with the structure of the historic altar, 
are pointing towards the conclusion that the main reason for placing it on the altar 
was to distract attention from the old painting, which at the time had been found 
inappropriate. Paradoxically, this situation allows us to consider some clerics from 
the past century as more strait-laced than those from the time of the church con-
struction, which might be correct, at least given their views on sacred art. It is also 
quite emblematic of recent Catholic Church art and its attitude towards its own 
heritage: the mediocre work-covered masterpiece, the ordinary replaced uniqueness 
and the banal was placed in front of the outstanding.
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Abstract
Art historian Benjamin Buchloh influentially framed the career of German artist Christian 
Schad (1894–1982) as exemplifying the “return to realism” undertaken by many formerly 
avant-garde European artists post-World War I. In 1917, as an adherent of Zürich Dada, Schad 
created the first intentionally abstract photograms. However, by the 1920s, the newly Berlin-
based Schad turned to copiously realistic paintings of urban modernity’s paradigmatic figures 
– including, uniquely among his fellow Neue Sachlichkeit painters, denizens of the German 
capital’s then-burgeoning queer social spaces. By analysing in-depth Schad’s pen-and-ink 
illustrations of Berlin’s queer nightspots for Curt Moreck’s sensationalistic 1931 tour-guide 
Führer durch das ‘lasterhafte’ Berlin, this paper will, for the first time, connect Schad’s return to 
illusionistic pictorial representation to his representation of queer communities. Positioning 
Schad’s figuration not as regressive or reactionary but as defined by the hollowing out of 
realist mimetic conventions and their humanist ideological underpinnings, I propose Schad’s 
ink lines both denied and asserted their capacity for spatial illusion. Historicising this self-
negating realism through Siegfried Kracauer and Georg Simmel’s writings on urban spatial 
alienation, I argue Schad pictured these nightspots as paragons of the general impossibility 
of intimate connection under Weimar modernity, popularly attributed to sexual desire’s 
perceived rampant commodification and dramatised in his drawings through the insistently 
non-reciprocal play of gazes between their figures. Ultimately, I contend Schad’s portrayal 
of queer nightspots as privileged sites of a generalised sexual alienation neither indicted nor 
celebrated Weimar Berlin’s sexual and gender minorities. Rather, their alienated atmosphere 
reflected Schad’s incapacity, in a fundamentally incoherent society, to forge a self-contained 
aesthetic whole from the dizzying array of social and sexual experience in Weimar Berlin, that 
“city of many possibilities and impossibilities.” 
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Introduction

In his still-influential 1981 essay “Ciphers of Authority, Figures of Regression: Notes 
on the Return of Representation in European Painting”, Benjamin H. D. Buchloh 
mounted a  polemic against the post-Conceptual neo-Expressionist return to re-
alism by framing the return to realism in post-World War I Europe, negating the 
disruptions of the historical avant-garde, as its historical precedent. For Buchloh, 
this phenomenon was not only regressive and reactionary. The impulse towards 
figuration, re-naturalising the “hierarchies” of mimetic realism, reflected a broader 
radical right impulse to re-naturalise society’s traditional hierarchies that found 
its ultimate political expression in fascism.1 Within Buchloh’s argument, German 
artist Christian Schad (1894–1982) serves as a paradigmatic case study of a former 
avant-gardiste who succumbed to realism’s temptations, beset by the psychological 
condition Buchloh christened “authoritarian alienation.”2 Schad, a founding mem-
ber of Zurich Dada who made the first non-objective photograms (eponymously 
titled Schadograms), had begun by the mid-1920s, to paint interwar urban moder-
nity’s representative types, from “New Women” to heavily-tattooed journalists, 
in the highly finished “manner of Renaissance portraits”, following his relocation 
to Vienna and then Berlin.3 Buchloh upholds Schad’s 1926 artist’s statement4 as 
a catalogue of authoritarian alienation’s most prominent symptoms: “an idealisa-
tion of the painter’s craft” that sought to “halt modernism and deny its historical 
necessity.”5 While Buchloh’s tone marks the essay as an artifact of fiercely partisan 
1980’s art world battles over postmodernism, Schad’s centrality to the piece reflects 
an undeniable reality: that his career path condenses, to a superlative degree, the 
contradictions of early 20th-century European art’s political and stylistic contradic-
tions. Emblematically, Schad’s work appeared in two 1937 exhibitions at opposite 
ends of the aesthetic and ideological spectrum: a Schadogram in Dada and Surrealism 
at New York’s Museum of Modern Art and two realist paintings in Munich’s Große 
Deutsche Kunstausstellung (Great German Art Exhibit), a showcase for works epito-
mising Nazi artistic ideals.6

1  B. H. D. Buchloh, “Figures of Authority, Ciphers of Regression: Notes on the Return of Rep-
resentation in European Painting”, October, 1981, 16, p. 39.

2 Ibid., p. 53. 
3  After a  stay in Italy, Schad relocated to Vienna in 1925 and moved to Berlin in 1927. See  

M. Eberle et. al., Christian Schad, West Berlin, 1980, p. 248.
4  The statement appeared in the pamphlet accompanying Schad’s first solo exhibition at the 

Galerie Würthle.
5 Buchloh, op. cit., p. 50.
6  R. Storr, “Of Talent, Ambivalence, and the Worst of Times: Christian Schad and the Neue 

Sachlichkeit”, in: Christian Schad and the Neue Sachlichkeit, eds. J. Lloyd, M. Peppiatt, New 
York–London, 2003, p. 57. For a recent investigation of the extent of Christian Schad’s ties to 
Nazism, see B. Keß, “Mitglied (kein Amt, kein Rang): Christian Schad im Nationalsozialismus. 
Ein neuer Blick auf Eigenbild, Fremdbild und Quellen”, RIHA Journal, 2019, 0210, https://doi.
org/10.11588/riha.2019.0.69960. 
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Fittingly, Schad’s place in the history of European modernism remains vexed 
– and, owing to a paucity of research, opaque compared to that of fellow promi-
nent Neue Sachlichkeit (New Objectivity) painters like Otto Dix or George Grosz. 
Robert Storr claimed that Schad was “damned to art historical purgatory” because 
of his affiliation with Nazi official art culture, ratified by his Party membership 
post-1933.7 Nonetheless, the deficit of scholarship on Schad can also be attributed 
to the fact that he only became a pivotal figure in the Neue Sachlichkeit movement 
during its rediscovery and retrospective reconstruction from the late 1960s on. In 
the catalogue to the 1969 Weimar realism exhibit in Hanover, a  milestone in the 
movement’s art historical recovery, curator Wieland Schmied deemed Schad’s por-
traits “der Härteste, der Exakteste, der Sachlichste” (“the hardest, the most exact, the 
most objective”) of the Neue Sachlichkeit painters – to be, indeed, crystallisations of 
the movement’s essence.8 Over the intervening decades, Schad’s portraits attained 
the status of emissaries from Berlin’s Weimar past, their hyperreal surfaces embod-
ying its doomed decadence unmediated by historical distance, as well as definitive 
examples of the Neue Sachlichkeit’s clinical, detached gaze upon that mythologised 
past. This culminated when a close-up of the heavily-rouged transvestite in Schad’s  
St. Graf Genois d’Anneaucourt (1927) featured as the backdrop to the poster advertising 
Glitter and Doom, a 2007 blockbuster exhibition of Weimar portraiture at New York’s 
Metropolitan Museum of Art.9 Nonetheless, Schad featured neither in the 1925 Gus-
tav Hartlaub-curated Kunsthalle Mannheim exhibition that gave Neue Sachlichkeit 
its name nor in Franz Roh’s influential treatise on contemporary realism of the same 
year. Schad sold four paintings and held two commercial gallery exhibitions in the 
interwar years – both critical and commercial failures.10 Lacking contemporaneous 
primary sources, scholarship on Schad has suffered, in quantity and quality, from its 
necessary reliance on a set of “cryptic explanations from Schad’s own pen” composed 
from memory in the late 1970’s, as Verena Dollenmaier alleged in 2005.11

The situation has improved since, as plentiful scholarship analysing Schad’s 
work vis a vis broader Weimar discourses on fashion, gender, and vision has materi-
alised.12 However, this work remains focused on Schad’s famed portraits, ignoring 

7 Storr, op. cit., p. 57. 
8  W. Schmied, Neue Sachlichkeit und Magischer Realismus in Deutschland, 1918–1933, Hanover, 

1970, p. 50.
9  For a critical discussion of this poster and the connection it implies between deviance from 

gender and sexual norms and the rise of fascism, see Ä. Söll, “Fashion, Media, and Gender in 
Christian Schad’s Portraiture of the 1920s”, in: Fashion Media Past and Present, eds. D. Bartlett, 
S. Cole, A. Rocamora, London, 2013, p. 93. Also see S. Rewald et. al., Glitter and Doom: German 
Portraits from the 1920’s, New Haven, 2007.

10 J. Lloyd, “Christian Schad: Reality and Illusion”, in: Lloyd, Peppiatt, op. cit., p. 15. 
11  V. Dollenmaier, “Die Erotik im Werk von Christian Schad”, PhD diss. (Freie Universität Berlin, 

2005), p. 11. Up to that point, most scholarly work on Schad had appeared in exhibition cat-
alogues, notably including Eberle et. al., op. cit.; T. Bezzola et. al., Christian Schad: 1894–1982, 
Zurich, 1997; Lloyd, Peppiatt, op. cit.

12  See particularly Ä. Söll, Mode, Modernität, und Geschlecht in den Männerporträts von Dix, Schad, 
und Räderscheidt, Paderborn, 2013 and K. Schroeder, “How to Look Sachlich: Fashion and Objec-
tivity in Weimar Germany”, PhD diss. (University of Michigan, 2017).
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the graphic work – particularly as a book illustrator – through which he supported 
himself economically in his Berlin years.13 These include Schad’s drawings of Berlin 
nightspots catering to male and female homosexuals and transvestites, particularly 
in the city’s working-class eastern precincts, for Curt Moreck’s 1931 Ein Führer durch 
das “lasterhafte” Berlin (Guide to ‘Depraved’ Berlin), a sensationalistic travel guide 
for strait-laced provincial tourists seeking out the city’s erotic underbelly.14 Upon 
receiving the commission, Schad undertook a tour of these establishments to study 
them “from life”, gaining access to these spaces through his appointed guide, a ho-
mosexual male journalist.15 Drawn before he read the corresponding texts,16 Schad’s 
illustrations – also including two renderings of heterosexual nightspots in the same 
districts of Berlin – often diverge from Moreck’s exoticising, prurient tone in their 
characterisation of particular locales.17 Recent scholarship on the Führer, seeking to 
contest earlier negative assessments of its representation of women and sexual mi-
norities,18 has either given Schad’s illustrations cursory mention19 or discussed them 
briefly as supplements to Moreck’s text.20 Moreover, Schad-specific scholarship has 
also scarcely mentioned the works.21 

13  For brief overview of Schad’s graphic output, see Matthias Eberle, “Christian Schad’s Draw-
ings”, in Lloyd and Peppiatt, op. cit., pp. 51–56.

14  Schad likely came to know Moreck through the circle of the Stegeman Verlag at the Roman-
isches Café in Berlin, to whom he was introduced by his former Dada compatriot Walter Sern-
er, several of whose books he illustrated. See Eberle, op. cit., p. 188.

15  T. Röske, “’Liebende Knaben – Die Darstellung homosexueller Männer und Frauen im Werk 
Christian Schads”, in: Festschrift für Fritz Jacobs zum 60. Geburtstag, eds. O. Klodt, K. Michels,  
et. al., Munster, 1996, p. 199.

16 Ibid., p. 200.
17  Christian Schad published a total of ten illustrations in Ein Führer durch das ‘lasterhafte’ Berlin. 

Five portrayed homosexual or transvestite nightspots and two heterosexual nightspots. There 
were also three figure studies.

18  For an example of a  condemnatory viewpoint towards Moreck’s text, see A. Lütgens, “The 
Conspiracy of Women: Images of City Life in the Work of Jeanne Mammen”, in: Women in the 
Metropolis: Gender and Modernity in Weimar Culture, ed. K. von Ankum, Berkeley–Los Angeles–
London, 1997, p. 50.

19  See S. J. Smith, “Just How Naughty Was Berlin? The Geography of Prostitution and Female 
Sexuality in Curt Moreck’s Erotic Travel Guide”, in: Spatial Turns: Space, Place, and Mobility in 
German Literary and Visual Culture, eds. J. Fisher, B. C. Mennell, Amsterdam–New York, 2010, 
p. 66; D. J. Prickett, “’We Will Show You Berlin’: Space, Leisure, Flânerie, and Sexuality”, Leisure 
Studies, 2011, 30:2, p. 158.

20  C. Smith, “Challenging Baedeker Through the Art of Sexual Science: An Exploration of Gay 
and Lesbian Subcultures in Curt Moreck’s Guide to ‘Depraved’ Berlin, 1931”, Oxford Art Journal, 
2013, 36:2, p. 237.

21  The full set of five drawings of gender and sexual minority nightspots appeared in Schad’s land-
mark 1980 exhibition at the Kunsthalle in West Berlin and the corresponding catalogue: Eber-
le, op. cit., pp. 188–196. The originals were first published in P. Weiermaier, Aspekte der neuen 
Sachlichkeit: Handzeichnungen und Aquarelle, Innsbruck, 1972. However, they have been left out 
of significant exhibits since then, including the 2003 Neue Galerie, New York/Musee Maillol, 
Paris exhibit and the 2008 Leopold Museum, Vienna exhibit and their corresponding catalogues 
(respectively Lloyd, Peppiatt, op. cit., and T. Ratzka, et. al., Christian Schad. Retrospektive. Leben 
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Despite this neglect, Schad’s illustrations for the Führer durch das “lasterhafte” 
Berlin are of direct relevance to two aspects of Schad’s work routinely foregrounded 
in its contemporary reception: its realism and its portrayal of gender and sexual mi-
norities, a focus unique to Schad among Neue Sachlichkeit artists. Countering Thom-
as Röske’s statement that they focus more on presenting the nightspot’s figures 
as typically homosexual than on their “spatial atmosphere”,22 the Führer drawings 
problematise spatial illusionism to an unusual degree among Schad’s Weimar-era 
works. Unlike all Schad’s portraits and almost all his other graphic work, which 
position three-dimensional foreground figures against flattened or highly simplified 
backgrounds, the Berlin nightspot drawings venture a perspectival representation 
of spatial depth. While this difference can be attributed to their function – to evoke 
prospective travel destinations – they nonetheless elucidate Schad’s approach to 
a  cornerstone of mimetic realism absent from his other Neue Sachlichkeit works. 
They therefore provide an ideal departure point for an investigation of the historic-
ity of Schad’s Weimar-era realism. Rather than reiterating a historically invalidated 
paradigm of mimetic realism – seeking to “halt modernism and deny its histor-
ical necessity”, as Buchloh alleges – I  contend that Schad’s Führer drawings, per 
Devin Fore, “did not reiterate previous paradigms naively, but rather invoked them 
self-consciously.”23 In his illustrations for Moreck’s guide, Schad forged a mimetic 
realism that, by subtly negating its formal precepts, exposed the exhaustion of its 
humanist ideological premises.24 Framing the connection between the drawings’ 
form and content through Siegfried Kracauer’s critique of Georg Simmel’s concep-
tion of social space, I  argue that this hollowing-out of mimetic realism reflected 
Schad’s portrayal of Berlin’s nightspots, both queer and straight, as pervaded by the 
alienation resulting from the submission of sex and love to commercial logic. De-
parting from views of Schad’s portrayal of gender and sexual minorities that either 
ascribe its character to Schad’s psychoanalytic disposition25 or anachronistically 
impose upon them postmodern formulations of identity deconstruction,26 I hope to 
offer an account of Schad’s depiction of queer people and spaces that accounts for 
its modernist specificity. 

und Werk im Kontext, Cologne–Vienna, 2008. Other brief discussions of the drawings in Schad 
literature include Röske, op. cit., pp. 199–201 and Dollenmaier, op. cit., pp. 218–219.

22 Röske, op. cit., p. 200. 
23  D. Fore, Realism after Modernism: The Rehumanization of Art and Literature, Cambridge, 2012,  

p. 10. For a partial dissent to Fore’s view of the interwar “return to realism”, see R. Golan, “ 
Is Fascist Realism a Magic Realism?”, RES: Anthropology and Aesthetics, 2020, 73:1, pp. 229–231.

24 Ibid., p. 12.
25  Röske, op. cit., pp. 205–206. Röske argues that Schad’s relatively friendly attitude towards male 

homosexuals stemmed from an internalised “narcissism”, while his relatively negative attitude 
towards female homosexuals stemmed from the threat they posed to his male ego.

26  See E. Bauer, “Penetrating Desire: Gender in the Field of Vision in Thomas Mann’s Der Zauber-
berg and Christian Schad’s Graf St. Genois d’Anneaucourt”, Monatshefte, 2009, 101:4, pp. 483–498 
and E. Bauer, “Female Sexuality and Corporeal Agency in Christian Schad’s Zwei Mädchen”, 
Feminist German Studies, 2019, 35, pp. 53–84.
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1.

The seven nightspots Schad depicted for the Führer durch das ‘lasterhafte’ Berlin varied 
widely in their clientele, ranging from the notorious homosexual hustler hangout of 
the Adonis-Diele to the mainstream Residenz Casino (Resi), a famed gathering place 
for Weimar Berlin’s burgeoning masses of salaried low-level white-collar workers.27 
However, Schad portrayed all seven as embodiments of a fear pervasive in the Wei-
mar discourse on sexuality, both left- and right-wing: that modern capitalism’s pen-
etration into the “stable, intimate private sphere” of romantic and sexual relations, 
particularly through the supposed “Americanising” force of mass culture, threatened 
the integrity and authenticity of amorous bonds.28 This was, itself, inextricably 
intertwined with the “crisis of traditional male authority, agency, and identity” 
brought about by the advent of female suffrage and constitutional equality and 
women’s massive entry into the workforce in the Weimar period, personified in the 
frequently conflated figures of the “New Woman” and the prostitute.29 Recent his-
torical accounts emphasise that conceptions of a widespread crisis of “immorality” 
responded as much to homosexuality’s new visibility as to changing gender roles.30 
As such, the overarching theme connecting the series of illustrations for Moreck’s 
guide – commerce’s corruption of amorous relations – cannot be seen as bestowing 
a particularly amoral character to homosexuality.

Schad’s rendition of the Adonis-Diele (fig. 1) makes clear his view of rationali-
sation’s impact on sex and love. Contemporary commentators sensationalised the 
Adonis-Diele as a shelter of pursuits conflating courtship and commerce, in particu-
lar the exchange of cocaine for sexual favours.31 In the Führer itself, Moreck writes 
about the Adonis-Diele: “Vom weißen Gift bis zur Liebe jeder Art wird alles hier gehandelt, 
was sich im Geldeswert umsetzen läßt” (“From white poison (cocaine) to love of any 
kind, anything is traded here that can be converted into monetary value”).32 With-
in the bar’s spartan space, nearly every man – except for the intoxicated-seeming

27  For a discussion of the Resi, see K. Wolffram, Tanzdielen und Vergnügungspalaste: Berliner Nacht-
leben in den dreißiger und vierziger Jahren, Berlin, 1992, p. 56. Also see Siegfried Kracauer’s feuil-
leton for the Frankfurter Zeitung from October 1930, “Spuk im Vergnügungslokal”, compiled in  
S. Kracauer, Straßen in Berlin und anderswo, Frankfurt am Main, 2009), pp. 93–96.

28  R. McCormick, Gender and Sexuality in Weimar Modernity: Film, Literature, and “New Objectivity”, 
New York–Basingstoke, 2001, p. 2. 

29  Ibid., p. 3. As an introduction to the rich literature on the cultural construction of the “new 
woman” in Weimar German modernity, see such classics as P. Petro, Joyless Streets: Women and 
Melodramatic Representation in Weimar Germany, Princeton, 1989 and the anthology edited by 
K. von Ankum, op. cit. For a broader historical overview, see J. Roos, Weimar Through the Lens 
of Gender: Prostitution Reform, Women’s Emancipation, and German Democracy, 1919–1933, Ann 
Arbor, 2010.

30  L. Marhoefer, Sex and the Weimar Republic: German Sexual Emancipation and the Rise of the Nazis, 
Toronto–Buffalo–London, 2015, p. 9. 

31  J. Dobler, Von anderen Ufern: Geschichte der Berliner Lesben und Schwulen im Kreuzberg und Fried-
richshain, Berlin, 2003, p. 130.

32 C. Moreck, Führer durch das ‘lasterhafte’ Berlin, West Berlin, 1987, p. 137. Translation by author.
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Fig. 1. Christian Schad (German, 1894–1982). Adonis-Diele, 1930. Pen and black ink on paper. 
Private collection. Published in Curt Moreck, Ein Führer durch das “lasterhafte” Berlin (West Berlin: 
Divan, 1987), 137. © VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn.

youth whose profile pierces the foreground – exhibits his body brazenly to advertise 
its desirability or scans the space frantically for potential objects of desire. Younger 
men exploit their bodies’ exchange value, seeking to stimulate the older men visual-
ly to negotiate bonds as much erotic as economic. However, despite all the fervent 
glances, no eyes meet, and no agreements are brokered between buyers and sellers. 
The self-engrossed man in the room’s rear corner, like the man in the foreground, 
seems completely submerged in himself, a metonym for the space’s general condi-
tion of alienation. In the Adonis-Diele, Schad establishes the unreturned look33 as 
both symbol and condition of the estrangement inherent to verkaufte Liebe (“sold 
love”), a device whose implications Schad explores more deeply in Bürger-Casino an 
der Friedrichgraacht (fig. 2).

33  Esther Bauer extensively discusses the “averted gaze” in relation to Schad’s painting Zwei Mäd-
chen (1928). This recalls my notion of the “unreturned look”, but Bauer does not extensively 
discuss the “averted gaze” relative to Schad’s other work and employs the concept to other 
ends. See Bauer, “Female Sexuality…”, op. cit., pp. 75–76.
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Fig. 2. Christian Schad (German, 1894–1982). Bürger-Casino, 1930. Pen and black ink on paper. 
Stadtmuseum Berlin. Published in Curt Moreck, Ein Führer durch das “lasterhafte” Berlin (West Ber-
lin: Divan, 1987), 135. © VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn.

Schad’s Bürger-Casino depicts a nightclub on the Spree River reputed to be a ha-
ven for homosexual pederasts,34 filled with teenage boys eagerly selling their affec-
tions to older admirers. In the foreground, we see a balding, rotund middle-aged 
man, his features conforming to George Grosz’s caricature of the venal bourgeois, 
embracing a long-lashed adolescent male. The boy nestles, eyes shut, satiated and 
immobile, upon his benefactor’s chest. Although the bourgeois’ chin grazes the boy’s 
tousled hair, his gaze strays from his young lover. Both the man’s averted gaze, 
staring upward into nothing, and his smug glower reveal that his pride over his con-
quest does not extend to actual affection for the conquered. Their ocular disconnect 
betrays the emotional detachment beneath their seeming intimacy, emblematic for 

34 Moreck, op. cit., p. 207.
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Schad of amorous relations conducted according to commerce’s cold logic. How-
ever, recapitulated throughout the composition of the Bürger-Casino, the divergent 
gaze functions as more than a static signifier of the alienation intrinsic to verkaufte 
Liebe. Its dynamic links the club’s occupants together in a ring of unanswered looks, 
forging a narrative that guides the viewer’s eye across the drawing’s shallow space. 
Peeking out from behind a  latticework partition, a pianist rotates in his chair to 
stare – delectation evident in his pursed lips – at the youth sprawled across the 
bourgeois’ shirt front. Behind him, a  typified effete homosexual covetously peers 
down his pointed nose at the pianist. To the left, behind another partition, a  fe-
male-attired figure regards the pianist with her right eye and the embracing pair in 
the foreground with her left, returning the picture’s narrative to its starting point. 
Schad’s lightly comical, caricatured rendering of the Bürger-Casino’s figures belies the 
desperation inherent to this closed circuit of unrequited longing. Crammed into the 
composition’s compressed space, they are sealed into an eternal cycle of frustrated 
desire. Even the man and boy embracing in the foreground – who have achieved 
the pairing towards which the others’ unreturned glances strive – partake of a to-
getherness that is only superficial, the meeting of their gazes forever foreclosed. 
In the Bürger-Casino, the unreturned look acts as both a symbol standing for and 
a narrative device promoting amorous alienation. Schad will extend this keystone of 
the Bürger-Casino’s visual economy outward to the viewer, incorporating them into 
the picture’s diegetic – and social – space.

Schad poses the denizens of the Bürger-Casino’s middle-ground in a diagonal row 
roughly parallel to the embracing pair ’s line of contact. As such, those three seem 
as much spectators to the scene transpiring in the foreground as active participants 
alongside the couple in a unified narrative. The picture’s viewer finds themselves 
parallel to this trio, creating a scenario whereby the viewer seems to stare across 
the stage of a  theatre-in-the-round at fellow audience members seated opposite. 
However, neither the fellow spectators to the foreground’s drama nor the drama’s 
actors return the viewer’s look. On one level, this simply aligns the Bürger-Casino’s 
composition with the norms of post-Renaissance Western illusionism, whereby the 
beholder looks into a picture as through a window into another world, spatially 
and temporally divorced from the beholder’s. In this schema, the failure of repre-
sented figures to look back at the viewer cements the viewer’s power relative to its 
contents. However, in the Bürger-Casino, Schad pushes illusionism’s conventions to 
their limits. Schad places the rotund bourgeois and his boy in uncomfortable proxim-
ity to the viewer – pushed so far into the foreground they seem superimposed atop 
the picture, rather than contained within it. Alongside the equivalence Schad draws 
between the viewer and the middle-ground trio, the couple’s proximity suggests that 
the beholder stands within, rather than looks into the Bürger-Casino. For the reader of 
Moreck’s guide, presumed heterosexual, this would have been a disquieting (if po-
tentially pruriently exciting) proposition. Further, Schad’s composition renders this 
simulated presence disquieting relative to established norms of viewership. Because 
the Bürger-Casino seems to assimilate the viewer into its representational space, 
the failure of that space’s occupants to return the viewer’s look becomes, rather 
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than a guarantor of authority, a signal of the viewer’s estrangement. By inverting 
the value attached to one of illusionism’s founding principles, Schad assimilates 
the Bürger-Casino’s beholder into its visual economy of the unanswered look – and 
therefore into its overarching alienation.

German sociologist Georg Simmel’s theory of the gaze helps explain how the 
unreturned look structures the Bürger-Casino and Schad’s other Führer illustrations.35 
For Simmel, the “eye-to-eye bond” achieved when individuals look at one another is 
the “most immediate and purest relationship” possible between two individuals. Its 
unparalleled closeness stems from its mutuality, in which the distinctions become 
blurred between subject and object, observer and observed. As Simmel writes, by 
the “look which takes in the other” – through which “the subject seeks to know its 
object” – “it surrenders itself to the object.” Without the mutuality of the eye-to-eye 
bond, Simmel contends, “the entire interaction of human beings…would be incalcu-
lably changed.” However, this vital relationship is both fragile and fleeting. “So strong 
and sensitive” is this bond, “borne only by…the straight line between the eyes”, that 
“the least diversion…the slightest glance to the side, fully destroys” its singularity. 
Moreover, the eye-to-eye bond does not “crystallize” in any “objective formation”, 
leaving any trace intelligible to those outside its intersubjective communion. The 
“unity” it builds between two people exhausts itself in the moment of its establish-
ment, “(remaining) directly dissolved in the event” of ocular connection.36 

Detailed in a chapter of Simmel’s compilation Soziologie entitled Der Raum und 
die räumlichen Ordnung der Gesellschaft (“Space and the Spatial Organisation of So-
ciety”), Simmel’s theory of the look cannot be understood apart from his broader 
theory of how social formations make themselves legible in and through space. As 
articulated by architectural historian Anthony Vidler, Simmel conceived of space as 
the expression of social conditions.37 Interactions between people are “space-filling”: 
“empty space…becomes immediately filled and animated by the reciprocal relations 
between individuals.” For example, when Simmel writes that the eye-to-eye bond 
stems only from “the straight line between the eyes”, the between to which he refers 
is as much spatial as functional. The mutual gaze, rather than a  purely psycho-
logical phenomenon, manifests itself concretely “between the two points in space 
occupied by the…individuals themselves.” The spatial form produced through the 
“reciprocal relation” of the mutual gaze, in turn, becomes indelibly characterised by 
that relation.38 Particular social relations imbue the space in which they transpire 
with their content, identifying that space with those relations. Vidler reads this 
process to argue that Simmel conceives of the relation between space and society 
as “reciprocally interdependent”, opposing both the conceptions of space as socially 

35  A. J. Vidler, “Agoraphobia: Spatial Estrangement in Georg Simmel and Siegfried Kracauer”, New 
German Critique, 1991, 54, p. 39. 

36  G. Simmel, Sociology: Inquiries into the Construction of Social Form, ed. and transl. A. J. Blasi,  
A. K. Jacobs, M. J. Kanjirathinkal, Leiden–Boston, 2009, p. 571.

37 Vidler, op. cit., p. 38.
38 Ibid., p. 39. 
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formative and “as an illustration of social history.”39 This interdependence lays the 
groundwork for another premise of Simmel’s sociology: that one can identify “spa-
tial unities…framed by borders coincident with the locations of particular social 
groups.” To Simmel, the boundaries between these unities perpetually shift; people 
belong to as many of these spatial formations as they have social associations, from 
the family to the school to the state. Nonetheless, the border lines delimiting these 
spaces act like a frame surrounding a picture, “announcing that…within the border 
line is a world subject to its own norms, entirely divorced from the world outside.”40 
Schad represents each nightspot as the locus of a distinct socio-spatial unity per 
Simmel, eliding the distinction between a bar or nightclub’s physical site and the 
social group constituted by its patrons. Each drawing offers a window for the pre-
sumedly heterosexual reader of the Führer durch das ‘lasterhafte’ Berlin onto a discrete 
space governed by radically different norms of sexual and gendered behaviour. 

However, as shown by the Bürger-Casino, Schad deploys manifold pictorial de-
vices to render the viewership of these illustrations self-reflexive. This indicates that 
we must approach these drawings not only as stand-ins for an absent space and its 
form of sociability, but as pictorial re-stagings of those spaces endowed with their 
own immanent presence. Rather than ethnographic descriptions, they are inde-
pendent socio-spatial unities. Befitting the work of a sociologist who analysed social 
formations aesthetically,41 Schad’s drawings analogise Simmel’s conception of soci-
ety and space’s reciprocal interdependence on a pictorial register. The inhabitants of 
the Bürger-Casino lend narrative coherence to the image through their characteristic 
mode of social interaction: the unreturned look. In turn, the physical design of the 
nightclub’s interior promotes a social dynamic motivated by the unanswered glance. 
The succession of latticework partitions dividing the Bürger-Casino’s interior space 
gives rise to a series of niches, each occupied by one or two figures. These niches 
enforce physical distance between the club’s inhabitants, but their semi-transpar-
ent gridded surfaces encourage their penetration by the gaze. The Bürger-Casino’s 
décor thus furnishes the ideal social environment to generate a chain of unreturned 
looks. Two vertical posts even frame the man and boy embracing in the foreground, 
echoing a proscenium arch to emphasise their position as the locus of spectatorship, 
both for the space’s other occupants and its unseen viewer.

The process through which space and social interaction shape one another in the 
Bürger-Casino structurally accords to Simmel’s theories. However, the Bürger-Casino 
inverts and ultimately negates Simmel’s conception of how this exchange produces 
meaning. The psychological alienation borne of metropolitan modernity was one of 
Simmel’s most important research themes, most famously expounded upon in his 
1903 essay Die Großstadt und das Geistesleben (“The Metropolis and Mental Life”). To 

39 Ibid., p. 32.
40 Ibid., p. 40.
41  For an influential formulation of this argument, see M. S. Davis, “Georg Simmel and the Aes-

thetics of Social Reality”, Social Forces, 1973, 51:3, p. 320. For a dissent, see D. Frisby, Fragments 
of Modernity: Theories of Modernity in the Work of Simmel, Kracauer, and Benjamin, Abingdon, 2013.
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Simmel, the unnerving sensory experience of urban life, its “swift and continuous 
shift of external and internal stimuli”, forced the city-dweller to adapt to its shocks 
by adopting a distanced mode of relating to others – one privileging intellect over 
emotion and sight over speech.42 Simmel attributes the visual sense’s prominence 
in city life to self-protective estrangement. Nonetheless, the value he places on the 
eye-to-eye bond as the “most immediate and purest” mode of relation between two 
people upholds visual interaction’s potential to foster intimacy. Rather than the 
mutuality of the eye-to-eye bond, however, the inhabitants of the Bürger-Casino 
are bound together by its antithesis: the unanswered glance. Rather than leading 
to a joint self-exposure that renders irrelevant the distinctions between subject and 
object, the unreturned look ensures that each denizen relates to another inhabitant 
as subject or object. And the estrangement that this both promotes and reflects is 
the converse of the intersubjective communion to which Simmel’s “social unities” 
aspire. Rather than the transcendence of a distanced metropolitan relationality, we 
find a mode of attempted connection that only seems to redouble the alienation 
born from the entanglement of commerce and courtship. 

The ontological conditions of the Bürger-Casino and Schad’s other illustrations 
for the Führer also differ from those of Simmel’s socio-spatial unities. The bound-
aries of Simmel’s spatial unities are constantly in a state of dynamic flux; they are 
multiple and overlapping, perpetually generated anew as the individual enters new 
social relations. Although Schad sketches out implied narrative relations between its 
figures, the aesthetic unity he constructs in the Bürger-Casino, as a two-dimensional 
still image, is fixed and static.43 Schad’s pen locks its patrons into their positions be-
neath the establishment’s latticework bowers and against the page’s white ground. 
Within this spatial unity, its boundaries constant and unchanging, the space’s in-
habitants congeal into a singular, self-contained social unity defined by frustrated 
desire. Each new viewer’s glance sets the ring of looks linking them together into 
its prescribed course of narrative motion. If we take looking into a representational 
picture as a “space-filling” social relation per Simmel, the act of viewing the Bürg-
er-Casino binds the drawing’s figures with the viewer into a discrete socio-spatial 
unity. However, the relations animating the space between the picture and the 
viewer are, counter Simmel, as non-reciprocal as those between the Bürger-Casino’s 
denizens. Whereas Simmel’s eye-to-eye bond produces a profound unity, looking at 
Schad’s drawing only extends rationalised desire’s inherent alienation to the viewer.

42 Vidler, op cit., p. 37.
43  I do not intend to claim here, in a Lacanian-inflected manner, that human subjects are deadened 

or mortified through their representation in two-dimensional images, as Elisabeth Bronfen 
claims relative to Schad’s portraiture of women in E. Bronfen, “Weibliches Antlitz, weibliche 
Figur, weiblicher Blick: Christian Schads Frauenporträts”, in: Christian Schad: Texte, Materialien, 
Dokumente, ed. G. A. Richter, Rottach-Egern, 2004, pp. 113–130, or that still images cannot 
have narrative potential. For a brief overview of the latter aesthetic debate and its history, see 
K. Parna, “Narrative, Time, and the Fixed Image”, in: Time, Narrative, and the Fixed Image, eds.  
J. Baetens, M. Ribière, Amsterdam–Atlanta, 2001, pp. 84–94.
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The Bürger-Casino and Schad’s other drawings for the Führer stage socio-spatial 
unities whose unity, built on compromised affective foundations, emerges as essen-
tially superficial. They therefore resemble the social “ornaments” conceived of by 
Simmel’s onetime pupil, the Frankfurt School-linked Marxist social critic Siegfried 
Kracauer: “metaphors for a nonorganic, apparent unity”, according to sociologist 
Helmut Staubmann.44 World War I had thrown the integrity of the autonomous, 
self-sovereign post-Enlightenment subject – a key presupposition of Simmel’s so-
cio-spatial unities – into doubt. As the humanist subject’s reality came into doubt, 
so did the internal coherence it once had imposed upon reality. Therefore, Kracauer 
could no longer presume, like Simmel, that autonomous individuals held the power 
to “introduce meaning into their environment” through social interaction. In a reali-
ty rendered “devoid of essence” by the collapse of Western humanism’s “structure of 
meaning”, as Kracauer wrote in 1922, social unity could only manifest as a surface 
phenomenon.45 Rather than by internally-motivated subjects, the ornament is a so-
cial formation “produced and controlled solely by external factors” – namely those 
of capitalist rationalisation, as Weimar society became shaped in all spheres of life 
by Taylorist and Fordist “economic calculus”.46 As Kracauer employed Simmel’s pro-
totype of the socio-spatial unity only to invert it, rendering its internal coherence 
into a surface effect, Schad’s drawings for Moreck’s guide invoke the conventions of 
mimetic realism only to hollow them out from within, rendering themselves into 
pictorial ornaments. In the next section, I will how Schad’s Führer images undercut 
illusionism’s bases, demonstrating its dubiousness as its ideological precepts – the 
social unity and the sovereign subject – underwent an epochal crisis of meaning. 

2.

In Die Hotelhalle (“The Hotel Lobby”), an extract from his book-length study on the 
detective novel written between 1922 and 1925, Kracauer demonstrates how Sim-
mel’s conception of the reciprocal interdependence between space and society has 
been sapped of its essence in the age of “transcendental homelessness.”47 Kracauer 
structures Die Hotelhalle around the opposition of the church and the typified hotel 
lobby, filled with individuals unmoored from their typical spatial and social loca-
tions by the exigencies of travel. Through shared communion with the divine, the 
members of the congregation transcend the limits of their individual subjecthood, 

44  H. M. Staubmann, “The Ornamental Form of the Iron Cage: An Aesthetic Representation of 
Modern Society?”, International Journal of Politics, Culture, and Society, 1997, 10:4, p. 597. This 
is a review essay of S. Kracauer, The Mass Ornament: Weimar Essays, trans. and ed. T. Y. Levin, 
Cambridge, 1995.

45 Ibid., p. 605.
46 Ibid., p. 597.
47  “Transcendental homelessness” is a term drawn (transzendentale Obdachlosigkeit) from György 

Lukács’ 1914–15 essay “Theory of the Novel.” For a brief discussion of the concept relative to 
Kracauer, see Vidler, op. cit., p. 32.
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unifying into a  community “oriented” towards God. In contrast, only a  shared 
condition of anonymity constitutes the hotel lobby’s inhabitants as a community. 
As Kracauer writes, in “in the hotel lobby, equality is based not on a  relation to 
God, but on a relation to nothing.”48 The relation of the occupants to one another 
is therefore restricted to the “aesthetic”: an “aesthetic that has become an end in 
itself.” The hotel lobby pushes the Kantian definition of beauty as an “isolation of 
the aesthetic” indifferent to content to an absurd extreme, completely detaching it 
from Kant’s “upward-striving intentions” towards an integrated personhood. Rath-
er than a “higher level” of existence, the aesthetic as an end in itself “refers only to its 
own emptiness”, becoming an “unreal, purely formal relation.”49 Kracauer explicitly 
contrasts this aesthetics of social togetherness to Simmel’s: instead of “fulfillment”, 
the “formal similarity of the figures” in the hotel lobby reveals  only the vacancy of 
purpose and meaning.50 The interaction of the hotel lobby’s congregants confines 
itself to a “fleeting exchange of glances which creates the possibility of exchange”, 
spurring the invention of “monological” narrative fantasies about their neighbours 
based solely on surface appearance. Rather than by the promise of connection, they 
are attracted to look at one another by the opportunity to “reaffirm” the distance 
between them through an aesthetic play of associations. The guests’ aggregation 
into a purely formal socio-spatial unity, moreover, uncovers the hollowing out of 
their sovereign subjecthood: they are “pure exterior.”51

Kracauer’s descriptions of the hotel lobby visitors’ largely ocular interactions 
with one another echo those of the figures in Schad’s Führer drawings. Evoking the 
prowling, hungry eyes of the denizens of the Bürger-Casino or Adonis-Diele, Kracauer 
writes that, in the hotel lobby, the church’s shared “…devotion congeals into erotic 
desire that roams about without an object”.52 The behaviours of Schad’s nightclub 
patrons and Kracauer’s hotel visitors likely accord because, for their creators, their 
modes of togetherness demonstrated rationalisation’s alienating impact upon We-
imar life. However, for Kracauer, unlike Schad, Ratio has an explicitly ideological, 
Marxist meaning: it refers to the process by which the inhuman logic of capital has 
come to operate autonomously, reifying the entirety of social life.53 Nonetheless, 
Kracauer’s analysis in “Die Hotelhalle” proves useful for illuminating the relation 
between form and content in Schad’s nightclub images. Schad solders together his 
drawings’ representational contents into a seeming aesthetic unity: what appears, 
at first glance, to be an illusionistic representation, presenting the world as if seen 
through a window. At the same time, he undermines the conventions by which such 
pictures establish themselves as credible representations of human bodies in real 
space. Kracauer establishes the hotel lobby’s visitors as a “nonorganic, apparent uni-

48 Kracauer, op. cit., p. 179.
49 Ibid., p. 177. 
50 Ibid., p. 179.
51 Ibid., p. 183.
52 Ibid., p. 178.
53 Staubmann, op. cit., p. 600. 
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ty” – in his terms, an ornament – by framing their relation to one another in terms 
of its purely aesthetic character, in which formal consonances supplant meaningful 
connection. Paralleling Kracauer’s epistemological framework, it is precisely through 
their character as seeming aesthetic unities that Schad’s drawings disclose the void 
of meaning beneath their constitutive communities. Schad’s self-negating mimetic 
realism takes Kracauer a  step further, revealing that his strategies of signification 
have been as thoroughly hollowed of meaning as the social spaces they signify. 

Among the series of drawings for the Führer, the Mikado (fig. 3) best exemplifies 
Schad’s self-negating formal strategy. Contemporary accounts of the transvestite 
club Mikado from a Berlin homosexual newspaper emphasised the domination of

Fig. 3. Christian Schad (German, 1894–1982). “Mikado”, 1930. Pen and black ink on paper. Private 
collection. Published in Curt Moreck, Ein Führer durch das “lasterhafte” Berlin (West Berlin: Divan, 
1987), 163. © VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn.
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“atmosphere and joy” (“Stimmung und Freude”).54 In contrast, Moreck’s sensationalis-
tic account of the space emphasises the rapacious behaviour of its female illusionists 
towards its largely heterosexual clientele. Moreck frames the transvestites as actors 
in a deceptive performance of desire, one aimed to disabuse the stuffy kleinbürgerlich 
(petit bourgeois) patrons of the contents of their wallets.55 Schad’s illustration strikes 
a  tone between the two textual accounts. Amidst the faux-Japanese kitsch, the 
jaded, hungry stare of the foreground’s female-clad figures and the mustachioed 
gentlemen at the rear’s voyeuristic gaze throw the authenticity of the convivial in-
teractions in the middle-ground into doubt. Through these contrasts, Schad aims to 
expose the alienation organising the scene’s sociality. At the same time as it admits 
the psychological divide between the Mikado’s figures, Schad’s pen unites them in 
two ways: one affirming the power of mimetic realism and one negating that power. 
Like Schad’s other illustrations of Berlin nightspots, the Mikado cites the post-West-
ern paradigm of perspectival illusionism, even as Schad puts that paradigm under 
stress through the space’s steep slant, leading its inhabitants to threaten to tumble 
out of the image. Seen as such, the Mikado affirms the power of the mimetic picture 
to naturalise its contents and thereby impose a semblance of order on a disordered 
modern world. Interpreted as an aesthetic unity, the Mikado asserts Schad’s power 
to transform his materials purposefully: to convert lines of ink into components of 
a convincing representation of real space. However, accounting for the signification 
of multiple figures by the same line, the speciousness of the picture’s unity becomes 
evident. Schad’s seeming validation of the conceits of mimetic realism emerges as 
their negation.

Schad composes the drawings for Moreck’s guide overwhelmingly from atten-
uated black contour lines. At the same time, he refuses to employ interior shading 
to model form, denying it three-dimensional mass. He instead shades the drawings’ 
linear topographies with fields of black dots, applied with varying degrees of densi-
ty. In the Mikado, Schad only casts a faint drizzle of points of ink within the lines 
demarcating the cloche cap of a female-dressed figure in the foreground, back turned 
to the viewer. Behind this broad-shouldered figure’s head, the same line comes to 
signify the pyramidal bald pate of the man in the middle-ground and the chin of 
the effeminate man perched above him, surveying the scene like from a theatre box. 
Another line, jaggedly snaking upwards behind the vase in the foreground before 
descending downwards to its right, simultaneously serves to represent a chair back 
and the heavy-jawed transvestite’s blouse. A third arched line dually figures as the 
brim of the latter figure’s own headpiece and the bald man’s sleeve edge; a fourth, 
rotated ninety degrees into near verticality, slides beneath the interlocked arms of 
the two transvestites dancing at the image’s left edge. It serves both as the border 
between the rear partner’s skimpy outfit, revealing her bare chest, and the front 
partner’s halter-clad right side. United in the material fibre of their pictorial exist-
ence, the Mikado’s figures cease to be truly distinct entities. Their bodies, strung 

54 Das Freundschaftsblatt, 1928, 6:3, quoted in Dobler, op. cit., p. 50.
55 Moreck, op. cit., p. 177.
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together by loping lines, become passages within a pen-and-ink design unsure of 
whether it wishes to resolve itself into a representation. 

The Mikado’s wandering lines, in their duplicity, undercut the foundations of 
post-Renaissance Western pictorial mimesis: spatial recession and, more basically, 
the division of figure and ground. Through this rejection, Schad denies the Mikado’s 
coherence as an aesthetic unity, extending the doubts about the Mikado patrons’ 
coherence as a social unity sown by their ocular interactions. The facing dancing 
partners seem stand at two different points in perspectival space, positioned be-
hind the other. By simultaneously occupying two points in the drawing’s recessive 
space, however, the sinuous line delineating one dancer’s dress and the other’s 
rear collapses the differentiation between those two points – and the perspectival 
logic underlying the image’s entire spatial schema. Moreover, Schad’s tendency to 
fragment contour lines at their points of contact chips away at pictorial depth. 
In a symptomatic instance, the line delineating the amply curved buttocks of the 
ambiguously gendered, crop-coiffured figure in the Mikado’s centre cracks open in 
avoidance of the bob haircut of the cigarette-smoking woman in the foreground, 
suspicious and pensive in her demeanour. Moreover, a cavity opens in the line de-
marcating the ambiguously gendered central figure’s coquettishly tilted head at its 
point of overlap with a vertical axis of the room’s paneling. Here, Schad sets the 
stage for forms to overlap – a cornerstone of spatial illusionism – and then with-
draws that proposition. Through line’s extension and fragmentation, Schad pulls 
back the curtain on the Mikado’s mimetic realism to admit that its spatial depth is 
an artistic contrivance. 

As much a pictorial surface as a pictorial space, as much a window onto another 
world as a  series of marks arranged on a page, the Mikado’s status as a mimetic 
image is tentative. Yet, Schad’s subtle but precise hobbling of mimetic realism’s fun-
daments is anything but tentative: Mikado’s lines seem to rebel against the forms 
they constitute. Through this self-negating representational enterprise, Schad de-
nies mimetic realism the power to engender a coherent, self-contained whole from 
its objects. He thereby exposes the futility of mimetic realism’s illusionistic goals 
in light of meaning’s evacuation from reality under rationalised Weimar modernity. 
Schad constructs mimetic realism here as an edifice about to crumble, its founda-
tions cracking under the weight of centuries of outmoded convention. Rather than 
a regressive return to realism, Schad invents a fractured mode of realism that de-
clares the exhaustion of its traditional premises. This realism does not appear as the 
organic outgrowth of a  sovereign, internally directed subjecthood that impresses 
meaning on reality. Analogising Kracauer’s ornaments, aesthetic order must instead 
be imposed externally. In failing to penetrate reality’s surface to fill the emptiness at 
its core, this aesthetic scheme cannot help but expose its own artificiality.

My goal in this paper has not been to claim for Schad the status of a critical, 
much less a politically committed, artist. Rather, it has been to demonstrate that 
Schad, in his Führer drawings, forged a mode of mimetic realism whose superficial 
resemblance to past representational paradigms, per Fore, “confirms nothing so 
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much as the ineluctable fact (of its) historical non-equivalence.”56 Against Buchloh’s 
assertion that realism’s return in the 1920’s necessarily “sought to halt modernism 
and deny its historical necessity”, I propose that Schad’s realism, in its self-negating 
thrust, testifies to the specificity of its historical moment: Weimar Germany’s utter-
ly modern crisis of the sovereign subject and therefore of meaning. Following Fore, 
my analysis of Schad’s drawings has emphasised their “formal dimension”, in part 
to counter the presumption that his – or  artwork (any artwork) – communicates 
its contents transparently and therefore “(provides) its own interpretation sponta-
neously.”57 However, departing from Fore’s precedent, I focus on interwar “realist 
works that (take) the human body as their explicit motif ”, which Fore deems less 
worthy of study than contemporaneous examples of mimetic realism “that had 
nothing at all to do with subject matter per se, but instead pursued realism’s hu-
manist agenda at the level of artistic technique”, such as those by John Heartfield 
or Laszlo Moholy-Nagy.58 By highlighting the reciprocal interdependence of Schad’s 
artistic technique for representing space with those spaces’ social character, I argue 
both for the mutual implication of form and content in Schad’s work and for the 
legitimacy of “subject matter” – focused realism’s inclusion in the central debates 
of modernist art history.

What, however, does all of this have to do with the queer heritage of Central 
Europe, a subject the contents of Schad’s Führer drawings seem to embody? In this 
paper, I hope to model an approach to studying modernist representations of sex-
ual and gender minorities that accounts for their historical specificity, rather than 
projecting postmodern hermeneutic strategies or models of political liberation onto 
them. Andreas Huyssen has warned against reading Weimar texts as “anticipating 
postmodernism”, engaging in a  “presentist appropriation” denying the historical 
specificity of Weimar cultural life.59 In her recent essay on Schad’s Zwei Mädchen, 
showing two women – possibly lesbians – in lingerie masturbating side by side, 
Esther Bauer undertakes an acute analysis of Schad’s formal presentation of the 
painting’s figures to argue that its “rejection of traditional viewing patterns and 
power dynamics”60 reveals erotic art to be “a highly scripted genre.”61 By confront-
ing the viewer with the constructed and arbitrary nature of erotic art’s gendered 
power relations (and ultimately, gender-specific sexual behaviour), Bauer alleges 
Zwei Mädchen encourages them to reconsider their notion of “female sexuality as 
necessarily oriented towards men.”62 However, the formal strategies Bauer argues 

56 Fore, op. cit., p. 11.
57 Ibid., p. 13.
58  Ibid., p. 1. Paralleling Buchloh, in spite of the manifest differences of their argument about in-

terwar realism, Fore mentions Schad on the opening page of Realism after Modernism in passing 
as a paradigmatic example of a “reformed Dadaist” who embraced mimetic realism.

59  A. Huyssen, Miniature Metropolis: Literature in an Age of Photography and Film, Cambridge, 2015, 
p. 12.

60 Bauer, “Female Sexuality…”, op. cit., p. 55.
61 Ibid., p. 79.
62 Ibid., p. 55.
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work towards this end – the figures’ “averted gazes”63 and the presence of subtle 
spatial incongruities and distortions that both invite and reject the viewer’s own 
gaze64 – echo the terms through which I argue Schad’s Führer illustrations of queer 
nightspots pessimistically present the void of meaning beneath contemporary life. 
As such, we must consider whether Schad’s characteristic distortions of mimetic 
realism’s formal inheritance, when deployed in the representation of gender and 
sexual minorities, indeed promote a self-critical, liberatory deconstruction of iden-
tity – or whether they simply represent queer people in as cynical a light as the rest 
of Schad’s investigations of Weimar modernity. 
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Abstract:
This essay examines the ways in which the material realities of art print production opened 
onto the lived experiences of their queer makers and viewers in Germany and Austria 
during the long 19th century. After an initial analysis of how pressure registered in the 
work of German artist Sascha Schneider, I  examine how the translation of works by the 
Tyrolean painter Franz von Defregger into print facilitated their collection by queer men 
across Germany and Austria. My final case study focuses on the print collection of the queer 
Austrian Archduke Ludwig Viktor, arguing that print collecting played a constitutive role in 
queer self-fashioning. Working through these three disparate case studies, I examine how the 
technical principles of pressure, translation, and incorporation might help us to revise and 
reimagine queer male subjectivity in the years around the turn of the 20th century.
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In most histories of modern European sexuality, the relationship between homo-
sexuality and print began in 1869: the year that the homosexual received a name 
in print. Queer theorists and historians of sexuality have dutifully and expertly 
mapped the printed face of homosexuality as it coursed its way through the long 
19th century, emerging here in legal or medical texts and there in novels, poems, or 
private epistolary. Amongst heightened sensitivity to the ideas these printed materi-
als have engendered, however, material histories of homosexuality have largely been 
lost in the proverbial shuffle. One might say that, though much has been said about 
how homosexuality appeared in print in and after 1869, precious little has been said 
about how it appeared on paper. 

This lacuna is particularly remarkable given that paper functioned as the form-
ative, fundamental material of 19th-century European homosexuality. Histories of 
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art have shown countless examples in which heterosexual desire proudly asserted 
itself in oil paints slathered onto monumental canvases, but queer desire necessarily 
worked in more subtle ways, circulating instead as pictures printed in privately 
illustrated books, personal advertisements in periodicals, and artworks reproduced 
in magazines. For the historian of sexuality, the contingent materiality of these 
objects provides a confounding roadblock to sustained consideration. In contrast 
to more concrete historical documents of heterosexuality, historical documents of 
homosexuality appear ephemeral, as evidence that José Esteban Muñoz famously 
characterised as “traces, glimmers, residues, and specks of things.”1

Muñoz purports that such a theory does not deny materiality, but it certainly 
queers materiality. Ephemeral evidence, in Muñoz’s system, is rarely tangible. It 
works around and outside of normative definitions of materiality, evading the sur-
veillance of those who seek to eliminate queerness on the basis of its hard evidence. 
This conception of ephemera has been enormously influential for subsequent stud-
ies of queer life and culture, as well as for studies of material culture writ large; Gil-
lian Russell offers the useful term “ephemeraphilia” to describe the queer attraction 
to ephemeral objects, which are fundamentally imbued with “fugitive knowledge, 
indeterminate legibility, and potentially boundless affect”.2

These theories of ephemerality may work well when applied to performance 
art, ticket stubs, and handbills, but their efficacy seems less promising when we 
attempt to apply them to art objects – even those on paper, like art prints. As tan-
gible registers of meeting and converging materials (ink, for instance, permanently 
pressed and absorbed into the paper support), art prints fall squarely outside of 
Muñoz’s criteria of the ephemeral. Similarly, art prints are not ephemeral in the 
same way that Russell’s queer evidence is ephemeral; though they are often margin-
alised and devalued by art historians, they are nonetheless generally understood as 
proper artworks with attendant histories of creation, ownership, and display.

What, then, might a queer theory of the art print look like? How might we ap-
proach these objects, often integral to queer life and practices of self-identification, in 
a way that neither subverts nor essentialises their insistent materiality? Recent work 
on prints by the art historian Jennifer Roberts perhaps provides a promising model. 
Roberts’s methodological approach to art prints begins at the level of making and 
offers a way to analyse how the print “generates meaning at the level of fundamental 
physical operations”.3 She highlights a series of six “manoeuvres” inherent to print-
making – pressure, reversal, separation, strain, interference, and alienation – each of 
which might denote a “specific form of intelligence, and a specific area of sensitivity, 
that allows for specific kinds of intervention in social and political life”.4 

1  J. E. Muñoz, “Ephemera as Evidence: Introductory Notes to Queer Acts”, Women and Performance: 
A Journal of Feminist Theory, 1996, 8, no. 2, p. 10.

2 G. Russell, “Ephemeraphilia: A Queer History”, Angelaki, 2018, 23, no. 1, p. 181. 
3  J. L. Roberts, “Pressure”, Contact: Art and the Pull of the Print. The Seventieth A.W. Mellon Lectures 

in the Fine Arts, Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts at the National Gallery of Art, 
Washington, D.C, [accessed 25/11/2021], 3:33.

4 Ibid., 4:32.
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My investigation takes Roberts’s analysis of pressure as a  starting point but 
quickly expands beyond her focus on the material production of prints to consider 
how two other technical principles – translation and incorporation – might broaden 
our understanding of how queer German and Austrian men collected and interacted 
with art prints. Queer histories are often defined by a paucity of documentation and 
evidence; this is true to varying degrees in my three case studies, and the eviden-
tiary archives shrink with each successive case. As a means of reckoning with these 
limitations and frustrations, I embrace Saidiya Hartman’s critical fabulation, which 
fashions speculative arguments grounded in critical readings of extant archives.5 
Drawing on Hartman, I aim to exert my own pressure on the presumed limits of 
these queer narratives. How might such a radically liberatory method allow us to 
rethink the historical relationship between queerness and print? By remaining at-
tentive to the technical principles of pressure, translation, and incorporation, and 
considering the social cognates these principles make legible, I aim to show the myr-
iad ways that sensitivity to material and process might buttress our understanding 
of queer identity in the long 19th century.

Pressure: prints between sex and violence

Pressure – one of the most fundamental technical manoeuvres of printmaking – 
provides a fitting point of entry into a queer theory of the art print. Every print, by 
the very nature of the medium, registers a meeting between two disparate objects. 
As Roberts notes, prints are ultimately products of contact (which conjures notions 
of touch, presence, and intimacy) and release (which signals loss, separation, and 
memory).6 In all printmaking processes, the transfer of the image from the inked 
matrix to the paper support is the direct result of imposed pressure; under the force 
of the printing press, the ink is passed from matrix to support, leaving evidence of 
an otherwise invisible meeting of paper and plate. 

That the force inherent to the printing process should be wielded by artists 
whose identities are the source of great social or political pressure should come as no 
surprise; as such, pressure is a key term in articulating the formation of queer male 
identity in the years around the turn of the 20th century. Rather than functioning 
primarily as an oppressive force, however, I would like to conceptualise the onto-
logical pressure of queer identity as existing between the pleasurable pressure of 
physical contact and the violent pressure of forced “outing” and extortion. Pressure 
for the 19th-century homosexual male could serve as a source of gratification and 
jouissance or as a source of trauma and debilitation. Often, these forms of pressure 
were two sides of one coin, as pressing a lover’s body close to one’s own (an sich 
pressen) quickly gave way to the threat of blackmail and social ruination (erpressen).

5 See S. Hartman, “Venus in Two Acts”, Small Ax, 2008, no. 26, vol. 12, no. 2. 
6 Roberts, op. cit., 11:32.
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The Russian-born German artist Sascha Schneider acutely understood the full 
range and volatility of this dynamic. Born in St. Petersburg in 1870, Schneider spent 
the majority of his life and career as an artist in Germany, attending the Academy 
of Fine Arts Dresden (Hochschule für Bildende Künste Dresden) in 1889 and tak-
ing a post as a professor of painting at the Grand-Ducal Saxon Art School Weimar 
(Großherzoglich-Sächsische Kunstschule Weimar) in 1904. Schneider worked across 
media as a painter, sculptor, and printmaker. In his practice, the lines between media 
significantly blurred: oil paintings might be revised and printed as wood engravings, 
figures that populated paintings might later be sculpted in stone, prints might serve 
as the basis for new painterly iterations of old scenes and motifs.

Beyond his purely artistic merit, Schneider is also remarkable because of his 
documented homosexuality and the thinly veiled homoeroticism that is evident in 
his body of works on paper – a homoeroticism that we might say is driven by pres-
sure. Indeed, in Schneider’s prints, the force inherent to their production is echoed 
in the force of muscled body on muscled body. Contact between bodies is charged, 
forceful, and intentional. Strong hands grasp muscled biceps and forearms tightly 
(sometimes uncomfortably so, as in Schneider’s 1904 Kain und Abel, produced for 
Karl May’s popular novel, Winnetou I (fig. 1). Schneider’s beau idéal was first and 
foremost overly strong; his continuous pursuit of the ideal male form led him to

Fig. 1. Sascha Schneider, Kain & Abel 
(Brudermord), 1904. Lithograph.  
Photo: Christiane Starck.
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found the Kraft-Kunst Institut (literally, Strength-Art Institute) in Dresden in 1919, 
a space that primarily served as a fitness studio in which Schneider’s hired models 
were given the equipment and training necessary to turn their bodies into hardened 
and muscled subjects. These models in turn exerted their own physical pressure on 
the same-sexed bodies of others in his paintings and prints; in his 1923 print series 
Calisthenics (Kallisthenie), Schneider’s subjects even use the sheer weight of their 
partner’s nude body as the pressure required to build up muscles that they exhibit 
for the desirous gaze of their comrades (figs. 2, 3).

Fig. 2. Sascha Schneider, Hochstrecke, 1923. 
Printed in Sascha Schneider, Verlag der Schönheit, 
Dresden, 1923. Photo: Christiane Starck.

Fig. 3. Sascha Schneider, Energising Exercise 
(Energisierende Übung), 1923. Printed in Sascha 
Schneider, Verlag der Schönheit, Dresden, 
1923. Photo: Christiane Starck.

The pressure that arises from such close bodily contact in many cases also ac-
tivates the homoerotic valence of the work. Take, for instance, one of Schneider’s 
best-known works, Hypnosis (Hypnose), which he originally produced as a  draw-
ing, but which was printed and circulated in a now iconic print by Breitkopf and 
Härtel in 1904 (fig. 4). In Hypnosis, Schneider pictures with unsettling clarity the 
fully embodied experience of homoerotic ecstasy: the two men at the centre of his 
composition are not only hypnotically bound (that is to say, psychically bound), 
but physically bound as well, as the grip of the well-muscled hypnotist presses into 
the flesh of the nude body now under his control. As an art print, the homoerotic 
corporeal pressure that plays out in Hypnosis recalls the technical pressure inherent 
to its own material production.
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Fig. 4. Sascha Schneider, Hypnosis  
(Hypnose), 1904. Lithograph by Breitkopf  
& Härtel. Photo: Christiane Starck.

Both the material pressure required for printmaking and the pressure of the 
sensually tight grip at the centre of the work, however, are but stand-ins for the 
real pressure with which Schneider seems fundamentally concerned in this work 
and others: the corporeal pressure of sexual intercourse. As Christiane Starck notes, 
when it came to Schneider’s sex life, the artist was “no monk”; in a diary entry 
from around 1912, the artist confirmed his high estimation of the sex act, writing 
that “coitus is the highest and fullest harmony of body and mind: the most natu-
ral common ground”.7 Schneider’s blunt embrace of sex accords well with extant 
accounts that paint a picture of queer life in German metropolitan centres as any-
thing but chaste – accounts that directly contradict the eminent sexologist Magnus 
Hirschfeld’s apologist claims that the majority of homosexuals disavowed sexual 
activity.8 Despite Germany’s Paragraph 175 and Austria’s Paragraph 129(b), which 
criminalised sodomy, and varying degrees of oversight by municipal police forces, 
queer subculture in both Germany and Austria pivoted on the sexual encounter. 
These encounters took a variety of forms: a robust sex economy in both Berlin and 
Vienna provided opportunities for erotic experiences, and parks, bars, public urinals, 

7 C. Starck, Sascha Schneider: ein Künstler des deutschen Symbolismus, Marburg, 2016, p. 153. 
8  Hirschfeld refers to the large number of “celibate” (enthaltsam) homosexual men in Berlin and the 

“rarity” (Seltenheit) of “actual pederastic acts” (eigentlich päderastische Akte). See M. Hirschfeld, 
Berlins Drittes Geschlecht, Berlin–Leipzig, 1904, p. 12, 52.
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and baths, like Vienna’s famed Esterházy-Bad (fig. 5), functioned as meeting places 
for quasi-anonymous and clandestine sexual contact with other queer men.9 

Fig. 5. August Stefan Kronstein, Duschraum im Esterházy-Bad in der Grumpendorfer Straße 59/ 
Luftbadgasse 12, c. 1880. Pencil and aquarell, 15.8 x 45 cm. Vienna, Wien Museum.

Within this nexus, Schneider’s prints – like Hypnosis and the selected prints 
from his Calisthenics folio – read as emblems of the artist’s lived sexual experience, 
pictures that coalesce as traces of his own participation in the subcultural economy 
of queer male sex. The pressure of body on the same-sexed body that Schneider 
bakes into his imagery here echoes the frisson inherent to the queer sexual encoun-
ter: hands grasping, pulling, caressing, the crush of bodies colliding, pressure and, 
ultimately, release. Pleasurable pressure imbues Schneider’s prints just as it imbued 
the furtively pursued sexual liaisons that propelled contemporary queer life.

Even as Schneider’s work evidenced a  central preoccupation with the erotic 
pleasures that pressure could afford, however, it simultaneously registered the 
violence and risk that accompanied queer life and identity. As Roberts notes, the 
intense pressure of the printing press also serves a forensic function, as it reveals 
features that typically remain invisible or hidden: to expose to pressure is to impress 
upon paper every detail of the matrix.10 In Schneider’s case, exposure was wrought 
by his lover and former student, Hellmuth Jahn, with whom he shared a roughly 
two-year romantic relationship between 1904 and 1906. After the two men relo-
cated to Weimar in 1904, their relationship quickly deteriorated; Jahn relocated to 
Berlin in January 1906 and began the first of a series of blackmail attempts against 
the artist. Jahn “outed” Schneider in the spring of 1908, an act that forced him to 
address his homosexuality in a letter to the director of the Weimar Kunstschule and 
resign from his professorial post before fleeing to Italy to avoid prosecution. 

Jahn’s blackmail constituted a form of violence against queer men that was rela-
tively common in Germany and Austria in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. As

9  My own knowledge of queer spaces in Berlin and Vienna has been informed by R. Beachy, Gay 
Berlin: Birthplace of a Modern Identity, New York, 2014, and A. Brunner, et. al., Sex in Wien: Lust. 
Kontrolle. Ungehorsam, Vienna, 2016.

10 Roberts, op. cit., 32:10.
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Fig. 6. Sascha Schneider, The Feeling of 
Dependency (Das Gefühl der Abhängigkeit), 
1897. Printed in Meisterwerke der Holzschne-
idekunst, J. J. Weber, Leipzig, 1896.  
Photo: Christiane Starck.

Robert Beachy notes, “homosexual blackmail had come to be considered a lucrative 
specialisation among a  class of convicted criminals,” with Hirschfeld estimating 
that 30% of Berlin’s homosexuals had been subjected to extortion attempts.11 The 
success of these attempts varied; the blackmailed individual was often coerced into 
providing hush money upon receipt of an extortion letter, but many attempts were 
foiled as queer men turned to sympathetic legal authorities who apprehended and 
prosecuted the blackmailer instead. The course of blackmailing was never assured, 
however, and the very real threat of legal repercussions under sodomy laws loomed 
large. Blackmail, or Erpressung, invokes pressure in its very etymology, here applied 
to disastrous ends. 

Somewhat speculatively, I would like to suggest Schneider’s work The Feeling of 
Dependency (Das Gefühl der Abhängigkeit) as a way to think through the artist’s life-
long negotiation with the risk, precarity, and ontological pressure of queer identity 
(fig. 6). First conceived as a drawing in 1894, the picture proved enduringly popular 
and received renewed life in editions printed by both art publishers and the popular 
press. In this composition, Schneider’s subject has lost his erotic power: pleasurable 

11 Beachy, op. cit., pp. 77–82.
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pressure has vacated the composition, leaving only the uncomfortable tightness 
of shackles imposed by a dark black beast. Given the artist’s reticence to ascribe 
meaning to the work and the continual revisitation of the picture over the course 
of his long career, it is tempting to read the work within the context of Schneider’s 
attempts to reconcile the pleasure of same-sex love with the weighty, confining, 
and occasionally immobilising pressure of queer existence. The force of the printing 
press resonated within this volatile dynamic, mirroring the force of the queer sexual 
encounter even as it echoed the risk and pressure that accompanied it.

Translation: queer iconography and mass reproduction 

I here depart from the printmaking manoeuvres that form the basis of Roberts’s an-
alytical approach in order to offer two interpretive strategies of my own that speak 
to the historical specificities of queer male life and processes of identity formation 
in Germany and Austria around the turn of the century. The first of these processes 
is translation, an analytical suggestion that may at first glance appear ill-considered 
given the linguistic ties binding Germany and Austria. My interest lies not in lin-
guistic translation, however, but rather in the pictorial translation of paintings and 
sculptures into prints that could easily circulate amongst a wider German and Aus-
trian viewership. Over the course of the 19th century, technological developments 
allowed works of art to be inexpensively reproduced with relative ease; in addition 
to longstanding traditional modes of printmaking, photographic processes of repro-
duction developed later in the century, such as photogravure, allowed printers to 
produce true-to-life reproductions of painterly and sculptural masterworks.

I  would like to hone in on the notion of reproductive printing as a  form of 
translation, a  term first applied to the act of printmaking by Giorgio Vasari and 
which benefited from further theorisation by Denis Diderot and Adam von Bartsch 
in the 18th and early 19th centuries.12 Etymologically, translation (or übersetzen – lit-
erally “to set over”) implies movement, not only from one medium or language into 
another but from one place to another. To translate is to traverse, to cross over, to 
transport and transform. The 20th-century reproductive art print was translatory 
in the fullest sense: pictorially (as printmakers transformed popular works of art 
into etchings, engravings, lithographs, and photographs) and locatively (as these 
reproductive pictorial translations traversed political and social borders to arrive in 
the hands of an increasingly art-literate public).13 

12  For a brief summary of this history, see A. Bloemacher, et. al., “Quanto in virtù d’una ingegnosa 
mano / la fermezza de’marmi ai fogli cede”: The Art of Translating Sculpture into Print. An 
introduction”, in: Sculpture in Print, 1480–1600, eds. A. Bloemacher, et. al., Leiden, 2021, p. 19.

13  R. M. Verhoogt, “Free Access to the History of Art: Art Reproduction and the Appropriation 
of the History of Art in Nineteenth-Century Culture”, in: Free Access to the Past: Romanticism, 
Cultural Heritage, and the Nation, eds. L. Jensen, et. al., Leiden, 2010, pp. 144–66. 
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The Austrian-born painter Franz von Defregger provides an illuminating case 
in my examination of queer translation in its full force of meaning. Defregger was 
born in the Tyrol region of Austria in 1835, though he spent most of his career as an 
artist in Munich, working as a professor of history painting at the Munich Academy 
of Fine Arts from 1878 to 1910. Internationally known as “the Homer of the Ger-
man peasantry”, Defregger earned immense popularity for his saccharine depictions 
of Alpine folk subjects, regional histories, and peasants from his native Tyrol, such 
as his 1882 The Tyrolean Salon (Der Salon-Tiroler) (fig. 7).14 Given their popularity, 
these works underwent a widespread process of translation into prints that could 
be purchased for personal ownership. The art press of the German printmaker 
Franz Hanfstaengl produced printed reproductions of Defregger’s works, featuring 
technologically advanced photogravure “translations” of Defregger’s most popular 
oil paintings, providing a unique opportunity to own the artist’s work.15 In their 
celebration of Germanic distinctiveness, such “homeland pictures” (Heimatbilder) 
undoubtedly served the critical function of shoring up a sense of collective German-
ic identity, both amongst disparate German states and between Germans and their 
Austrian neighbours.16

Fig. 7. Franz von Defregger, The Tyrolean Salon (Der Salon-Tiroler), 1882. Oil on canvas, 95 x 135 cm. 
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Nationalgalerie/Andres Kilger.

14 R. Lenman, Artists and Society in Germany, 1850–1914, Manchester, 1997, p. 70.
15  See H. Hess, “Franz von Defregger und die Ökonomisierung der Kunst“, in: Defregger: Mythos-

Missbrauch-Moderne, eds. P. Assmann, et. al., Munich, 2020.
16 S. Egger, “Alpine Trachtenlandschaften”, in: Assmann, op. cit. 
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The accessibility of Defregger’s “translated” art prints also had major ramifica-
tions for artistically oriented queer individuals. In 1914, the Magnus Hirschfeld ob-
served one often encountered the same artworks time and again in the homes of ho-
mosexual men, noting that “great quantities of reproductions ... correspond[ing] to 
the sexual tastes of the homosexual concerned” often adorned the walls of the queer 
individual’s home. Notably, Hirschfeld included Defregger’s portraits of handsome 
peasant farmers in his list of queer favourites. These prints were likely picked up on 
the cheap from mass-produced portfolios or cut out of popular newspapers like the 
Illustrated Newspaper (Illustrirte Zeitung), which featured a full-page reproduction of 
Defregger’s Portrait of a Farmer with Pipe on the cover of its 10 October 1885 issue  
(fig. 8). The collection of these prints by queer men constituted a distinct subcur-
rent of the wider vogue for collecting reproductions of Defregger’s work. For queer 
men, the translation from painting to print was accompanied by a translation of 
context, as Defregger’s nationalistic pictures were reborn as that which Jennifer 
Doyle evocatively termed “queer wallpaper”: works that primarily operate in the 
service of queer identification processes, their significance activated on the walls of 
queer spaces rather than within official artistic institutions. In attaching subcul-
tural meaning to Defregger’s popular prints, queer men effectively secreted queer 
desire within dominant and normative discourses.17

Fig. 8. Cover of Illustrirte Zeitung with Franz 
von Defregger’s Portrait of a Farmer with Pipe,  

11 October 1885.

17  J. Doyle, “Queer Wallpaper”, in: The Art of Art History, ed. D. Preziosi, New York, 2009,  
pp. 391–401.
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Defregger’s translation into print effectively facilitated the circulation of queer 
identity beyond the local level, allowing the construction of queer identity across 
Germany and Austria to parallel the development of national and pan-German iden-
tities. Indeed, the circulation of Defregger’s Tyrolean peasant prints amongst queer 
German men is part and parcel of the larger movement of print material amongst 
and between German and Austrian queer men in the late 19th and early 20th cen-
turies. Such printed material circulated independently of sexological, medical, and 
anthropological publications that produced “official” narratives of homosexuality: 
guidebooks printed in small runs by independent printing presses, like The Interna-
tional Travel Guide (Der internationale Reiseführer) published by Berlin’s K. Schultz Ver-
lag in 1920, provided a comprehensive list of homosexual social venues across Austria 
and Central Europe for the queer German traveller; select book shops, like the Buch-
handlung Richard Lányi in Vienna, covertly stocked sexual scientific and homoerotic 
literature printed on German presses; the Viennese art publisher Salomon Bloch 
printed picture postcards and small prints featuring photographs by the German 
photographer Wilhelm von Gloeden for distribution throughout the region.18 The 
queer art print comprised an integral component of this queer circulatory system of 
print material. Already translated from one medium to another, the art print’s literal 
and physical translation – its movement between German and Austrian locales – 
facilitated cross-fertilisation between burgeoning localised queer communities. 

It is also important to note that these art prints – in direct contrast to the 
prints I will examine in the following section – were socially translatory, as well. As 
“low art” reproductions of “high art” paintings or sculptures, such prints essentially 
democratised access to pictures that were traditionally reserved for the enjoyment 
of the educated middle and upper classes, the aristocracy, and art connoisseurs. The 
access that such a social translation enabled cannot be underestimated; the printed 
reproduction mobilised a  new world of identificatory possibilities for queer men 
typically excluded from the more respectable queer circles occupied by wealthy 
intelligentsia, offering opportunities to integrate queer icons into their lives and 
domestic landscapes. These cheap prints, in short, provided opportunities for low-
er- and middle-class queer men to participate in “wider communication and associ-
ational networks” and to translate ways of being and knowing propounded in the 
upper social reaches of queer culture into their own vernacular.19

Incorporation: queer collecting and communal histories 

While print reproductions of oil paintings and sculptures provided opportunities 
for lower class men to make artistic references part of quotidian queer life, other 

18  For further information on the enterprises of Lányi and Bloch, see Geheimsache: Leben. Schwule 
und Lesben im Wien des 20. Jahrhunderts, ed. A. Brunner, Vienna, 2005.

19  G. Russell, The Ephemeral Eighteenth Century: Print, Sociability and the Cultures of Collecting, Cam-
bridge, 2020, p. 65.
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operative principles made prints attractive to queer men in the educated bourgeoisie 
(Bildungsbürgertum), aristocracy, and royal households. In this final section, I offer an 
analysis of incorporation as a central term in the articulation of a queer theory of the 
art print. Like translation, incorporation signifies in multiple meaningful ways. In 
its evocation of absorption, integration, and coming together, incorporation maps 
well onto the printmaking process; indeed, prints might be said to be the direct 
result of incorporation. The inky matrix, placed in direct contact with the support 
and subjected to pressure, is incorporated into the paper – absorbed into the damp-
ened paper fibres – to produce a picture. The subsumption of one body into another 
is fundamental to the printmaking process. 

But incorporation, as a concept, is also incredibly useful in theorising the devel-
opment of a communal sense of queer identity in the 19th century. This assertion 
perhaps becomes clearer when considered in the light of turn-of-the-century homo-
sexualist attempts to validate the existence of the queer male by placing him within 
– or incorporating him into – a  long historical genealogy of male homosexuality. 
Such attempts served the double function of showing that homosexuality was nat-
ural and long occurring, while also holding up well-known and respected historical 
queers as beacons of achievement to combat negative contemporary perceptions of 
the homosexual as degenerate and depraved. This strategy was pictured with strik-
ing clarity in the 1919 film Different from the Others (Anders als die Andern), written by 
Richard Oswald and Magnus Hirschfeld. As Hirschfeld himself took to the screen 
to condemn Paragraph 175, he conjured a queue of queer notables across time that 
included King Ludwig II of Bavaria, King Friedrich the Great of Prussia, Tchaikovsky, 
da Vinci, and a line of numerous others that stretched into the shadows (fig. 9). 

Fig. 9. Richard Oswald, still from (Different from the Others) Anders als die Andern, 1919. Film. 
Filmmuseum München.
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The conceptual inclusion of oneself into larger historical trajectories of same-
sex desiring men served a critical role for queer men, who were conceptualised as 
pathological aberrations whose sexual preferences precluded them from perpetuat-
ing heteronormative genealogies and family trees. One way queer men affected this 
inclusion was through their art-collecting practices, which enabled them to syn-
thesise their own individual histories with larger communal histories of same-sex 
desire to reimagine their own familial lineage in what Whitney Davis has termed 
“queer family romance.” In Davis’s theorisation, art objects, even those with no 
apparently homoerotic iconography or meaning, could come to take on a distinctly 
queer intelligibility when viewed within the context of the larger collection and the 
alternative lineages they invoked. According to Davis, “family resemblances among 
objects in a queer collection might sometimes serve...as a way to create an actual 
alternate family”, as collectors constructed their own self-genealogies through the 
assemblage of queerly coded art objects.20 

As a case study to think through the dynamic of incorporation as it opened from 
material prints onto their inclusion into queer familial collections, I turn to the art 
collecting practices of the Austrian Archduke Ludwig Viktor (1842–1919), younger 
brother to the Austrian Emperor Franz Joseph I. The Archduke, colloquially known 
as “Luzi Wuzi”, a nickname bestowed upon him by his mother, had little interest 
in royal duties and harboured no political ambitions; indeed, he was best known in 
contemporary Viennese society for his homosexuality and penchant for dressing in 
women’s clothing in public. The royal family was initially tolerant, though highly 
disparaging, of the Archduke’s queer eccentricities. In 1904, however, the family’s 
tolerance waned after the Archduke attempted a  sexual advance on a bathhouse 
attendant at the Central Bath in Vienna. Likely fearing further scandal, Franz Joseph 
exiled his younger brother to Schloss Klessheim near Salzburg, which he had gifted 
to him in 1866.21 The Archduke lived the rest of his life estranged from Vienna 
and his brother despite written pleas to return to the city and royal residences. 
Indeed, after the death of his beloved mother, the Archduke’s relationship to his 
family deteriorated; rarely taken seriously, given few meaningful responsibilities, 
and constantly the butt of the joke, the Archduke’s alienation from the royal family 
and tumultuous relationships with both his Emperor brother and his wife, Empress 
Elisabeth, took a toll on his attachment to his Habsburg heritage.

After his exile to Klessheim, the “relationless” Archduke began to develop a “re-
placement family” (Ersatzfamilie) of his own creation.22 As in Davis’s case study of 
the English novelist and collector William Beckford, Ludwig Viktor’s collection of 
nearly 30,000 art objects suggests attempts to reimagine his royal lineage as part 

20  W. Davis, “Queer Family Romance in Collecting Visual Culture”, GLQ: A Journal of Lesbian and 
Gay Studies, June 2011, 17, no. 2–3, p. 310.

21  H. Neuhold, Das andere Habsburg: Homoerotik im österreichischen Kaiserhaus, Marburg, 2008,  
p. 182.

22 Ibid., 143.
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of this process.23 Largely side-lining his role as brother to the Habsburg Emperor, 
Ludwig Viktor’s collecting habits evidence a preoccupation with France and French 
nobility, to which he was tangentially connected through the marriage of his pa-
ternal aunt, the Empress Marie Louise, to Napoleon. In addition to his extensive 
collection of Sèvres porcelain, portraits of Marie Antoinette, and relics of Napoleon 
strewn throughout the palace, the Archduke gave pride of place in the entry hall 
staircase to two bronze statues of the French kings Henry IV of Navarre and Francis 
I.24 The exiled Archduke’s Austrian familial relations are here subverted in favour 
of a largely fabricated familial romance with a historically impossible genealogy of 
French nobility.

Fig. 10. Heinrich Gürtler, Lower hall of Schloss Klessheim, 1919. Photo: Salzburg Museum,  
Salzburg.

23  These inventories are accessible in a series of ten catalogs published by the Dorotheum. See 
Gesamteinrichtung Schloß Kleßheim Nachlaß Erzherzog Ludwig Viktor, Bd. 1–10, Vienna, 1921.

24  The identification of these objects is the work of researchers at the Salzburg Residenzgalerie. 
See R. Juffinger, Erzherzog Ludwig Viktor: Franz Josephs jüngster Bruder und sein Schloss Kleßheim, 
Salzburg, 2019.
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Also significant, however, is the self-fashioned queer genealogy that the Arch-
duke’s collection effectively created, or, we might say, incorporated. Though few to 
none of the documented works on display at Klessheim or in the Archduke’s collec-
tion were overtly homoerotic, many were imbued with queer iconic significance and 
their arrangement within a series of pictorial ensembles and groupings engendered 
distinctly queer “family resemblances” between and amongst the objects. Take, for 
instance, the lower hall of the palace, where the Archduke staged a series of tableaux 
that wedded queer iconicity (a Carrara marble bust of Alexander the Great; an oil 
painting of an Austrian soldier, recalling the Archduke’s own sexual predilection 
for the soldiers garrisoned near Klessheim) and the newly-fashioned, Francophilic 
family romance (signified by the marble bust, draped in a mantle at centre, of Na-
poleon II, who spent most of his life in his mother’s homeland as Franz, Duke of 
Reichstadt) (fig. 10). Similar queer assemblages were to be found elsewhere in the 
lower halls and likewise interpolated a fabulated biological lineage with works that 
placed the Archduke as the inheritor of a distinctly queer pictorial heritage.

Though art prints do not feature prominently in the ensembles displayed in 
more public spaces throughout the palace, they formed a  substantial portion of 
the Archduke’s collection. Indeed, the print collection featured the same degree of  

Fig. 11. Rudolf von Alt, Schloss Klessheim, unidentified interior, 1878. Aquarell, 26.9 x 36.3 cm. 
Salzburg Museum, Salzburg. 
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thematic and iconographic intermingling seen in the palace assemblages; included 
in the collection are prints of the queer Friedrich the Great and his Sanssouci Palace, 
a number of “military albums” featuring prints of soldiers, and at least one collated 
portfolio of 62 lithographic portraits of handsome men produced by Viennese artists, 
in addition to a number of prints depicting French nobility and royalty. As is often 
the case in queer histories, little evidence exists as to how or where Ludwig Viktor 
interacted with or displayed these prints. Certainly, as Franz von Alt’s depiction of 
a richly ornamented sitting room in the palace suggests, some of these matted and 
framed prints were displayed in the Archduke’s private living spaces (fig. 11). Most 
of them, however, must have been kept in storage and viewed at the Archduke’s 
request in Klessheim’s library (as evidenced in fig. 12). 

Fig. 12. Heinrich Gürtler, Library of Schloss Klessheim, 1919. Photo: Salzburg Museum, Salzburg.

In lieu of hard evidence, I  would like to suggest that the Archduke’s print 
collection might have provided opportunities to privately mirror the same queer 
family dynamic at work in his larger ensembles, here at an intimate scale. In its 
composition, his print collection represented a transition from older 19th-century 
practices of encyclopaedic collecting towards an individualised approach that prior-
itised the collector’s emotional and subjective attachments.25 The resulting degree 
of thematic, geographic, and chronological intermingling offered the opportunity 

25  This transition is detailed in B. Salsbury, “Introduction”, in: Collecting Prints, Posters, and Ephem-
era, eds. R. Iskin, B. Salsbury, London, 2020. 
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for the construction of new narratives and relationships based on idiosyncratic 
pictorial groupings. In this way, such print collections recall the dynamics of early 
19th-century Grangerising, in which collectors of print material customised books 
and manuscripts by manually incorporating art prints into their pages. Whereas 
the prints pasted into Grangerised books were meant to be “seen, displayed, and 
enjoyed,” however, print collections like the Archduke’s functioned in quieter ways, 
as personal archives of potentiality and possibility rather than “public monuments” 
to social status and good taste.26 Quickly retrievable, imminently manipulable in 
any number of queer familial coherences, and able to be privately ogled, kept, and 
maintained, the extensive collection of prints that the Archduke kept at Klessheim 
represented a private microcosm of the more general queer family romance staged 
in the palace’s public spaces.

Given the surveillance of the Crown in Vienna, which stymied his ability to 
convene homosocial groups or conduct the erotic friendships memorialised in the 
“queer family” collections of William Beckford, for instance, the Archduke was 
forced to primarily work within his own expansive collection to curate his assem-
blages. The print collection thus takes on heightened relevance, offering an archive 
within which Ludwig Viktor might reimagine himself as the “proheritor” of a queer 
history of printed pictures and an “ingenitor” of a new way of conceptualising him-
self within a queer aristocracy of his own creation.27 In a series of recursions, the act 
of incorporation – of absorbing, subsuming, and ultimately communing – asserts its 
centrality to this relationship in ever-widening circles. As paper incorporates ink, so 
too might the collector incorporate prints into his own queerly constructed collec-
tion – and, in so doing, establish himself within a transhistorical queer family. 

Conclusion

What queer narratives are made viable by sensitivity to material and its social cog-
nates? My analysis has sought to articulate three possible readings of the relation-
ship between art prints and their queer makers and viewers, though surely these 
are merely three potential approaches within the web of conceptual possibilities. If 
technical-material approaches to the art print map well onto queer experiences in 
the late 19th and early 20th centuries, it is because queer men were subjected to the 
very same technical forces that governed the creation of the prints with which they 
engaged. Schneider’s relationship to printmaking was undoubtedly unique, but the 
experiences of pressure that his prints recall were shared by burgeoning communi-
ties of queer men spread far and wide across Germany and Austria. 

In my attentiveness to the ways in which these communities coalesced through 
processes of communication and exchange, I departed from Roberts’s close reading 

26  L. Peltz, Facing the Text: Extra-Illustration, Print Culture, and Society in Britain 1769–1840, San Ma-
rino, 2017. 

27 Davis, op. cit., p. 322. 
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of print production to consider how we might apply technical principles to circula-
tion and collection. Though located in the specific case studies of Defregger and the 
Archduke Ludwig Viktor, my formulation of translation and incorporation aimed to 
provide useful terms with which to approach the queer reception of art prints more 
generally. Such an approach necessitates a focus that exceeds the purely pictorial, 
locating queerness not only at the level of style and form, but in aesthetic parallels, 
social cognates, and material resonances – even when those materials are scarce, 
absent, or frustratingly stripped of their queer valences by institutions seeking to 
eliminate queer subjectivity.

By way of conclusion, I reiterate the question posed by Saidiya Hartman in her 
postulation of critical fabulation: “is it possible to exceed or negotiate the consti-
tutive limits of the archive?”28 This study has taken the position that scholars of 
queer cultural heritage must emphatically answer this question in the affirmative: 
acknowledging the fragmentation of queer material archives must not foreclose our 
engagement with them. Predicated as it is on what Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick con-
ceptualised as an “open mesh of possibilities”, queerness is imminently amenable 
to readings that embrace rather than reject lack.29 Material histories of queerness 
pivot on the powerful conceit that queer identity is never just ephemeral. Our crit-
ical engagement with material archives may never fully recover queer lives, but it 
can surely offer opportunities to radically envision new narratives of queer survival, 
self-fashioning, and communion. 
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Abstract
Inspired by Agata Jakubowska’s Circulation of Feminist Ideas in Communist Poland (2008) in 
the paper, I undertake the case study of Russian-born Hungarian artist El Kazovszkij (1948–
2008) to discuss the circulation of queer ideas in state socialist Hungarian People’s Republic. 
Cold War-era queer cultural production is primarily associated with the then-establishing 
cultural and political agency of sexual minorities in the West. Nonetheless, despite the hiatus 
of queer movements or public dialogue in state socialist Hungary, there were still plenty 
of related works produced and circulated in both alternative and official cultural scenes. 
However, the lack of knowledge about the socialist era queer lives led to a  homogenous 
image of socialist states: the individuals in question are still seen as absent or viewed as mere 
victims of the system, who had also no access to knowledge on non-normative sexualities. 
Therefore, artistic production addressing queer themes is either overlooked or interpreted as 
manifestations of the artists’ personal struggle, which implies an essentialist understanding 
of queer art, excluding critical or political connotations of the works and oeuvres in question. 
My aim is not to prove that queer discourse was thriving in state socialist Hungary. Yet, 
I argue that queer ideas circulated in Europe between the East and West as well as among 
socialist countries, offering crucial reference points to artists. Through the case study on El 
Kazovszkij, it is possible to reconstruct a fraction of these examples from the field of literature, 
film, visual arts, music, etc., which could contribute to the theoretical and methodological 
approach to further investigate queer lives of socialist and post-socialist East Central Europe 
(ECE). Beyond the art historical perspectives, the outcome could become a further step in 
cultural decolonialism and Piotr Piotrowski’s horizontalism to defy the East-West dichotomy 
within the cultural history of non-normative sexualities. 

Keywords: El Kazovszkij, queer in Communist Hungary, non-normative sexualities in 
socialist and post-socialist Central and Eastern Europe

As the present paper seeks to answer pragmatic questions, I do not intend to analyse 
the role of gender and sexuality in the political and cultural contest between the 
Cold War-era Western and Eastern Bloc, nor is the purpose of this paper to explore 
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its long-term epistemological implications.1 However, I will explain my hypothesis 
within the context of resulting premises that still firmly hold themselves in public 
opinion, impacting contemporary political and scholarly discourses on East Cen-
tral European (ECE)2 queer3 past and present.4 One of these common theses is 
that ECE had no queer history other than brutal state-imposed oppression before 
adopting capitalist democracies in 1989/1990 and that homosexuality was illegal 
and actively persecuted under all communist regimes. Another widespread miscon-
ception, which complements the perceived illegality of homosexuality, is that in the 
ECE region, the state authorities censored or at least inhibited the publication and 
distribution of queer-related content.

In recent years, research in legal and social history provided a more nuanced pic-
ture of the attitude of state authorities towards sexual minorities during this period, 
both at the national and regional levels. With all these scholarly inquiries, it remains 
difficult to make general assertions about the social and political norms concerning 
sexual minorities in socialist systems to distinguish between systemic phenomena, 
system failures and exceptions. For instance, in state-socialist Hungary, despite the 
absolute hiatus in social or political discourse towards sexual minorities, a recent 
study revealed the background of the 1961 decriminalisation of homosexuality as 
a result of a parliamentary debate based on expert opinions specifically requested 

1  The role of sexuality in the construction of cultural hierarchies in the context of the East-West 
binary was discussed by many. Among others: L. Wolf, Inventing Eastern Europe: The Map of 
Civilization on the Mind of the Enlightenment, Stanford, 1994; M. Torova, Imagining the Balkans, 
Oxford, 2009; B. Popa, De-centering Queer Theory: Communist Sexuality in the Flow During and After 
the Cold War, Manchester, 2021.

2  East Central Europe (ECE): The terminology referring to the non-fixed, historically changing 
geopolitical or geographical region of Eastern Europe varies depending on the context. The most 
common term I used is East Central Europe, ECE. Following Piotr Piotrowski’s deliberations In 
the Shadow of Yalta, Art and the Avant-garde in Eastern Europe, 1945–1989, by East Central Europe, 
I refer to those former Eastern Bloc countries and their successor countries that remained under 
the Soviet sphere of influence following the 1945 Yalta Conference decision. Including Czecho-
slovakia, Yugoslavia, East Germany, Poland, Romania, Hungary and Bulgaria. Piotrowski’s defi-
nition of this geopolitical entity refers to the cultural and political history and their temporal 
geopolitical situatedness during the Cold War and its aftereffects. Furthermore, in terms of the 
intersection of my research between art and queer history, these are also those Eastern Bloc 
countries where, with the exception of Romania, homosexuality was not criminalised during 
the Cold War (Poland) or where legislation decriminalised consensual homosexual practices be-
tween adults during this period (Czechoslovakia, 1961; Hungary 61; East Germany, 1968; Bul-
garia, 1968; and in certain parts in Yugoslavia; Croatia, Slovenia, Montenegro and the Socialist 
Autonomous Province of Vojvodina, 1977).

3  I am using the word queer as an inclusive umbrella term for all the diverse SOGIESC (sexual 
orientation, gender identity, gender expression and sex characteristics) as well as for forms of 
social or artistic behaviour that oppose cis- and hetero-normative binary concepts of gender and 
sexuality distinctively from politico-cultural identity rooted in the 1980’s American socio-cul-
tural context. The term indicates description and not interpretation.

4  R. Kulpa, J. Mizielinska, eds., De-Centring Western Sexualities: Central and Eastern European Per-
spectives, London, 2016.
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and prepared for the occasion.5 Although the abolition marks a  cardinal turning 
point in legal history, other research points towards its low practical impact. Firstly, 
in the light of the court files, it appears that prior to the decriminalisation, neither 
the police nor the courts demonstrated any particular effort to enforce the law.6 
Secondly, the abolition did not catalyse further social liberalisation either, and sexu-
al minorities remained collectively “hidden” from mainstream society.7 Therefore, 
the general social exclusionary attitude forced most members of sexual minorities 
to construct and live behind a “heterosexual façade”.8 At the same time, there are 
numerous recorded cases about – in the narrower or wider circle – openly gay or 
lesbian persons.9 Yet, the secret police could and did utilise the social homophobia 
to frame the socialist party’s political enemies or to blackmail individuals to report 
to the police regardless if they were out or closeted.10 Generally speaking, it appears 
that the communist Hungarian state authorities did not pay specific attention to 
sexual minorities while occasionally benefiting from their social exclusion. This 
complex and often ambivalent political and social context makes it overly diffi-
cult to navigate the interpretation of cultural forms of queer representation in an 
otherwise weighted cultural field, burdened with foreign and domestic oppression, 
doublespeak and an uncertain semi-official regulatory system.11

The latter point is crucial when discussing the imaginary general “communist 
ban” on homosexual – or more broadly understood queer – representation. No 
known source supports the Hungarian state authorities implementing any formal 
provision or consistent practice focusing on these particular topics. Nonetheless, 
the history of censorship in communist Hungary is an ambivalent matter. The 1949 
Constitution declared no censorship in Hungary: accordingly, there were no written 
rules to be followed either. In practice, however, censorship was practiced. While 
in the Rákosi-era (named after the General Secretary Mátyás Rákosi, 1948–1956), 
the state set up external supervisory bodies over cultural institutions, after the 
1956 anti-Soviet revolution Kádár-era (names after the General Secretary, János 
Kádár, 1956–1989), the system primarily relied on self-censorship. It was exercised 
by publishers and distributors themselves, whose work depended mainly on their 
tacit compliance with the official state ideology. Consequently, cultural and press 
outlets were indeed censored if they were deemed politically or morally harmful 

5  J. P. Takács, T. Tóth, “Liberating Pathologization? The Historical Background of the 1961 De-
criminalization of Homosexuality in Hungary”, Hungarian Historical Review, 2021, 10, 2 Issue 
2, pp. 267–300.

6 A. Kurimay, Queer Budapest, 1873–1961, Chicago, 2020.
7 Ibid. 
8  J. Takács, Meleg század. Adalékok a homoszexualitás 20. századi magyarországi társadalomtörténetéhez, 

Budapest, 2018; Kurimay, op. cit. 
9  Eg. in A. Borgos, ed., Eltitkolt évek, Tizenhat leszbikus életút, Budapest, 2011; P. Molnár Gál, Com-

ing Out, Budapest, 2020.
10 Takács, op. cit. 
11  E. Sasváry, S. Hornyik, H. Turai, eds., Art in Hungary 1956–1980: Doublespeak and Beyond, Lon-

don, 2018.
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to public opinion.12 Although social and political taboos set specific frames, the de-
cisions were based on individual judgement and not state authorities’ censorship 
guided by a central directive. In terms of sexuality, one taboo remained throughout 
state-socialism: pornography, including any graphic depiction of sexual acts, which 
also applied to the depiction of homosexuality, or other depictions of transgressive 
gender performances.13 

Inspired by Agata Jakubowska’s paper Circulation of feminist ideas in Communist 
Poland, my aim is not to argue that queer discourses flourished in state socialist 
Hungary, but to hold forth that queer ideas did circulate between the Eastern and 
Western Bloc and among socialist countries.14 Despite the social invisibility of sex- 
ual minorities and the lack of relevant public dialogue in state socialist Hungary,  
numerous related works were published and distributed in the scientific/scholarly 
and cultural fields. However, without an open discursive context to act as a contin-
uous mediator and preserver, these examples stood and still stand as isolated cases, 
never entering the collective consciousness linked by their subject.15 Thus, they 
remained collectively hidden, influencing the accessibility of the otherwise available 
sources. The systematic phenomenon not only resulted in the generally accepted 
view on queer non-representation but also affected research approaches in various 
fields, including art history.

The described influence is well exemplified by the interpretative historiography 
of Soviet-born Hungarian artist El Kazovszkij’s (1948–2008)16 oeuvre. His work con-
tinuously carried explicit manifestations of queer subjects from the mid-1970s. Fol-
lowing his public coming out as a transgender man with a homosexual orientation 

12  Z. Gombár, “Literary Censorship and Homosexuality in Kádár-Regime Hungary and Estado 
Novo Portugal”, in: Queering Translation, Translating the Queer: Theory, Practice, Activism, eds.  
B. J. Baer, K. Kaindl, New York, 2018, pp. 144–156; Z. Gombár, “Dictatorial Regimes and the 
Reception of English-Language Authors in Hungary and Portugal”, in: Censorship Across Borders: 
The Reception of English Literature in Twentieth-Century Europe, eds. C. O’Leary, A. Lázaro, New-
castle upon Tyne, 2011, pp. 105–128.

13 Ibid. 
14  A. Jakubowska, “The Circulation of Feminist Ideas in Communist Poland”, in: Globalizing 

Eastern European Art Histories. Past and Present, eds. B. Hock, A. Allas, New York–London, 2018,  
pp. 135–148.

15  In recent years Hungary’s oldest LGBTQI NGO, Háttértársaság, has started to build a database 
of cultural products available in Hungarian. Their database is built by processing their own ar-
chives, using targeted searches and information submitted by volunteers. You can find further 
information on their website https://hatter.hu/.

16  The artist’s name is internationally used inconsistently. It appears both following the Hungar-
ian and English spelling: El Kazovszkij or El Kazovsky. The artist was born under the name, 
transliterating to Jelena Kazovszkaja in Hungarian or Yelena Kazovskaya in English. Adapting 
Russian grammar and Hungarian spelling, he changed his family name to the equivalent male 
form: Kazovszkij, shortening his given name to El. There is no official Cyrillic form of the name 
“El Kazovszkij” that could be transliterated into English. Additionally, he only used the form 
“El Kazovszkij” consequently in his artistic practice and not in his personal life. Thus, I follow 
the original spelling for historical accuracy and treat the chosen name as the signifier of the 
Artistic Self performed in the Hungarian cultural field.
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in 1991, art professionals and scholars accepted his work as a queer oeuvre. Howev-
er, the interpretations established a profoundly essentialist approach, handling the 
queer layer of the oeuvre as it was an irrepressible outburst fuelled by the unbearable 
agony resulting from the artist’s identity.17 These papers demonstrate a particular-
ly unusual way of interpretation in art history focusing on the Cold War period’s 
Eastern Bloc. In biographical research, scholars typically reject psychologisation and 
emphasise the deliberated reflections on the acquired information in their political 
and socio-cultural fields. Especially when the artists dealt with hard-to-access or 
seeminglynon-discursive themes in their work. Strikingly, in El Kazovszkij’s case, 
the usually pertinent questions focusing on his sources were never raised. Moreover, 
scholars missed recognising the queer patterns in the many references the artist 
shared in his interviews and elsewhere.18 In line with the idea that queer informa-
tion would have been unavailable in state socialist Hungary, they simply overlooked 
the noted rich source material. This attitude can have obvious implications for the 
interpretation of the oeuvre. In addition to limiting the artistic reflection to a re-
sponse to one’s own emotions, they have excluded the mere possibility of asking 
whether the oeuvre could have been a knowledge-based, analytically reflective, or 
even critical artistic approach based on knowledge of gender and sexuality.

Within the limited resources available, the present paper primarily seeks to par-
tially reconstruct El Kazovszkij’s cultural capital regarding queer knowledge and 
cultural representations acquired before the democratic system change in his child-
hood in the Soviet Union, and from his teenage years in state socialist Hungary. 
The approach holds epistemologic perspectives beyond the El Kazovszkij oeuvre’s 
interpretation: taking the example as case study, it can offer new directions in the 
research on the relationship between the Hungarian socialist state power, sexual 
minorities and queer cultural representation in its ECE context. 

The research is based on analysing the artist’s interviews in the printed press 
published before and after the democratic system change, supplemented by 
semi-structured interviews with the artist’s acquaintances, archival material and 
secondary literature. The results were grouped into three main and several subcat-
egories: clinical and psychological literature, cultural representation and personal 
networks. In the relevant places, I have preserved the artist’s accounts of his child-
hood years in the Soviet Union (1948–1964) and his teenage and adult years in 
the Hungarian People’s Republic (1964–1989/90). In some cases, I have provided 
extended explanations to highlight El Kazovszkij’s take on the subject to demon-

17  The milestones in the thematisation of queer references were the El Kazovszkij monographs 
that influenced the overall mainstream narrative surrounding the artist’s oeuvre. The most 
influential of these is undoubtedly the 2015 retrospective exhibition and its catalog. Cf.  
É. Forgács, El Kazovszkij, Budapest, 1996; El Kazovszkij kegyetlen testszínháza, ed. G. Uhl, Buda-
pest, 2008; Látáscsapda – Beszélgetések El Kazovszkijjal, eds. K. Cserjés, G. Uhl, eds., Budapest, 
2012; A túlélő árnyéka, Az El Kazovszkij-élet/mű, ed. A. Rényi, Budapest, 2017.

18  The volume of selected interviews with El Kazovszkij was published not long after the artist’s 
death, and became one of the primary sources for art historians. Látáscsapda – Beszélgetések  
El Kazovszkijjal, eds. K. Cserjés, G. Uhl, Budapest, 2012.
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strate that the examples result from a consistent interest in queer topics and way of 
thinking and not mere coincidence.

An additional methodological note is that due to the specificities of the genre, 
relying on interviews as primary sources may seem concerning.19 In the present 
context, however, the aim is not to highlight subjective narrative elements but to 
identify precise references and specific works. The pragmatic approach allows the 
availability of each item to be tracked. The added narrative parts are thus interpret-
ed along with consistent and solid material references.

Medical literature and psychology

Due to the lack of discursive visibility of sexual minorities in the Soviet Union and 
its satellite state socialist countries, many coincided with non-heteronormative 
sexualities and gender identities through medical literature. Similarly, El Kazovszkij 
claimed to have read about related topics in clinical literature for the first time. He 
recalled, “At the age of seven, I ‘had already possessed’ the entire medical literature 
as there was a doctor in my milieu, my grandmother”.20 Although he did not give 
a  detailed explanation, the seemingly exaggerated statement is validated. Firstly, 
El Kazovszkij’s grandmother Jelena Vasilievna Putolova (1898–1975), was a paedi-
atrician; thus, clinical literature was only an arm’s length away from the child and 
teenage El Kazovszkij. Secondly, the artist talked on multiple accounts about being 
literate from the age of four, reading classical Russian authors before entering prima-
ry school at the age of seven, mentioning Fyodor Dostoevsky, Alexander Pushkin, 
Michael Lermontov, Leo Tolstoy, Nikolai Gogol and Pavel Chekov by name.21 Con-
sequently, he could have read and comprehended other complex texts during the 
same period, such as medical literature. Nevertheless, El Kazovszkij lived with his 
grandparents in the USSR until he turned 16; thus, he had ample time to familiarise 
himself with the said literature before moving to Budapest, Hungary, in 1964. 

During his Budapest high school years, between 1964–1968, El Kazovszkij con-
tinued to have a keen interest in the psych-sciences: “When I was in school, I started 
to disassemble myself and my surroundings to understand them, and I had fantastic 
companions in this during high school, for example, with Ákos Szilágyi we were 
‘dissecting’ for four years while reading [Péter] Szondi, [Carl Gustav] Jung…”.22 
When asked about these topics, Ákos Szilágyi added the works of Sigmund Freud 
to the list.23

19  S. Kampmann, “Das Interview als Tarnkappe, Andy Warhol und Christian Boltanski”, in:  
Potenzial und Potenzierung künstlerischer Theorie, eds. E. Ehninger, M. Nieslony, Bern, 2014. 

20  El Kazovszkij, “Arra vágytam, hogy normális homoszexuális férfi legyek”, interview by Eszter 
Rádai, Élet és Irodalom, 06.06.2008., pp. 6–7.

21 Ibid.
22 Ibid.
23  Ákos Szilágyi is a poet, journalist, editor, university professor and researcher on Russia and the 

Soviet Union. Á. Szilágyi, Personal communication, Budapest, 12.08.2019.
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The ambivalent relationship between communist ideology and individual-fo-
cused psych-sciences needs some explanation during this period in state-socialist 
Hungary. From the late 1940s to the 1960s, the Hungarian state-socialist authorities 
had no recourse to psychological expertise. The private sphere’s valorisation follow-
ing the 1956 revolution favoured the revival of psych-disciplines, which in the 1960s 
allowed for institutional rehabilitation. University education was restructured and 
modernised, and the Psychology Committee became an independent department 
on an equal footing with other departments in the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. 
Psychology was also professionalised and popularised by the increasing opportuni-
ties for publication. The increase in publishing interest is traceable even in individ-
ual journals. For example, the prestigious social science journal Valóság [Reality], 
between 1960 and 1965, published 133 independent texts on psychology; between 
1966 and 1970, the number almost tripled as it rose to 360.24

The arbitrarily highlighted example of the Valóság journal is, in fact, relevant to 
El Kazovszkij’s life. El Kazovszkij’s lifelong friend Ákos Szilágyi recalled that during 
these years, he was purchasing the issues of Valóság.25 Szilágyi remembered that 
there were texts describing sexuality and gender due to cultural and social factors in 
these issues. As El Kazovszkij showed great interest in these topics, Szilágyi showed 
him concerning articles from the journal and beyond. He highlighted the importance 
of the articles published by prominent psychiatrists Béla Buda (1939–2013) and Ju-
dit Sas H.. During this period, both authors frequently published on the pages of 
Valóság, among other topics often covering, psychological, social and psychosexual 
development of young adults.26 According to Szilágyi, El Kazovszkij followed these 
authors’ careers even later. For instance, he reported, that El Kazoszkij purchased 
the volume by Judit Sas H. Nőies nők és férfias férfiak. A nőkkel és a férfiakkal kapcso-
latos társadalmi sztereotípiák élete, eredete és szocializációja [Feminine females and 
masculine males. The life, origin and socialisation of the social stereotypes about 
women and men].27 Moreover, even earlier El Kazovszkij knew Buda’s 1972 book 
titled A szexualitás modern elmélete. A szexuális viselkedés lélektana [Modern theory of 
sexuality. The psychology of sexual behaviour].28 Published by the State Textbook 
Publisher Company, the university textbook summarises contemporary interna-
tional literature on sexual development and behaviour psychology. In detail, Buda 
discussed the differences between sex, gender and sexual orientation. He elaborated 
on gender roles and gender identity, psychosexual development, homosexuality and 

24  Based on the Arcanum Digitheca’s analytical tools, using the keyword pszichológia, I have found 
that between 1960–1965 they have published 133 individual texts mentioning psychology, 
while between 1966–1970, the hits reach 360. Arcanum is a Hungarian database including sci-
entific and professional journals, weekly and daily newspapers, etc., enabling full-text search 
on their digitised material. 

25 Á. Szilágyi, Personal communication, Budapest, 12.08.2019.
26 Judit Sas H., for instance, frequently published in the column titled Iskola és család.
27  J. H. Sas, Nőies nők és férfias férfiak. A nőkkel és a férfiakkal kapcsolatos társadalmi sztereotípiák 

élete, eredete és szocializációja, Budapest, 1984.
28 B. Buda, A szexualitás modern elmélete. A szexuális viselkedés lélektana, Budapest, 1972.
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transgenderism and possible surgical sex change. Additionally, Ákos Szilágyi said 
that beyond reading their works El Kazovszkij knew Buda Béla personally.29

El Kazovszkij not only read about the psy-sciences but he also mentioned un-
dergoing therapy in two interviews. He talked about visiting the praxis of a “very 
prominent psychologist”, which “laid on different grounds”, but from the brief 
description, it is clear that El Kazovszkij discussed his identity and sexual orienta-
tion with a professional in the frames of therapy.30 The short report suggests that 
the professional environment felt informative and safe for the artist. Additionally, 
whether this particular therapist was Béla Buda himself to date remains unclear.

In sum, it is confirmed that by his young adulthood, El Kazovszkij gained 
comprehensive knowledge of the clinical, psychoanalytical, psychological and soci-
ological approaches to sexuality and gender roles, non-heteronormative sexualities, 
gender-dysphoria and transgenderism. Furthermore, he was aware of the social 
construction of gender and the diversity of sexual orientations and the natural indi-
vidual differences within them. 

Culture

El Kazovszkij’s legendary intellect and cultural appetite provides a large part of the 
personal myth. In his published interviews, he gave numerous examples of deter-
minative cultural experiences. Strikingly, almost all references have particular queer 
purport due to the artist’s specific interest, mostly homosexual subjects, which the 
artist often directly reflected upon. One subcategory of these examples includes 
works depicting explicit homosexual content, while the others focus on the mani-
festation of the homosexual authors’ subjectivity. In the latter case, El Kazovszkij 
repeatedly mentions the relationship of the authors to their subjects, be it the person 
who is the subject or object of literary works or the lead actor of a movie. In other 
cases, he made vague allusions to the authors’ general worldview’s affinity with his 
own. In these cases, the artist implicitly alluded to homosexuality as a connecting 
complex “way of existence”.31

Although El Kazovszkij had a vast range of interests and preferences in music, 
theatre and visual arts, for the present framework’s sake, I will focus on the two 
main areas where the most examples can be found: literature and film.

Literature

Beyond the occasions El Kazovszkij has spoken about his defining literary experi-
ences, the source material is greatly enriched by a list of literature left by the artist. 

29 A. Szilágyi, Personal communication, Budapest, 12.08.2019.
30 El Kazovszkij, “Arra vágytam, hogy normális homoszexuális férfi legyek”…, op. cit.
31  El Kazovszkij, “Barokk mozi. Jarman és Caravaggio”, interview by László Baán and Gábor Laj-

ta, Élet és Irodalom, 06.06.2008.
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The artist has written two bibliographies on the back of the object, The Grim Reaper 
Angel (dated 1985). The first is in Russian, listing the works read before the age of 
13, and the second is mainly in Hungarian, for works read later.32 

Apart from William Shakespeare’s Sonnets, the queer references of El Kazovsz-
kij’s literary entries can be divided into three categories based on simple chronology: 
Ancient Greek culture; modernist and symbolist literature from the second half of 
the 19th century and the first half of the 20th century; and examples of contempo-
rary literature from the post-World War II period.

Ancient Greek culture was undoubtedly a significant influence on the young El 
Kazovszkij. He claimed that one of his childhood’s most important cultural experi-
ences was the frequent visits to the Hermitage’s collection of ancient Greek art when 
he accompanied his mother, art historian Irina Putolova (1925–2020).33 Beyond the 
sensual reception of sculptures and vase paintings, his interest extended beyond art 
to Greek mythology and philosophy. As a generic reference, Greek Mythology is listed 
as a separate entry in the first list, and he specifically names Homer’s Iliad. Addition-
ally, among the early readings, he mentions Nikolai Kun’s Greek Myths and Legends 
while on the second list, he adds Károly Kerényi’s The Mythology of the Greeks.34 His 
interest also included Ancient Greek philosophy: his early readings include Plato’s 
Dialogues and Diogenes Laertius’ The Lives and Opinions of Eminent Philosophers. Each 
mentioned item contains treatises that depict relationships between men in many 
forms, whether stories from ancient Greek mythology, the attraction between inter-
locutors, parables or lengthy philosophical discussions of love.

Moving onto modernist literature, El Kazovszkij mentioned Paul Verlaine and 
Arthur Rimbaud on both lists. In a 1987 interview, he recalled the reading experience 
as follows: “I was shocked when I discovered the relationship between Rimbaud and 
Verlaine. I was spellbound. And I knew that what was inside me could not be dealt 
with.”35 In another interview, almost two decades later, he said, ‘My first experience 
of real love was when I was thirteen or fourteen years old, reading poems by Rim-
baud and Verlaine, and realising that those were the imprints of love. […] I don’t 
know how I learned about their love affair, but it radiated from every poem.”36

While in his interviews, El Kazoszkij did not elaborate on further works from 
the modernist period, on the lists, there are further entries to be found, including 
relevant homoromantic or homosexual plotlines. The works of Thomas Mann are 
mentioned at several points: Tonio Kröger is on the early reading list, while Death in 
Venice is on both. On the second list, El Kazovszkij added Thomas Mann’s Journals.37 

32  The list was published in A. Rényi, ed., A túlélő árnyéka. Az El Kazovszkij-élet/mű, ed. A. Rényi, 
Budapest, p. 18. The list was dated 1985, which is surely impossible, since the work published 
in 1988 is also included, thus the final form cannot be earlier. 

33 El Kazovszkij, “Arra vágytam, hogy normális homoszexuális férfi legyek”…, op. cit.
34  N. Kun, Легенды и мифы Древней Греции, Moscow, 1914; K. Kerényi, Görög mitológia, Budapest, 

1977.
35 El Kazovszkij, “Elveszett nyelv”, interview by Attila Kristóf, Magyar Nemzet, 07.02.1987, p. 4.
36 El Kazovszkij, “Arra vágytam, hogy normális homoszexuális férfi legyek”…, op. cit.
37 T. Mann, Naplók I. (1918–1921, 1933–1939), transl. G. Soltész, P. Schweitzer, Budapest, 1988. 
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He also mentioned Jean Cocteau’s Les Enfants Terribles and Le Vivre Blanc.38 Following 
the two specific works, the artist uses ‘etc.’, which can refer to many of Cocteau’s 
poems and novels. They have seen several editions in Hungarian, in single and mul-
tiple-authored collections and literary journals. Another relevant example is Robert 
Musil’s The Confusions of Young Törless.39 A further entry on the list is Chapter XIII 
from Roger Martin du Gard’s Lieutenant-Colonel de Maumort, published as a separate 
section on the pages of the literary journal Nagyvilág.40 

Regarding post-WWII literature, El Kazovszkij described a realisation – similar 
to the case of Rimbaud and Verlaine – regarding Hungarian poet János Pilinszky 
(1921–1981). “I had this experience with Pilinszky’s early poems. It was evident 
that it was about homosexual love; I  don’t know how maybe from the parallel 
[with El Kazovszkij’s own life experience].”41 On another account, he said: “The 
early Pilinszky poems had aspects of a life that resembled my own… I only got to 
know him four years before his death, and it turned out then that those poems were 
written in the conditions, in the life, in the necessities of life that I was living in.”42 
On the lists, El Kazovszkij names four of Pilinszky’s early volumes.43

Another example from the second list that El Kazovszkij elaborated on was Pol-
ish author Jerzy Andrzejewski’s (1909–1983) novel, The Gates of Paradise. The artist 
encountered the novel describing a love triangle between two boys and a man in the 
mid-1970s.44 He stated: “What I wanted, to be a normal homosexual man, could not 
be achieved with this body. [...] I became aware of this renunciation at a very early 
age, and it was also then, after a literary experience, after reading Jerzy Andrzejew-
ski’s The Gates of Paradise [...] At first, I was blown away by the experience because 
in that book, in some of the motifs, I saw my fantasy described in black and white, 
which was a joy to encounter as if it had happened to me.”45

El Kazovszkij included a further fitting work by Jerzy Andrzejewski, the Odys-
sey paraphrasis Nobody.46 Furthermore, on the lists, there are other relevant entries, 

38  Cocteau’s Les Enfants terribles has been published in more than ten editions under three dif-
ferent titles since its first Hungarian edition in 1942. Cf. J. Cocteau, Vásott kölykök, transl.  
A. Gyergyai, Budapest, 1942. El Kazovszkij references to the 1966 edition. Le Vivre Blanc is not 
translated into Hungarian. Cf. J. Cocteau, La Livre blanc, Paris, 1927.

39 R. Musil, Törless iskolaévei. Három elbeszélés, transl. A. Bor, G. Szabó, Budapest, 1965.
40  Chapter 13 from Lieutenant – Colonel de Maumort was published separately as Baleset in literary 

journal Nagyvilág in 1983.
41  El Kazovszkij, “Az alkotás a ‘lét bőre’ volt, most viszont az emberre tapad”, interview by Péter 

Adorján, Allegro kulturális diáklap, October 1993.
42  El Kazovszkij, “Kutya és kötél. El Kazovszkijjal beszélget Bartis Attila és Dékei Kriszta a sivata-

gi homokozó bejáratánál”, A Céh, 1990/4, pp. 43–47.
43  J. Pilinszky, Trapéz és korlát. Versek, Budapest, 1946; Hamadnapon. Versek, Budapest, 1959; 

Nagyvárosi ikonok. Összegyűjtött versek 1940–1970, Budapest, 1970; Szálkák, Budapest, 1972.
44  J. Andrzejewski, “A Paradicsom Kapui”, Nagyvilág, 1966, 10, pp. 1491–1537; J. Andrzejewski, Jő 

hegyeken szökellve, transl. B. Murányi, J. Elbert, E. Sebők, Budapest, 1971.
45 El Kazovszkij, “Arra vágytam, hogy normális homoszexuális férfi legyek”…, op. cit.
46 J. Andrzejewski, Senkise, transl. R. Gimes, Budapest, 1987.
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including Other Voices, Other Rooms by Truman Capote,47 the screenplay of Rocco and 
his Brothers by Luchino Visconti,48 Amado Mio and Ragazzi di vita by Pier Paolo Paso-
lini49 and A Book of Memories by Péter Nádas.50 The last entry to be mentioned is the 
oeuvre of Jean Genet, whom El Kazovszkij claimed to be his favourite 20th-century 
author of all time.51 

A unique non-fiction addition to this section is Susan Sontag’s Notes on Camp, 
known as one of the milestones of theorising queer visual culture.52 The artist’s 
friend Ákos Szilágyi confirmed that among other Sontag essays, he and El Kazovsz-
kij were reading and discussing Notes on Camp in the early 1970s.53

Cinema

El Kazovszkij was a self-claimed cinema fanatic: he watched some of his favourite 
movies 30 and more times. In 1992 he gave a thematic interview to Gábor Lajta 
titled The Film Again and Again – El Kazovszkij Talks about Cinema. After hitting it off 
with naming the film adaptation of Jean Genet’s Querelle (1982) by Rainer Werner 
Fassbinder and Derek Jarman’s Caravaggio (1986) as his all-time favourite movies, 
the interview, among other movies, addresses and thematise queer relevance of the 
mentioned pieces. 

On the one hand, Kazovszkij and Lajta discussed movies’ explicit representing 
homosexual desire mentioning Luchino Visconti’s German Trilogy, emphasing Death 
in Venice (1971) and Ludwig (1973).54 He also mentioned Visconti’s Rocco and His 
Brothers (1961), Pier Paolo Pasolini’s Mamma Roma (1962), Theorem (1968), Stephen 
Frear’s My Beautiful Laundrette (1985), Derek Jarman’s Caravaggio, Reiner Werner 
Fassbinder’s Querelle, In a Year of 13 Moons (1978), The Gods of the Plague (1970), 
Ingmar Bergman: The Silence (1963).

Beyond the plots, El Kazovszkij explained his interest in homosexual subtexts 
or the manifestation of the homosexual gaze, referring to the interpersonal rela-
tionships between the directors and their subjects, characters and actors. On one 

47 T. Capote, Más hangok, más szobák, Budapest, 1964.
48  This reference cannot be clearly traced. The original novel Il ponte della Ghisolfa (Milano, 1958) 

by Giovanni Testori was published in French as Le pont de la Ghisolfa (Paris, 1961). Since El 
Kazovszkij’s family was strongly Francophile, it is possible that the volume was in the fami-
ly’s possession, or he could have accessed it through the library of the Institut Français in St. 
Petersburg. 

49 P. P. Pasolini, Ragazzi di Vita, Milano, 1955; P. P. Pasolini, Amado Mio, Milano, 1982.
50 P. Nádas, Emlékiratok könyve, Budapest, 1986.
51  El Kazovszkij, “Csábopera. Kultuszmozi: Fassbinder Querelleje”, interview by Erzsébet Bori, 

Filmvilág, 2002/11.
52 S. Sontag, “A camp-ről”, in: eadem, A pusztulás képei, transl. Á. Göncz, Budapest, 1971.
53 Á. Szilágyi, Personal communication, Budapest, 12.08.2019.
54  Luchino Visconti’s Death in Venice (1971) had its Hungarian premier in 1972 and his Ludwig 

(1973) in 1975. 
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account, he explained, “… men prefer different boys than girls. And because the 
film consists of a “human spectacle,” they [homosexual directors] use different ac-
tors. And this ‘screams’ from the screen.”55 He claimed that he sensed the energy 
of Luchino Visconti’s adoration of Alain Delon in Rocco and his Brothers or Helmut 
Berger in Ludwig, and Rainer Werner Fassbinder’s relation to El Hedi ben Salem in 
Ali: Fear Eats the Soul (1974). On queer subjectivity in movies, El Kazovszkij further 
elaborated in two specific interviews. In one, he talked about Jarman’s Caravag-
gio, stating that he identified with Jarman, who identified with Caravaggio. When 
the interviewer questioned Jarman’s emphasis on Caravaggio’s homosexuality, El 
Kazovszkij defended the director the following way “Even if you cannot tell from 
the biography, you can tell from the pictures. The pictures have a life of their own. 
Therefore, it does not matter what the so-called real life was” then he follows it 
up, “He depicts boys’ bodies as the homosexual eye sees them. All homosexuals can 
identify with his eyes.”56

Returning to the 1991 interview, El Kazovszkij touched upon another social 
factor of homosexual subjectivity:

Gábor Lajta: You once mentioned that homosexuals have a layered, rasterised vision. Do 
homosexuals really see things differently? 

El Kazovszkij: It could be due to the complexity of the way of existence. The he-
ightened sensitivity, the narrowed adolescence. The predicament. Compensating, being 
more perceptive. It is a minority situation. So, there is a particular sensitivity, and there 
is a particular aesthetics.57

This analysis resonates well with how El Kazovszkij stressed the feeling of 
communion with such homosexual directors, such as Marcel Carné, Pierre Pasolini, 
Derek Jarman, John Waters, Stephen Frears and Rainer Werner Fassbinder. Although 
the examples listed above are only a part of El Kazovszkij’s queer cultural capital, 
they demonstrate that the artist was aware of many cultural representations. More-
over, he had an explicitly analytical stance on the different layers of homosexuality 
manifested in cultural representations, which was projected onto the authorial sub-
jectivity behind the fictional storytelling, as he juxtaposed the existential situation 
of the authors with his own life.

Personal networks 

At the same time, El Kazovszkij was not only trained in theory and cultural ref-
erences. In the 1970s, from his mid-20s onwards, he became involved in the in-
ner-Budapest queer semi-public sub-communal milieus. Despite the lack of social 

55  El Kazovszkij, “Barokk mozi. Jarman és Caravaggio”, interview by László Baán and Gábor Laj-
ta, Élet és Irodalom, 06.06.2008.

56 Ibid. 
57 Ibid.
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and political discourse and thus the lack of social visibility of queer groups, there 
were still specific subcultural and sub-communal spaces in Budapest and the rural 
cities during the socialist era. In addition to the house party gatherings relegated 
to the private sphere, there were a few public venues that homosexual audiences 
mainly visited. The most known among these establishments in the 1970s Budapest 
were the Anna Presszó and the University Presszó.58

Although the literature often depicted El Kazovszkij as a loner, he had an ex-
tended professional and private network, the latter consisting of a determinative 
group of homosexual men. El Kazovszkij highlighted the value of the companion-
ship of gay men on multiple accounts.

“For the first time in my life, very, very late, at the end of College, I made an acquaintan-
ce, who was involved, [i.e. was homosexual] quite by accident. […] I started going with 
him to the University Presszó on Kossuth Lajos Street, which was an incredibly good 
place. No club has ever suited me since. […] to stand at the bar and talk to him about 
the boys... for the first time in my life, I finally experienced it. I was at least twenty-five 
at the time: it was adolescence for me. […] He was obnoxious: I actually hated the guy, 
but it was so nice to stand there with him and experience what I did not experience as 
a teenager.”59

According to Ákos Szilágyi, the man in question was Elek ’Lexi’ Lisziák (1939–
2007), a filmmaker, whom El Kazovszkij had met in the atelier of György Kovásznai 
around 1973–1974. According to Szilágyi, although this acquaintance had no dis-
cursive role in El Kazovszkij’s life, it allowed him to immerse himself in the queer 
subcommunities of Budapest.60

In an earlier interview with El Kazovszkij from 1991, he mentioned his broader 
integrity among homosexual men, primarily based on their use of language: 

El Kazovszkij: Then, in my adulthood, I found a group of people whose language I un-
derstood, among homosexual men who liked young boys. Until then, I thought I could 
not talk to anyone about it, even though you want terribly to chat about boys or girls in 
some group in adolescence, but it never happened. When I started talking to homosexual 
friends in my twenties, it was my language perfectly. Except that they were at home 
in a life that corresponded to that language, and I was a complete outcast from sexual 
practice. 

Melinda Kalmár: But it was still the closest. 
E.K.: The language was, and otherwise, it was an enjoyable, friendly environment. 

[…] 
M.K.: What was important to you in that language? 
E.K.: That one could talk about boys as [men usually talk about] girls, and they were 

not symbolic. They were real boys, and we really talked about them as about girls. [...]

58 L. Tóth, A homoszexualitásról, Budapest, 1994. 
59  El Kazovszkij, “…akkor már a  máglyán is el lehet égni…”, interview by Tamás Halász and 

Zoltán Fehér (1995), Parallel, 2017, no. 35, pp. 42–49.
60 Á. Szilágyi, Personal communication, Budapest, 12.08.2019.
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M.K.: What is the difference between how girls talk about boys and how men talk 
about boys? What is most important for men? 

E.K.: Beauty. For men, beauty and sexuality are linked at a primary level. First among 
the values is how handsome boys are, how young they are, what their skin looks like, 
their legs, how they smile.”61

The exact delineation of linguistic performativity can be paralleled with El 
Kazovszkij’s understanding of the socio-cultural determination of the homosexual 
gaze or the subtextual manifestations of the creators’ sexual interests. 

Furthermore, these friendships and acquaintances made in queer circles during 
the state-socialistera provided a socio-cultural integrative habitat and inevitably cre-
ated a flow of additional information and a kind of closed discursive space related to 
the same interests that held the community together beyond the societal abjection.

Conclusion

This fragmentary reconstruction shows that El Kazoszkij had a grounded scholarly 
and cultural knowledge regarding gender and sexual minorities. Furthermore, this 
preparedness enabled him to interpret the related cultural products beyond their 
subject and plot. He turned analytically to the idiosyncratic expressions of homo-
sexual authors’ subjective aesthetical and moral stands. Not only did he juxtapose 
stories with his own but also the biographies of the creators and pursued a certain 
communion with them. At the biographical level, the present research findings 
allow us to consolidate new foundations for interpreting El Kazovszkij’s oeuvre. 
New opportunities opened that allow us to treat the queer subjects manifested in 
El Kazovszkij’s art as analytical reflections instead of or alongside the previously 
dominant psycho-biographical approaches.

In the light of the examples explored, the presumptions mentioned at the be-
ginning of the paper that determine the image of queer history in the Cold War 
ECE region have been partially refuted. All of the above-mentioned references were 
legally and officially accessible since all the material from the fields of psy-sciences, 
literature and film were published by institutions under the influence and surveil-
lance of the Hungarian communist state. The few examples mentioned by the artist 
under their original titles, such as the literary works of Cocteau or Pasolini, were in-
deed not translated into Hungarian but were most likely available in the collections 
of the French and Italian cultural institutes.62 

El Kazovszkij’s uniquely transparent example demonstrates that it was possi-
ble to acquire complex knowledge about non-cis and hetero-normative gender and 

61 M. Kalmár, “Múlt századi férfi tudattal nőttem fel”, Nappali Ház, 1991, pp. 1–2. 
62  The Instituto Italiano di Cultura Budapest opened in 1943 and the Institut Français in 1947. 

Like other cultural institutes representing Western national culture under State Socialism, they 
served as important information centres for artists and cultural workers. The libraries housed 
books and journals and magazines that were unobtainable elsewhere.
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sexuality in the cultural field of – at least certain regions in – the Eastern Bloc. 
However, the case study highlights that although the resources were available, ac-
cess may differ from case to case. El Kazovszkij’s example illustrates that, besides 
coincidental encounters, the geo-temporal modalities and the acquired cultural and 
network capital influenced by the individual hereditary habitus are also determi-
nants of access.

Furthermore, the queer cultural capital accumulated in the individual gives 
a partial insight into the hybridity of knowledge circulating about alternative sexual 
and gender performativity in the ECE region. While the official communist ideology 
focused on the heteronormative, productive and reproductive bodies, it allowed var-
ious forms of classical and modern cultural representations of same-sex attraction 
and romantic relationships. Additionally, from the 1960s onwards, some of these 
works were certainly the products of, or under the influence of the Western queer 
emancipation movements and early, emerging neoliberal identity politics. 

Research should be further pursued in several directions. Firstly, El Kazovszkij’s 
queer cultural capital can be further explored if the archive becomes accessible again 
once the probate proceedings currently encumbering the El Kazovszkij Foundation 
are completed. On the other hand, the results encourage further research into of-
ficial and underground examples of the circulation of queer cultural products in 
state socialist Hungary. Getting a more detailed picture of the volume and nature of 
queer-related cultural publishing, editorial choices and trends, can provide insights 
not only into the assertion of power itself, but also into reflections on social atti-
tudes and the possibilities and reception of domestic cultural production. 
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